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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N
Whether a person is speaking privately with family members or giving a pre-
sentation at a conference, emotion is an inevitable element of speech and is pre-
sented in some form. Moreover, in many social interactions, thoughts, wishes,
attitudes, and opinions cannot be fully expressed without emotion. One of
the most important functions of emotion is to support interpersonal under-
standing. The appropriate use of emotional expression helps to achieve better
communication, enhance friendship and mutual respect, and improve relation-
ships.
Due to the significant impact of emotion on humans’ exchange of infor-
mation, the recognition and understanding of emotions in communication be-
havior has become a prominent multidisciplinary research topic. The earliest
modern scientific studies on emotion trace back to the work by Charles Darwin.
In The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals, Darwin claimed that (1)
the voice works as the main carrier of emotion signals in communication, and
(2) clear correlations exist between particular emotional states and the sound
produced by the speaker (see Darwin, 1872). Following this seminal text, we
see that emotion studies were dominated by behavioral psychologists for more
than 100 years. In this field, William James established the research theory of
emotion that is still prevalent today(cf. James, 1884). Since that point, the topic
has spread to a variety of disciplines (see Tao & Tan, 2005).
In human communication, the speaker generally has two channels for de-
livering his1emotional information to the listener: verbal and non-verbal com-
munication (cf. Koolagudi & Rao, 2012). First, emotional information can be
conveyed verbally, which is of interest to linguists. When expressing an emo-
tion through speech, a person can organize words in specific ways to send
an emotional signal to others. For example, it is common to hear words that
explicitly suggest a certain emotion, such as “I am so sad today.” However,
emotion can sometimes work against the verbal form in which it is cased.
The second way to express and receive emotional information is through
non-verbal means. The fundamental non-verbal cues for emotion in human
communication fall into three main categories: facial expression, vocalization,
and body language (cf. Watzlawick, Bavelas, Jackson, & O’Hanlon, 2011). Of
these types, vocalization is one of the most efficient vehicles for information
transfer (Postma-Nilsenová, Postma, Tsoumani, & Gu, n.d.). As we speak, our
voices convey information about us as individuals. The sound of one’s voice
can reveal if he is happy, sad, panicked, or in some other emotional state.
1 For brevity, only the pronouns he and him are used whenever he or she and him or her are meant.
1
2 introduction
Changing our voice sounds can notify the listener that our emotions are shift-
ing to a new direction. Thus, the voice is a way for a speaker to demonstrate
his emotional state.
Given the wide range of emotional information that a listener receives
from speech, it is not surprising that researchers from a variety of disciplines
are interested in studying speech emotion. The following section provides a
summary of previous research that forms a basis of this study. We start in
1935 when Skinner attempted to study happy and sad emotional information
through analyzing the pitch of speech. The non-verbal conveyance of emotion
includes paralinguistic acoustic cues such as pitch and energy. Skinner’s study
revealed that a person’s pitch is more likely to change if he is happy or sad
than if he is experiencing another type of emotion (cf. Skinner, 1935). In their
later work, Ortony et al. (1990) observed that a single sentence can express
various emotions as the speaker changes the speaking rate and energy used.
Nygaard and Queen (2008) subsequently demonstrated that a listener was able
to repeat happy or sad words, such as comedy or cancer, more quickly when the
words were spoken in a tone of voice that matched the emotional content; the
repetition proceeded more slowly when the emotional tone of voice contra-
dicted the affective meaning of the words used. Schirmer and Simpson (2007)
also found that the emotional tone of speech can influence a listener’s cog-
nitive processing of words. Furthermore, more than 50 years ago, Kramer’s
studies established that in cross-cultural communication, a listener who does
not know the cultural background or language of the speaker can still under-
stand and recognize the emotional information via non-verbal communication
(see Kramer, 1964).
The above studies have collectively agreed that non-verbal aspects of speech
can independently demonstrate emotional information. Since the non-verbal
aspects of speech can separately contain emotion, as such, understanding emo-
tion can help to overcome the language and cultural barriers often present in
cross-cultural and international communication.
In this thesis, we aim to create a novel method for a computer to recog-
nize emotion through non-verbal speech cues in the Mandarin language. The
intention is to thus enable the computer to detect a Mandarin speaker’s differ-
ent emotional states. Our goal is to find an alternative to the current methods,
which accurately characterize non-verbal speech emotion in languages other
than Mandarin. In this study, we disregard the verbal aspects of speech and
focus solely on non-verbal aspects of speech in all experiments.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: We first introduce
speech emotion recognition (SER) in Section 1.1. The applications of SER are
then described in Section 1.2, while Section 1.3 subsequently discusses SER in
the Mandarin language. In Section 1.4, we formulate our problem statement
(PS) and research questions (RQs). Afterwards, Section 1.5 describes the re-
search methodology, and Section 1.6 offers an overview of our contributions.
Finally, Section 1.7 outlines the structure of this thesis.
1.1 speech emotion recognition 3
1.1 speech emotion recognition
In the science-fiction film Interstellar2 released in 2014, the robot TARS shows
to be highly capable of processing emotion in the language spoken by the
astronauts with whom it interacts. TARS understands and recognizes the emo-
tional expressions of the spaceship’s crew. TARS can therefore interact with the
crew members in a human manner. Although Interstellar is a fictional movie set
50 years in the future, the prediction that an artificially intelligent robot may
be able to spontaneously recognize emotion using an application for human-
machine interaction is no longer a bold expectation (Tziolas, Morrison, & Arm-
strong, 2017). An example of the current possibilities is seen in Figure 1.1. It
contains a telling representation of using speech emotion: a tutoring session
between a supervisor and a student. An effective tutoring application should
recognize the student’s emotional state during the session. The supervisor can
then accordingly change the teaching style.
Figure 1.1: A model of how SER works for tutoring sessions
The following question should be answered is that: How should an intelli-
gent tutoring application be designed and deployed in practice? The first step
in designing and using an intelligent tutoring application in the real world
is developing computer intelligence that simulates the human brain’s ability
of learning to recognize emotion expressions (cf. Picard & Picard, 1997). The
second step is training the application to recognize verbal and non-verbal emo-
tional expression (cf. Gupta, Raviv, & Raskar, 2018). Recent research efforts
2 https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0816692/
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aim at enabling a computer program to detect, interpret, and create emotional
behavior via so-called automatic emotion recognition (AER). Many research
activities developing AER algorithms for facial expression and body language
are nowadays ongoing (cf. Piana, Stagliano, Odone, Verri, & Camurri, 2014).
Vocalization is also a crucial subject for research on emotion recognition (cf.
Mirsamadi, Barsoum, & Zhang, n.d.). Due to all these research activities on
vocalization, speech emotion recognition (SER) has become an indispensable
branch of AER.
In brief, SER seeks to recognize emotion in human speech communica-
tion. Figure 1.2 illustrates a general flowchart of the structure of SER. The
identification of speech emotion occurs to happen into three stages: (1) feature
extraction, which consists of extracting a set of features containing emotion
information from speech signals; (2) feature selection, i.e., selecting a subset of
features for use in classification; and (3) classification, which entails separating







Figure 1.2: Three stages in the identification of speech emotion
1.2 applications of speech emotion recognition
At present, SER is playing an increasingly useful role in people’s daily lives
because of the considerable progress in human-machine interaction. In partic-
ular, we observe that the use of SER in social networking is expanding to a
large variety of applications. As we see it, a SER application will be a tool (i.e.,
a system or device) designed to detect, differentiate, and recognize a human
emotional state. Below we provide four examples of prevalent applications of
SER.
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(1) A SER system that is used in the automated service of call centers
detects a customer’s negative emotional expression during the automated con-
versation. Negative emotion can then be immediately remedied by changing
from an automated conversation to a conversation with a human telephone re-
ceptionist, who may improve the service by helping the customer in a pleasant
manner (Ramakrishnan & El Emary, 2013).
(2) A SER system has a wide range of applications in medical health ser-
vices. Based on the development of both signal processing and medical science,
a growing number of SER applications are being used as medical tools that aid
in diagnosis and treatment. SER can be a helpful medical tool, especially for
making diagnosis via behavioral analysis and depression detection analysis.
A draw-back of this application may be a lack of accuracy that influences a
doctor’s decision (cf. Luneski, Konstantinidis, & Bamidis, 2010).
(3) A SER system that is also applied during a criminal investigation can
automatically detect a suspect’s mental emotional state. Suspects typically at-
tempt to hide their true feelings (cf. Suzuki et al., 2002), but a SER system
can detect and recognize their authentic emotional state. It may suggest that
the suspect’s real behavior is different from his apparent behavior. When that
is the case, there is a chance that the suspect is lying or concealing facts (see
Anagnostopoulos, Iliou, & Giannoukos, 2015).
(4) The most recent approaches to speech recognition have been estab-
lished by major smartphone and software producers. For the most recent Win-
dows smartphone operating system, Microsoft developed a machine learning
translation application for laptops and tablets: Skype Translator. Skype Trans-
lator currently supports real-time voice-to-voice translation in English, French,
German, Italian, and Mandarin3. Software developers have made important
advances in speech recognition, as reflected by Google Translate, which has
been available for Android systems since late 2013. While its earlier version
could translate only one phrase at a time, the Android system is now capable
of real-time translation in different languages4.
As detailed above, the SER algorithm can be implemented in a wide range
of applications in industrial fields. Researcher tried to improve the accuracy of
SER over the past decade to get as closer as possible to human performance.
Thus, what we need to answer is what kinds of the SER algorithms are cur-
rently used in research? In addition, if we want to improve SER accuracy, what
is the state-of-the-art5 of SER?
Here we would like to provide a brief specification of the mainstream re-
search on SER and also the state-of-the-art of SER performance. A large num-
ber of studies have been performed in SER during the past two decades. Start-
ing with the previous research in SER, there are two mainstream approaches
3 https://www.skype.com/en/features/skype-translator/
4 https://support.google.com/translate/
5 State-of-the-art refers to such a level of development reached at any particular time as a result
of the common methodologies employed at the time.
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used to obtain the adequate representation of emotional information from
speech signals. Current SER algorithms commonly follow the procedure of
feature extraction to feature selection to classification (from left to right), in or-
der to encode the emotional information to be used in an application as shown
in Figure 1.2.
The first approach, also known as the traditional approach, is to manu-
ally build the model on the acoustic representation (L. Chen, Mao, Xue, &
Cheng, 2012). The resulting acoustic features (also known as low-level descrip-
tor) are used to feed into the learning algorithm (Koolagudi & Rao, 2012). They
commonly include pitch, formant, energies, and intensity (details are given in
Subsection 3.1.1). The traditional approach has reached a performance of ap-
proximately 85% (Anagnostopoulos et al., 2015). The two main limitations of
the traditional approach are (1) the acoustic features are not always optimally
tuned to the task at hand, and (2) the features need to be manually constructed.
The trend for this approach is to increase the number of features or to find new
good representation features. Currently, the state-of-the-art for the traditional
approach can be found in the Interspeech emotion challenges (REF to such a
challenge), which was proposed in this field. The Interspeech competition pro-
vides the standard defined acoustic feature for SER. A recent development in
the traditional approach is the use of the spectrogram of a speech signal as an
image-like representation for SER. For example, Sun et al. used the local en-
ergy distribution of spectrograms for SER while (2015) extracted local texture
features from spectrograms to achieve SER.
Due to significant learning and processing ability, a new approach has un-
surprisingly attracted attention from researchers in recent years, which is deep
learning for SER. Since Stuhlsatz et al., (2011) tried to use a Boltzman machine-
based deep learning on SER, several researchers followed this approach to ex-
plore automatic learning feature representation. For example, Mao et al. (2014)
employed Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to learn feature representa-
tion. Recently, Trigeorgis et al., (2016) presented an end-to-end learning system
for SER that achieved an impressive accuracy which is 85% better than the tra-
ditional approach. However, The superior performance obtained through deep
learning algorithms comes at the price of a large amount of datasets and com-
putational resources for training.
1.3 speech emotion recognition in mandarin
Mandarin is the official language of China. In 2017, China’s state news agency
reported that about 70% of the Chinese population spoke Mandarin in 2015
(Cen et al., 2017), which means that 8.9 billion people speak Mandarin. With
such a large population using this language, the development of Mandarin-
oriented speech recognition technologies should be anticipated. The potential
social implications and commercial values are expected to be large.
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In fact, in 2016, the Chinese technology conglomerate Baidu established
an online platform for speech recognition: Baidu Voice6. Each day Baidu Voice
receives 140 million speech requests7. With the support of deep-learning algo-
rithms trained on a huge volume of data, Baidu Voice can achieve a 97% accu-
racy rate under quiet conditions (cf. Collobert, Puhrsch, & Synnaeve, 2016).
Emotion is expressed by linguistic content, but also by other components
of one’s voice such as speed rate, tone, and volume. The voice, with its ac-
companying cues, has become an increasingly used carrier of information in
social networking and messaging applications. As vocal (audio) data is less
data-intenstive than audiovisual (video) data, but more enriched with emo-
tional information than written forms, we claim that it makes the information
exchange faster and more accurate. The growing user base of voice transmis-
sion applications, such as WeChat in China and WhatsApp in the West, pro-
vides strong evidence in support of this claim. The demand for a better SER
method is more urgent than ever in view of the flourishing social networking
and messaging applications. These are becoming increasingly voice-focused
and will stimulate the acceleration of information exchange. However, despite
this progress in speech recognition for smartphones and laptops, a SER appli-
cation for this area has yet to be developed. Due to the limited accuracy of SER,
major smartphone producers are currently only focusing on the recognition of
speech content rather than on emotion (Longé, Eyraud, & Hullfish, 2017).
There are over 5,000 spoken languages, of which 389 languages are fre-
quently used 8. For speech processing research, only few adequate resources,
such as speech corpora, are available. Existing studies focussed mainly on
Western languages. This thesis puts special emphasis on the Mandarin lan-
guage. China has the largest number of mobile-device users in the world. Ap-
plication of SER algorithms is expected to have major social implications and
commercial value for the immense Chinese society and market. The large vol-
umes of speech data potentially collected by SER algorithms tailored to the
Mandarin language, offers a unique opportunity to improve the performance
of data-driven machine learning methods.
Furthermore, there is one crucial issue to be resolved by current and fu-
ture SER application. The accuracy of SER is nowadays far from adequate, even
when considering the recently advanced technology and algorithms. Bridging
this gap is the focus of our research, as further detailed in the problem state-





1.4 problem statement and research questions
Based on the above review, SER can be an important application in people’s
daily lives. However, due to its limited accuracy, SER performance needs to
be significantly improved. The Problem Statement (PS) for this study reads
therefore as follows.
PS: To what extent can we improve SER accuracy using spectrogram infor-
mation?
To ensure adequate comprehension of speech emotion, we need an algo-
rithm capable of providing a precise performance. To address the PS, we for-
mulate four research questions (RQs) for investigation by this study. We focus
on the following three concepts: performance, features, and deep learning. The
study addresses and answers the RQs by means of a well-balanced and well-
selected scientific research methodology (see Section 1.5).
Formulation of RQ1
Section 1.1 has briefly reviewed the crucial emotional information con-
tained in both voiced and unvoiced aspects of speech. The most important fea-
tures of speech are the voiced aspects. However, there are no clear boundaries
between voiced and unvoiced aspects of speech. Current methods to discern
the boundary between voiced and unvoiced aspects of speech primarily ex-
ploit the intensity of speech signals for SER. Such techniques have produced
unsatisfactory results, and researchers are calling for higher precision in de-
termining the boundary between the voiced and unvoiced aspects of speech
(Germain, Sun, & Mysore, 2013). Thus, if we could improve the performance of
voice activity detection (VAD), we could consequently influence and enhance
feature extraction for SER. Therefore we formulate the following RQ1.
RQ1: Is it possible to design a new algorithm that improves the accuracy of detecting
the voiced part activity in speech?
To answer RQ1, our study proposes a new algorithm, the voiced segment
selection (VSS) algorithm, which can produce an accurate segmentation of
speech signals by using log-Gabor filters to detect voiced aspects of speech
on a spectrogram. The VSS algorithm is evaluated by (1) a comparison with
the current leading voiced activity detection algorithm, and (2) a comparison
of SER performance with and without applying the VSS algorithm.
Formulation of RQ2
In previous studies (see, e.g., Jin, Li, Chen, & Wu, 2015), a large number of
acoustic features were extracted from speech signals. Moreover, statistical de-
scriptors were calculated using these features. A large portion of the features
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did not contain useful emotional information and were redundant in recogniz-
ing information. There are two prevailing drawbacks that are associated with
the acoustic measurements: (1) shortcomings in the time domain and (2) short-
comings in the frequency domain. Spectrogram representations offer a means
to deal with both shortcomings at once. Hence, we formulate the following
RQ2,
RQ2: How can we use two-dimensional features to analyze the spectrogram represen-
tation of speech?
In the time domain, we can have the following observations. From the
measurements, we can adequately calculate the information on durations or
rates of speech emotion events, but we cannot identify different frequency sig-
nals in the speech. Similarly, the frequency domain can provide us with the
details of the amplitude of the formant, but this is achieved at the expense of
time. This implies that there is a limitation for us if we want to simultaneously
measure both frequency and temporal location. If the temporal resolution is
improved in time domain, it may lead to a less adequate estimation of the fre-
quency, vice versa. This is analogous to the well-known as the Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle. Interestingly, Gabor filters offer the optimal trade-off
for dealing with both drawbacks. The Gabor function provides the best com-
bination of temporal and frequency resolution. Filters designed according to
Gabor’s function are called Gabor filters. When applied to a temporal signal,
the designed Gabor filters perform a localized measurement of the signal’s
frequency. The traditional Gabor filters are one-dimensional referred to as tem-
poral Gabor filters. A spatiotemporal Gabor filter (SGFs) is an extension of
the two spatial dimensions Gabor filters with a temporal component. A spec-
trogram (see Section 4.3) is the outcome of transferring sound signals into a
two-dimensional visual representation. The resulting spectra (frequency his-
tograms) form the columns of the spectrogram, where each column represents
the spectrum of a temporal sample. Thus, Spatiotemporal Gabor filters provide
good models for analyzing the combination temporal and spectra information
in spectrogram. The visual representation can be detected with filters of certain
time and directions.
Formulation of RQ3
Research question two focuses on the primary feature pattern of acoustic
speech. With the RQ3, we aim to further categorize emotional expressions in
a spoken sentence into primary and subsequent feature patterns according to
the intensiveness of the speech.
RQ3: Can we extract additional, and likely less-intensive features via the composition
of Gabor filters through a spectrogram?
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We seek to reveal the feature patterns of the less intensive emotional ex-
pressions via a spectrogram. For this purpose, we carry out a feature extraction
using Gabor filters on the feature patterns of both primary emotional expres-
sions and less intensive emotional expressions. Through experiments, we in-
vestigate the performance of using primary and subsequent feature patterns
by comparing the algorithm to the state-of-the-art algorithms.
Formulation of RQ4
Most previous studies in the field (see, e.g., Dahake, Shaw, & Malathi, 2016)
have manually carried out the three stages of feature extraction, selection, and
classification. This is a core element that we cannot ignore. Up to this date,
the majority of studies using these three steps have placed emphasis on (1)
estimating and (2) manually optimizing certain parameters (cf. K. Wang, An,
Li, Zhang, & Li, 2015). Hence, it is possible that an estimate, although optimal
from one perspective, may not be optimal from another perspective. If all three
steps can be automatically performed, the need for human involvement in de-
cisions can be reduced and the best choice can be determined. Therefore RQ4
concerns how we can use a deep-learning algorithm to improve the accuracy
of SER.
RQ4: Can we apply the deep-learning method to the spectrogram outcomes to extract
"visual" features to increase the accuracy of SER?
1.5 research methodology
The investigation of the four RQs requires a scientific research methodology
that integrates research and affective computing. The methodology in this
study consists of five parts. The rough details of each parts are summarized as
follows.
(1) To investigate the scientific literature. The scientific literature is reviewed
and analyzed. We aim (1a) to identify relevant state-of-the-art achievements,
(1b) to identify the algorithms that have been used in previous studies, and (1c)
to design the experimental procedures to achieve a stronger experiment per-
formance. The relevant literature contains the following domains: (1) speech
signal processing, (2) affective computing, (3) machine learning, and (4) emo-
tion recognition.
(2) To experiment with traditional SER algorithms. We will develop a deep
understanding of traditional SER algorithms that focus on acoustic features
and machine learning. Therefore, we will investigate the best known and most
used SER algorithms with a rapid and accurate performance. One of the in-
struments historically employed for achieving a reliable analysis is the spec-
trogram. It can visually display a combination of time, frequency, and energy
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information in an image of a speech signal. In each spectrogram image, verti-
cal and horizontal axes represent time and frequency, respectively, while colors
signify the energy of the speech signal. As a spectrogram is able to illustrate a
combination of signal indicators, we believe that it has the potential to produce
new feature groups that have not been previously encountered. Thus, the sec-
ond RQ aims at finding a new kind of feature that contains efficient emotional
information that does not overlap with the existing feature group.
(3) To perform comparative experiments. Comparative experiments are exe-
cuted to determine the optimal setting for feature extraction and to evaluate
performance through cross-validation.
(4) To analyze and interpret the results of the experiment. The results of the
experiment are analyzed for three purposes: (4a) to determine whether the
selected algorithms work for SER, (4b) to compare their performance with
other SER algorithms presented in the literature review, and (4c) to reveal the
shortcomings of the algorithm.
(5) To validate the performance of the algorithms. Based on the results of the
experiment, we provide an answer to the RQs and the PS formulated in Section
1.4.
1.6 our contributions
In searching for answers to the four RQs and the PS, our study seeks to offer
four major contributions to the field of speech recognition. They are briefly
described below.
Contribution 1 is the VSS algorithm. We introduce the VSS algorithm to im-
prove the detection of voiced segments (aiming at better results than has
thus far been possible) and to extract acoustic features for classification.
The goal is to improve SER performance.
Acoustic features are the fundamental and indispensable components of
the SER procedure. The more precise the acoustic features that can be extracted
from the speech signal using voiced and unvoiced selection, the more accurate
the SER performance. Details regarding contribution 1 are provided in Chapter
5.
Contribution 2 is the fact that the SER performance will be achieved by a log-
Gabor filter algorithm. The algorithm is designed to detect and obtain
the relevant features by using log-Gabor filters on a spectrogram.
The new features are named (1) primary log-Gabor features and (2) subse-
quent log-Gabor features. We typically tend to focus on the parts of a sentence
that demonstrate intensive emotional expressions. The feature patterns can
be extracted through Gabor filters and can improve the accuracy of emotion
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recognition. We conducted feature extraction using Gabor filters on the feature
patterns of both primary and subsequent emotional expressions.
Contribution 3 is the development of SER with a convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) algorithm. We apply convolutional neural networks to learn
features from speech data and then evaluate the learned feature represen-
tations on several classification tasks.
Convolutional neural-network algorithms (see Neumann & Vu, 2017) at-
tempt to learn straightforward features in the lower layers and more complex
features in the higher layers. Convolutional deep neural networks have a strong
ability to scale an algorithm to high-dimensional data.
Contribution 4 is the evaluation of the performance of existing methods in
relation to our proposed methods regarding Mandarin speech from a
Chinese database.
As far as we know, research in the field has dominantly focused on Western
languages and has given less attention to Eastern language databases. This was
an additional motivation for using a Chinese database in this study. The study
demonstrates that the algorithm can also work well for the Mandarin language.
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1.7 thesis outline
The thesis comprises nine chapters. The structure is outlined below.
Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the thesis. We give an overview
of SER and a rough description of the ideas of the algorithms. The chapter
formulates the PS and four RQs. Our research methodology is then described,
and the major contributions are listed. An outline of the structure of the thesis
is also given.
Chapter 2: Speech Emotion Expression
Chapter 2 provides a review of emotion definitions and emotional state la-
belings. Three preliminary questions are addressed: (1) What is the definition
of speech emotion? (2) How many emotional states are there? and (3) How
does emotion affect the participant’s expression in speech? The three ques-
tions are discussed, answered, and generalized in Chapter 2. In addition, the
significance of studying SER is discussed.
Chapter 3: From Speech Signal to Emotion Recognition
Chapter 3 presents an overview of the three stages of SER. First, we review
feature extraction and the most commonly used acoustic features in SER. Sub-
sequently, we provide details regarding the feature selection method used in
our research. Third, the classification algorithms are analyzed.
Chapter 4: Tools and Techniques
Chapter 4 provides a brief explanation of the tools and techniques used
in this study. We first describe the databases chosen for our experiments. The
spectrogram and log-Gabor filters are then introduced as the key tools in our
research. They are used extensively in the experiments in Chapters 5 to 7.
Chapter 5: The Voiced Segment Selection Algorithm
In Chapter 5, we propose a new algorithm, the VSS algorithm, which pro-
duces a more accurate segmentation of speech signals by dealing with the
voiced signal segments as image processing. The VSS algorithm significantly
differs from the traditional methods. Moreover, we use log-Gabor filters to
extract the voiced and unvoiced features from a spectrogram to classify the
features. RQ1 is divided into RQ 1A and RQ 1B. Both questions are answered
in this chapter. So, is RQ1.
Chapter 6: The Basis of Primary Feature
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Chapter 6 describes the primary log-Gabor filter algorithm, which uses
log-Gabor filters to extract the spectro-temporal features of emotional informa-
tion from a spectrogram. The unique pattern that we design for each type of
emotion in the spectrogram is illustrated. The recognition performance demon-
strates that the new features are efficient for the feature group. Chapter 6 con-
cludes with the answer to RQ2.
Chapter 7: Less-Intensive Features in Spectrograms
Chapter 7 proposes a further study seeking to categorize emotional ex-
pressions in a sentence into primary and less-intensive emotional expressions
according to their intensiveness. This chapter reveals the feature patterns of the
subsequent emotional expressions in a spectrogram. We use log-Gabor filters
to identify and extract the subsequent feature patterns for different emotions
in the spectrogram. Whereas Chapter 6 concentrated on the parts of a sen-
tence that demonstrate intensive expression of emotion, Chapter 7 conducts
feature extraction using subsequent Gabor filters on the feature patterns of
less-intensive emotional expressions. Finally, the RQ3 is answered.
Chapter 8: Deep Learning of Mandarin Feature
Chapter 8 briefly describes the convolutional neural network (CNN) al-
gorithm and the reasons that it is a necessary asset for our work. First, the
architecture of the neural network is illustrated. We then explain the details of
feature learning from a spectrogram using the CNN. The classification of data
is subsequently demonstrated for each type of emotion. Finally, a comparison
of algorithmic performances is given and analyzed. Then RQ4 is answered.
Chapter 9: Conclusion and Future Research
Chapter 9 provides an answer to the PS. The chapter begins by summariz-
ing the answers to RQ1, RQ2, RQ3, and RQ4. We then review the PS, formulate
our conclusions and offer recommendations for future research aimed at fur-
ther improving SER.
2 S P E E C H E M OT I O N E X P R E S S I O N
In a natural environment, speech emotion has been found to attract more hu-
man attention than any other source of expression (see Belin, Zatorre, & Ahad,
2002). At the start of our research, there are three prevailing questions requir-
ing clarification: (1) What is the definition of speech emotion? (2) How many
emotional states are there? and (3) How does emotion affect the speaker’s ex-
pression in speech? These are important questions because they affect the man-
ner in which we approach the study of SER (Speech Emotion Recognition).
These questions define our research and its relation to behavioral changes.
They are answered in three sections.
The course of the chapter is as follows. In Section 2.1, we provide an
overview of the existing definitions of emotion and describe our decision re-
garding a definition to be used in this study. In Section 2.2, the categories of
different types of emotions are outlined. Section 2.3 discusses the question of
how emotional expression affects speech. Finally, a brief chapter summary is
provided in Section 2.4.
2.1 definition of emotion
The topic of this dissertation, SER, reflects one of the key components of this
study: emotion. Therefore, we begin by answering the following question: What
is our definition of emotion?
For more than a century, scientists have been attempting to formulate a uni-
versal definition of the term. Moreover, they have sought to separate emotion
from other affective states (cf. Cabanac, 2002). Thus far, there have been many
debates on emotion, and researchers have not achieved a consensus regarding
a shared or common definition (Plutchik & Kellerman, 2013b).
So, emotion is difficult to define, given that scholars from different disci-
plines have speculated for years regarding a proper definition of emotion to
employ within their own methodologies. Psychologists believe that emotion is
a psychological reaction that attempts to send or receive affective attention to a
particular event or person (cf. Ketai, 1975). Izard stated that "a complete defini-
tion of emotion must take into account [...] the experience or conscious feeling
of emotion [...], the processes that occur in the brain and nervous system and
the observable expressive patterns of emotion" (see Izard, 2013). Neurologists
have attempted to define emotions in two prevalent physiological reactions: (1)
the experience of feeling and (2) bodily behavior (cf. Heilman & Gilmore, 1998).
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Buck defined emotion as direct feelings and desires, derived from neurochemi-
cal systems (see Buck, 2000). Moreover, emotion can be explained using a range
of psychological features, including personality, temperament, motivation, and
mood (cf. Myers, 2004).
As we are focusing on the non-verbal manifestation of emotion in speech,
which can only be grasped with an understanding of both psychology and
neurology, we require a broader definition of emotion. Taking this into consid-
eration and seeking to employ explicit and consistent definition in our research,
we use the definition proposed by Barrett, Dunbar, and Lycett (see Definition
2.1).
Definition 2.1 Emotion (adapted from Barrett, Dunbar, and Lycett, 2002)
Emotion is defined as a complex and spontaneous mental reactionary phe-
nomenon based on an individual person’s response to a specific event in a
particular environment.
2.2 emotional state
One of the additional major problems encountered when investigating emo-
tion is the lack of commonly recognized categories of emotional states. Thus
we cannot straightforwardly answer the question: how many emotional states
do exist? This is crucial for SER because the algorithm must engage in clas-
sification and recognition based on a clear categorization of emotional states.
Therefore, we search for answers to the following questions: (1) which emo-
tional states do exist? (2) Which emotional states should we select for experi-
mentation in our study?
During the last half century, researchers have investigated the categoriza-
tion of emotional states, but an explicit or unified categorization has not yet
emerged. Psychologists have attempted to answer the question of "how many
kinds of emotion do exist in the world?". The debate on kinds and numbers
has ignited many arguments over the last several decades (cf. Gendron & Bar-
rett, 2009). Earlier research on these topics (kinds and numbers) has been per-
formed by Steunebrink. In his Ph.D. thesis, the logical structure of emotion has
been analyzed and a new number of categories of emotional states has been
proposed (Steunebrink, 2010).
Part of the difficulty on kinds and numbers derives from the fact that
our emotional experience is complex and involves numerous factors. Thus,
distinguishing one emotion from another is like drawing lines of sand in the
desert. It is similarly difficult to determine the boundaries between emotions
in human speech (Steunebrink, 2010).
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Despite these difficulties, many researchers are still attempting to distin-
guish among emotional states. However, most theories on emotion are highly
subtle and focus on a certain aspect of emotion. Moreover, there are countless
scenarios for each emotional state. In brief, no model is entirely satisfactory for
all emotions (Steunebrink, 2010).
The following section introduces two mainstream categorization methods.
The first method, fundamental emotion classification, is based on the observa-
tion that emotion is separable and can be distinguished into coarse categories.
The second method is called multi-dimensional emotion classification. It is con-
structed on a dimensional space representation using a variety of emotional
attributes (e.g., valence, arousal, and control). The details of these methods are
explained in Subsection 2.2.1 and Subsection 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Fundamental Emotion Classification
Our literature review on the classification starts with two different lists (Table
2.1 and Table 2.2). Together they list 88 names for emotional states. The lists
which are based on Plutchik & Kellerman (2013a) and on Anagnostopoulos
et al (2015). Anagnostopoulos et al obtained the lists by reviewing scientific
literatures over a period of 11 years (from 2000 to 2011). The numbers after the
name of emotions indicate their frequency in research studies. Table 2.1 lists
the emotions with a frequency greater than one (48 in total), while Table 2.2
catalogs those emotions with a frequency of exactly one (40 in total). To ad-
equately address emotional states, one must identify clusters of fundamental
emotional states. This approach reduces the numbers of variables and makes
the data fit for our research.
In the 1970s, Paul Ekman was the first researcher to propose and identify
six emotional states that could be universally recognized. He announced the
six types of emotion as the fundamental emotional states, and called them the
“big six” (Ekman, Sorenson, & Friesen, 1969). This set of emotions comprises:
(1) anger, (2) disgust, (3) fear, (4) happiness, (5) sadness, and (6) surprise. Some
scholars have rejected this list because the enumerated emotions do not cover
the whole range of emotion. However, despite this limitation, the six basic
emotions are generally viewed as measurable and separable according to a
universal standard. Even when speakers have different cultural backgrounds,
researchers are able to arrive at the same conclusions about their speech.
Whatever the case, Ekman’s fundamental emotional states are widely used
in automatic emotion recognition studies because they provide an explicit sep-
aration of emotional states (cf. Frijda, Kuipers, & Ter Schure, 1989; Sebe, Co-
hen, Gevers, & Huang, 2006; Izard, 1992). We use the fundamental emotional
states as classification labels in our machine learning experiments. However,
here we remark that in other cultures, the six fundamental emotions that Ek-
man defined for the Western world cannot always be traced. For example, the
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Table 2.1: Frequency of occurrence of 88 emotional states in speech emotion expres-
sion part one
[adapted from Plutchik (2013) and Anagnostopoulos et al. (2015)]
Emotion No. Emotion No. Emotion No.
Angry 85 Satisfaction 5 Irony 3
Fear 65 Pain 4 Coquetry 2
Sad 65 Tenderness 4 Disbelief 2
Happy 44 Admiration 4 Objectivity 2
Joy 31 Determination 3 Pleading 2
Disgust 26 Scornfulness 3 Hate 2
Surprise 24 Affection 3 Pomposity 2
Boredom 17 Cheerfulness 3 Threatened 2
Contempt 15 Longing 3 Relief 2
Love 10 Impatience 3 Reproach 2
Grief 9 Enthusiasm 3 Sarcasm 2
Interest 7 Uncertainty 3 Reverence 2
Anxiety 6 Contentment 3 Timidity 2
Doubt 6 Sorrow 3 Gladness 2
Elation 5 Shame 3 Comfort 2
Sympathy 5 Laughter 3 Confidence 2
corpus used in this research, the Mandarin Affective Speech (MAS) corpus
(T. Wu, Yang, Wu, & Li, 2006), only categorizes emotions into five emotional
states: angry, panic, happy, sad, and neutral. Notably, three of them, viz. an-
gry, happy, and sad are mentioned in Ekman’s list of the six basic emotions.
To conveniently address this mismatch, we treat panic as equal to fear. The
neutral emotion signifies a state that is neither strongly positive nor strongly
negative. More details on the MAS corpus are given in Section 4.2. The set of
five emotions is used to categorize the basic emotional states in this study’s
experiments on the Mandarin Affective Speech in the Chapters 5 to 8.
2.2.2 Multi-Dimensional Emotion Classification
Apart from efforts to complete the list of fundamental emotional states, few
scholars have attempted to distinguish more emotional states. Instead, schol-
ars have primarily examined the level of a speaker’s emotional response, or
arousal. Arousal is the key component that serves as a predictable and de-
tectable change in speech production to be assessed.
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Table 2.2: Frequency of occurrence of 88 emotional states in speech emotion expres-
sion part two
[adapted from Plutchik (2013) and Anagnostopoulos et al. (2015)]
Emotion No. Emotion No. Emotion No.
Solemnity 1 Relaxation 1 Desire 1
Irritation 1 Calm 1 Delight 1
Kindness 1 Rage 1 Accommodation 1
Aversion 1 Fury 1 Tension 1
Insistence 1 Amusement 1 Dominance 1
Seductiveness 1 Disdain 1 Excitement 1
Pleasure 1 Friendliness 1 Dislike 1
Approval 1 Disappointment 1 Complaint 1
Nervousness 1 Grim 1 Terror 1
Worry 1 Hostility 1 Aggression 1
Panic 1 Humor 1 Boldness 1
Shyness 1 Jealousy 1 Startled 1
Lust 1 Indignation 1 Pedantry 1
Astonishment 1
Many researchers have attempted to structure emotional states within a
multi-dimensional space, in contrast to the basic models described above. The
idea of creating an emotional space leads to a representation of emotional
states on axes. The merit of a dimensional approach is that it allows researchers
to avoid distinguishing each emotional state arbitrarily. Moreover, researchers
are continuously able to place additional emotions in the multi-dimensional
space.
Definition 2.2 Arousal (adapted from Lewis, Haviland, and Jeannette 2010)
Arousal is normally defined as the experience of restlessness, excitation, and
agitation. It manifests itself in heightened overt and covert bodily activities
that create a readiness for action. Emotions can be classified in terms of how
arousing they are.
Definition 2.3 Valence (adapted from Lewis, Haviland, and Jeannette 2010)
Valence is used in discussing emotion. It measures an emotion based on the
intrinsic attractiveness or unattractiveness of an event, object, or situation.
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The most widely used theory in emotion classification is the two dimen-
sional space structure. The most well-known structure is the arousal–valence
model, also known as the "circumplex" model (cf. Russell, 1980). As illustrated
in Figure 2.1, it uses arousal and valence as the attributes for the axes. Arousal
(see Definition 2.2) represents the energy used for an emotional experience us-
ing a circular scale from excited to calm. Valence (see Definition 2.3) represents
how the emotional experience feels using a circular scale from positive/pleas-
ant, to negative/unpleasant.
Figure 2.1: The two-dimensional emotional space (arousal - valence)
[adapted from Lewis, Haviland and Jeannette (2010)]
As Figure 2.1 reveals, the two elements, arousal and valence, expose the re-
lation between a speaker’s emotional state which may be related to the acoustic
characteristics of his voice (see Davitz, 1964)(The details of acoustic characteris-
tics are introduced in Section 2.3). For example, high arousal is associated with
high average vocal pitch values (Apple, Streeter, & Krauss, 1979) or with a fast
speech rate and short pauses (Breitenstein, Lancker, & Daum, 2001). Moreover,
numerous studies have demonstrated that emotions associated with a positive
valence generate a low mean pitch value, shorter pauses, and a low voice in-
tensity (Scherer, 1972).
These acoustic characteristics have close ties with SER, because they are
the crucial signifiers of emotion in speech. Hence, the characteristics are widely
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used as the feature group for the SER algorithms. This connection will help us
to understand and use the acoustic features in this study.
2.3 the effect of emotional expression on speech
Our study investigates non-verbal, or paralinguistic, expressions in speech. It
means that we do not examine what a person says, but how that person says it.
With this in mind, the section answers the question of how different emotional
states shape the non-verbal aspects of a person’s speech.
Since the 1950s, many physiologists and neurologists have been studying
the topic. They have used physiology and neurology to analyze the body and
nervous system. Their findings have illustrated that the stimulation caused
by emotion can influence the body’s nervous system, which consequently af-
fects the speaker’s style of speaking (Scherer & Zei, 1988). For example, the
vocal cord’s muscles can change under different emotional states affecting
a speaker’s vocal characteristics (Scherer, 1995). Acoustic characteristics of
speech can vary widely according to different movements of the vocal cord
muscles in the context of different emotions.
Table 2.3 lists four well-known acoustic characteristics (pitch, F0 contour,
speaking rate, and intensity) and their definitions (column 3) in the literature of
SER (Kiktova-Vozarikova, Juhar, & Cizmar, 2015). The fundamental frequency,
also known as pitch (see row 2), is defined as the lowest frequency of a peri-
odic waveform. In music, the fundamental frequency (also called simply the
fundamental) is the musical pitch of a note that is perceived as the lowest par-
tial present 9. In speech, it is defined as the inverse of the signal period of a
periodic signal. When we begin to speak, it is typically natural for our F0 con-
tour (see row 3) to individually vary within a range of frequencies (Postma-
Nilsenová, Postma, & Gu, 2014). The variation of F0 within the contour can
usually be associated with his current emotional state. The speaking rate (see
row 4) is defined as the number of speech units that can be produced within a
standard amount of time. The most well-used measurement for the speaking
rate is syllables per second. Speaking rate is believed to vary within the speech
of one person according to his emotional state. Intensity (see row 5) is defined
as the power carried by sound waves per unit area. It is commonly understood
that various emotional states can influence the intensity of a person’s speech.
Table 2.4 provides an overview of the associations between acoustic charac-
teristics and the emotional expression in the speech signal (cf. Hammerschmidt
& Jürgens, 2007; Forsell, 2007). Here, we aim to shed light on the correlations
between acoustic characteristics and five fundamental emotional states (angry,
happy, neutral, panic, and sad). Current measurement methods can be cate-
9 The fundamental frequency is usually abbreviated as f0, or F0 or FF. This refers to the lowest
frequency counting from zero
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Pitch F0 The inverse of the signal period of
a periodic signal.
F0 contour Pitch contour Sequence of F0 values across an ut-
terance. In addition to changes in
pitch, the F0 contour contains tem-
poral information.
Speaking rate Speaking tempo The number of speech units of
a given type produced within a
given amount of time.
Intensity Volume of speech The power carried by sound waves
per unit area.
gorized into two groups: (1) assessing the speech signal based on the time
(temporal) domain measurement and (2) assessing the speech signal based
on the frequency (spectral) domain measurement (Busso, Lee, & Narayanan,
2009). As the names indicate, the time domain measurement is typically used
according to the progression of acoustic features over time, while the frequency
domain measurement makes an evaluation according to the signal response of
different frequencies.
Table 2.4: Commonly reported associations between acoustic characteristics and a
speaker’s emotions
[adapted from Hammerschmidt et al. (2007) and Forsell (2007)]





















Intensity Louder Louder Quieter Normal Quieter
Scholars have used both measurement methods to assess speech signals
and identify the acoustic characteristics that are distinct to each of the five
emotions. Numerous experiments on emotional states have been conducted,
and their results have been consistent in Western language.
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The verified results are the following: (1) Angry speech commonly evokes
a slightly faster speaking rate, louder volume, and a much higher average F0
value (see Williams & Stevens, 1972). (2) Happy speech has a wider range of
F0 values and features a fast speaking rate, as well as higher energy usage
(see Hammerschmidt & Jürgens, 2007). (3) Neutral speech is characterized by
an average F0 value that is lower than that seen when one is angry, happy, or
in panic but higher than that seen when one is sad. For neutral speech, the
range of frequency values is narrower than for angry and happy speech but
wider than that seen that seen during the vocal expression of panic. Therefore,
the frequency of neutral is in the mid-range among the five fundamental emo-
tions. Moreover, neutral speech is associated with a mild energy and a very
slow speaking rate (see Pittam & Scherer, 1993). (4) The vocal expression of
panic is associated with a similar pronunciation style as anger, but with cer-
tain differences. The frequency of speech changes more quickly than that of
angry speech and thus generates a sharp energy contour if drawn as a curve
in a time-frequency spectrogram. In addition, when panic is expressed, the
speaking rate is the fastest among all emotional states (see Van Lancker, 1991).
(5) Finally, sad speech invokes a lower vocal frequency, but the speech duration
is longer than for the other types of emotions (see Sidtis & Van Lancker Sidtis,
2003). In the scholars’ investigations and findings highlighted above, the five
emotional states in terms of F0 values, the range of frequency in speech, as
well as in speaking duration and intensity. The above findings suggest that
emotions can be detected through acoustic characteristics. That is, acoustic
characteristics can effectively represent and thus help to distinguish emotions.
To summarize, emotional expression is an essential component of speech.
Acoustic characteristics can be analyzed in a time and frequency domain repre-
sentation of speech signals so that we may categorize them and correlate them
with respective emotional states. This is how we intend to identify speech emo-
tion through acoustic characteristics, specifically through visual speech-signal
representations called spectrograms.
2.4 chapter summary
In this chapter we discussed a variety of definitions of emotion and presented
the definition utilized in our study. We define emotion as "a complex and
spontaneous mental reactionary phenomenon based on an individual person’s
response to a specific event in a particular environment" (see Definition 2.1).
Different categorizations of emotional states were then introduced and the big
six emotional states proposed by Ekman (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sad-
ness, and surprise) were described. We then outlined a set of five fundamental
emotional states derived from the Mandarin database used in this research.
The set consists of angry, happy, neutral, panic, and sad. Finally, we presented
the details of commonly used acoustic characteristics and discussed previous
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approaches that other studies have employed to examine the link between emo-
tional states and acoustic characteristics. The correlation between emotions and
acoustic characteristics serves as the foundation for our research design.
3 F R O M S P E E C H S I G N A L TO E M OT I O N
R E C O G N I T I O N
In this chapter, we review (1) the relevant methods used in the field of speech
emotion recognition (SER) and (2) the technologies used in the research de-
scribed in the subsequent chapters. In Section 3.1 we deal with two methods
used for feature extraction. In Section 3.2, two different approaches to feature
selection are introduced. Section 3.3 subsequently describes four classification
algorithms employed in this area. Finally, Section 3.4 provides a chapter sum-
mary.
3.1 feature extraction
In this section, we investigate which commonalities among emotional speech
signals are suitable candidates for use in an algorithmic model. Feature 10 ex-
traction (see Definition 3.1) is a method for extracting commonalities from raw
data. Such commonalities indicate that a feature can be beneficially incorpo-
rated into a machine-learning algorithm (K. Wang et al., 2015). For example,
as mentioned in Chapter 2, different emotional expressions in speech are asso-
ciated with (or related to) certain acoustic characteristics (cf. Wu, Parsons, &
Narayanan, 2010).
Definition 3.1 Feature Extraction (adapted from Ethem Alpaydin, 2014)
Feature extraction is defined as a process for measuring and building derived
features to be used in subsequent learning and generalization algorithms.
Thus, the first step in SER is composing a suitable and informative feature
set that efficiently represents emotional states. Most scholars in this field be-
lieve that an algorithm with a proper feature set significantly influences SER
performance (Mencattini et al., 2014). The better the feature-based representa-
tion we achieve, the stronger the performance we may obtain. Thus far, previ-
ous research in this area has identified two methods for detecting and extract-
ing a feature set. We call them feature construction (see Subsection 3.1.1) and
feature learning (see Subsection 3.1.2).
10 In machine learning, a feature is an individual measurable property or characteristic of an
observed phenomenon.
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3.1.1 Feature Construction
Feature construction (see Definition 3.2) means manually building and extract-
ing features and then transforming them into statistical features for classifi-
cation. Acoustic characteristics primarily include the fundamental frequency
(F0), speaking rate, and intensity (energy), as explained in Section 2.3. All these
acoustic characteristics can be extracted from speech and are typically suitable
representative features for the speech signal in general. They are called acous-
tic features. Acoustic features are the most economical, objective, and common-
place means of representing acoustic characteristics in SER (Scherer & Ekman,
1982). In addition to the feature mentioned before, there are other acoustic fea-
tures such as the formants F1, F2 and F3, the zero-crossing rate (ZCR), linear
prediction coefficients (LPC), and mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC).
In detail, the first three formant frequencies, F1, F2 and F3, are estimated as
the resonant frequencies of the vocal tract using linear predictive analysis (see
Low, Maddage, Lech, & Allen, 2009). The MFCCs are calculated from a bank
of auditory filters for the outputs. The filters are equally spaced on the loga-
rithmic frequency scale, called the mel scale (Pao, Chien, et al., 2007). From the
acoustic features, statistical features are derived using utterance-level mathe-
matical statistics (C. Lee, Mower, Busso, Lee, & Narayanan, 2011). Statistical
features primarily include the maximum (max) value, minimum (min) value,
and average value of acoustic features (Li & Akagi, 2016).
Definition 3.2 Feature Construction (adapted from Alpaydin, 2014)
Feature Construction is the process of using domain knowledge of data to
create features that make machine learning algorithms work.
Thinking beyond the existing group of acoustic features, we wondered
whether there are still remaining features that can be manually detected and
extracted. Of course, they should improve the performance of SER. As such,
we began to investigate feature construction thoroughly. We found that the
existing SER prior to this study had not paid much attention to the informa-
tion advantage provided by spectrograms (see Chapter 4). Inspired by these
observations from the literature (Bouvrie, Ezzat, & Poggio, 2008), we focus on
developing and assessing novel algorithms that use spectrograms with the aim
to extract features that are distinct from the acoustic features. By accurately
identifying novel features, which means ruling out those that are irrelevant,
we intend to reduce the computational expenses of features extractions sig-
nificantly, and to improve the accuracy of the classification. The new feature
construction process is described in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.
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3.1.2 Feature Learning
In contrast to the feature construction method, which entails manually de-
signing and extracting features from the speech signal, an alternative method
called feature learning (see Definition 3.3), also known as representation learn-
ing aided by deep-learning technology, is currently popular for feature extrac-
tion.
Definition 3.3 Feature Learning (adapted from Ng Andrew, 2009)
Feature learning is defined as a set of techniques that allows a system to dis-
cover the representations needed for feature detection or classification from
raw data automatically.
Hinton et al. (2012) reported on their breakthrough achieved with deep
learning on the task of phonetic classification for automatic speech recognition.
The paper contained the shared views of four research groups. To the best of
our knowledge, it was the first major industrial application of deep learning. In
the same year, another study by Mao et al. used convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) to learn the acoustic features of speech. In their study, a competitive
performance was obtained for a Mandarin corpus (Mao et al., 2014). Their
work marked the start of an interesting development. In the following year,
Lee and Tashev attempted to learn the acoustic features of speech based on
a long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural-network algorithm. They
found that the most useful features in an utterance are concentrated in a few
frames. They obtained approximately 60% performance based on the IEMO-
CAP database (J. Lee & Tashev, 2015). In 2016, a DNN algorithm was applied
to learning a mapping from Fourier-transform based filter banks. Soft labels
generated from multiple annotators were used to model the subjectivity of
emotion recognition (Fayek, Lech, & Cavedon, 2016). In their more recent study,
Fayek, Lech, and Cavedon (2017) used recurrent neural network architectures
and the feed-forward method to work on SER. In their work, the features were
learned from spectrograms instead of speech signals.
In our study, in addition to relying on feature construction, we attempt to
engage in feature learning using a CNN, which has the ability to automatically
learn features from a spectrogram. This approach consists of feature learning
with no domain knowledge for the features, which are in some sense "pre-
designed". If the manually constructed features are also detected and extracted
by the feature-learning algorithm, that outcome would serve as confirmation
that our feature construction was effective. Our feature-learning algorithm is
described in Chapter 8.
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3.2 feature selection
The second stage of SER is feature selection (see Definition 3.4). In the first
stage of feature extraction, the extracted feature group may contain a large
number of features. Among the many extracted features, a large proportion
may be either redundant or irrelevant. Therefore, they can be removed without
incurring a significant loss of information. In fact, this elimination is the central
premise when using a feature selection technique. There are several reasons
for eliminating a portion of the extracted features, and the two most important
reasons are the following:
(1) This approach makes emotion recognition easier by selecting the more
useful features of speech. There are many acoustic features involved in
emotional expression, but they are not all equally relevant to, or infor-
mative of, speech emotion. Therefore, a selection algorithm is needed to
choose the most useful acoustic features to be extracted so that the re-
dundant features can be removed without losing significant information.
(2) This approach improves the overall accuracy of classification by reducing
overfitting11 (cf Bermingham et al., 2015). Previous studies have found
that redundant features can hamper the accuracy of a classification or
the robustness of the classifier (Witten & Frank, 2005). Thus, an adequate
feature selection algorithm is needed to optimize the feature group.
Moreover, it is important to note that a small correlated feature group can
generate a more accurate performance. The computational time consumed by
the learning process may also be significantly reduced by filtering irrelevant
features (Liu & Motoda, 2012).
Definition 3.4 Feature Selection (adapted from Van der Maaten, Postma, Van
den Herik, 2009)
Feature selection is defined as the process of choosing a subset of relevant
features for classification.
There are two major types of algorithms used during the feature selec-
tion stage: (1) feature selection algorithms and (2) dimensionality reduction
algorithms. A feature selection algorithm selects the best features from the fea-
ture group. It aims to choose the most valuable sub-features from the entire
extracted feature group. Chastagnol and Devillers used forward selection in
their study (Chastagnol & Devillers, 2012), as well as Schuller et al. and Wu et
al. applied backward elimination (Schuller, Vlasenko, Eyben, Rigoll, & Wende-
muth, 2009; S. Wu, Falk, & Chan, 2009).
11 Overfitting refers to a machine learning method that is fitted too much to the training data at
the expense of its fit to unseen (test) data.
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Prior to feature selection, dimensionality reduction is used to reduce the
feature group from many dimensions to fewer dimensions (see Van der Maaten
& Hinton, 2008). After dimensionality reduction, the feature group may have
a lower level of complexity and fewer dimensions. This type of algorithm does
not directly choose a feature from the original feature group, but rather obtains
a small set of values through the calculation of possibly correlated variables.
For example, principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the more notable
algorithms employed in dimensionality reduction (see Van der Maaten, 2009).
Principal component analysis is a statistical procedure that converts the N
correlated variables of the whole data set into a set of N linearly uncorrelated
variables called principal components (cf. Van der Maaten, Postma, & Van den
Herik, 2009b). The number of M (M < N) of retained principal components is
(considerably) less than the number of original variables.
In our experiments, PCA is chosen for acoustic feature selection proce-
dures because of its ability to reduce the number of dimensions of the features.
Our findings reveal that emotion recognition performance improves when us-
ing PCA (see Chapter 5 to 7). The feature selection does not apply to CNNs,
because they incorporate both feature (representation) learning and selection
together. Therefore, the feature selection is not necessary for the CNN.
3.3 feature classification
To investigate the effectiveness of our feature extraction and feature selection
approach, we need to make feature classifications (see Definition 3.5) to rec-
ognize the emotional state of the speech signal on the basis of those features.
Researchers have tried to utilize a number of pattern recognition algorithms
over the last two decades (El Ayadi, Kamel, & Karray, 2011).
The four most prevalent algorithms are Hidden Markov Models (Pao, Liao,
et al., 2007), Decision Trees (C. Lee et al., 2011), Support Vector Machines (Qi,
Tian, & Shi, 2013) and Artificial Neural Networks (Trigeorgis et al., 2016). Actu-
ally, there is no agreement on which classification is the most suitable for SER.
Each classifier has its advantages but also associates with limitations. All four
classifiers will be detailed in the following.
Definition 3.5 Feature Classification
Feature Classification is defined as the process of identifying which new object
belongs to which set of categories. It normally relies on a training set of data
containing observations for which the category membership is known.
The first classifier to be discussed is the Hidden Markov Model (HMM). It
is the most commonly used classifier in the literature for SER (Le & Provost,
2013). HMM is modeled via a Markov process which consists of a Markov
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chain of which the states are unobserved (hidden). The states of the model are
responded to capture the feature structure from the data.
The second classifier which has been used in SER is the decision tree
(C. Lee et al., 2011). A decision tree is a predictive modeling approach to ob-
serve an object (represented in the branches) and then to conclude the object’s
target value (represented in the leaves).
The third classifier is the Support Vector Machine (SVM). The SVM has
been used more frequently in recent studies (e.g., Nan, Sun, Chen, Lin, & Toh,
2017). These algorithms treat classification as a space boundary problem. In
a multi-dimensional space, an SVM attempts to set a hyperplane that can be
used to separate vectors into a binary class. This separation is achieved by
evaluating the largest distance between hyperplanes containing the training
vectors. Thus, in this study, we used an SVM as one of our classification algo-
rithms to evaluate the performance of the feature construction method that we
have proposed. Details are given in Chapter 5 to 7.
The fourth and nowadays most popular classifier used for SER is a vari-
ety of Neural Networks (NN). The NNs could be categorized into three types:
Deep Neural Networks (DNN), Deep Belief Networks (DBN), and Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN), all of which are commonly used in SER. The advan-
tage of an NN becomes more obvious in feature extraction, feature selection,
and feature classification. NN achieves better classification performance than
all the above classifiers, especially when the size of dataset is relatively large.
However, an NN also has some disadvantages. First, it is highly demanding in
regard to the computational cost. Second, in general, an NN has many param-
eter values (the weights and biases) and so-called hyperparameters (e.g., the
number of the hidden layers, the number of the neurons in each layer) set in
advance in order to achieve the best performance.
Apart from the SVM, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which falls
into the category of DNN, is another classifier employed in this study. It has the
capacity of sequentially processing feature learning and feature classification.
A CNN consists of several layers of connected neural units. During the learning
process at each layer, the weight values change through the connected units in
real time. Details are given in Chapter 8.
3.4 chapter summary
This chapter summarized the emerging studies according to the three stages of
SER: feature extraction, feature selection, and feature classification. In Section
3.1, the process of feature extraction was briefly reviewed, including feature
construction and feature learning. Because of the limitations of frequency and
time domain measurements, we used spectrograms to visually combine the
two with energy value in an attempt to extract novel features through feature
construction in combination with feature learning.
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Feature selection was then introduced in Section 3.2. We detailed the rea-
sons why feature selection is crucial as one of the stages and illustrated the
two mainstream approaches of feature selection and dimensionality reduction.
We chose PCA, one of the dimensionality reduction algorithms, for feature se-
lection. In support of this choice, we introduced PCA in detail and explained
its advantage.
Furthermore, to investigate thoroughly feature extraction, i.e., the combi-
nation of the feature construction and feature learning, we need to have a deep
understanding of feature classification for the final stage of SER. The defini-
tion of feature classification was given in Section 3.3, together with several
commonly used classifiers which include HMM, decision trees, SVM and NN.
The advantages and disadvantages of each classifier were outlined. Based on
them, SVM and CNN were chosen for the experiments in this study.

4 TO O L S A N D T E C H N I Q U E S
To implement a newly designed algorithm and evaluate its performance, we
require tools and techniques. They are detailed in this chapter and used in
the research described in the following chapters. The structure of this chapter
is as follows. In Section 4.1 we describe how to record emotional expressions.
Then the corpus for affective speech is described in Section 4.2. Subsequently,
spectrograms are explained in detail in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 explains the
log-Gabor filters. Spectrograms and log-Gabor filters are both key tools that
are used in the experiments described in the Chapters 5 to 7. Finally, Section
4.5 provides the chapter summary.
4.1 how to record emotional expression
In the literature on SER, common methods for collecting data include amass-
ing experimental results and online recording (cf. Zanettin, Bernardini, & Stew-
art, 2014). Using a database created from social events in real-world situations
is likewise convenient and practical (Uhrin, Chmelikova, Tovarek, Partila, &
Voznak, 2016). However, there are many inherent difficulties in producing a
natural speech database. For example, the influence of background noise is an
issue. In addition, the collection of natural speech may raise legal and ethical
issues that could prevent the database from being used for research purposes.
Therefore, constructing a database of emotional speech is a delicate matter in
the context of research. As such, existing databases have primarily been con-
structed in lab environments. In most cases of corpus collection, professional
actors are asked to perform and simulate emotional expressions. Even then,
several problems may arise from a database of acted emotions.
For instance, many researchers suspect that the differences between spon-
taneous real-world expression and acted expression can influence the objectiv-
ity of research. Here we mention two issues: (1) an actor can make mistakes
(Kotani, Yoshimi, Nanjo, & Isahara, 2016) or (2) exaggerate emotion. these is-
sues, a special procedure is commonly followed, which we consider to be a
requirement. A listening test is therefore necessary after data collection. Re-
searchers use the listening test to ensure that the actor can accurately convey
emotional expression (Schuller et al., 2010). The test attempts to detect and
remove under-expression, over-expression, and incorrect expression.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, most previous studies on SER are based on
European languages. Here we observed that the Mandarin language remains
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under-researched in this field. Given the fact that in 2017, China’s general pub-
lic used more new technologies than citizens in other parts of the world (Gong
& Cortese, 2017), and given the social transformation that technological inno-
vation has brought to many populations, testing the current understanding of
Western methods and theories with the Chinese language is a highly valuable
issue on the research agenda. Mandarin is therefore used as the language of
this study’s primary database. In the following section we describe the Man-
darin Affective Speech (MAS) corpus (T. Wu et al., 2006), which is the major
database used in all experiments in this study.
4.2 the mandarin database
This section describes the database (corpus) that we use in our experiments.
The corpus is a publicly available database.
Table 4.1 gives a brief overview of the corpus used in this study, which
regard to the language, number of speakers, types of emotions, number of sen-
tences, and number of repetitions. A Mandarin Affective Speech (MAS) corpus
is a database of emotional speech that consists of audio recordings and corre-
sponding transcripts collected at the Advance Computing and System Labora-
tory, College of Computer Science and Technology, Zhejiang University, China.
It provides affective speech data that are essential for SER investigations.
Table 4.1: Brief overview of the Mandarin Affective Speech corpus
MAS features Number
Number of speakers 68
Types of emotions 5
Number of sentences 20
Number of repetitions 3
Total number of utterances 20,400
There were more than 100 non-professional speakers who participated in
the data collection. Wu et al. designed different scenarios to elicit expressions
of various emotional states (e.g., a wonderful vacation for expressing happi-
ness, a colleague’s mistake for expressing anger) from the speakers. To avoid
exaggerated expressions of emotions, an additional group of listeners reviewed
the recordings during a second-round listening check. The records marked as
overstated expressions of emotions were omitted from the corpus. The final
database includes 68 speakers, of which 45 are male and 23 are female. Five
types of emotional states were collected to build the corpus: angry, happy, neu-
tral, panic, and sad. These five emotional states are used in all experiments in
this study as the fundamental emotional states. Each speaker used the five
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different emotions to characterize a total of 20 sentences. Each speaker read
all of the sentences and repeated each sentence three times to establish the
emotional state involved as adequate as possible. These sentences include all
the phonemes and most common consonant clusters in Mandarin. The total
number of recordings was equal to 20,400 (number of emotions × number of
sentences × number of repetitions × number of speakers). Providing more in-
formation about the content of the Chinese sentences to the reader, Appendix
A list all 20 sentences (both as Chinese source texts and as English translations)
and relate them to the five emotions. All utterances were recorded at a sam-
pling rate of 8 kHz at 16 bits. The corpus was obtained through the Linguistic
Data Consortium 12.
4.3 spectrograms
By the preparation of our research with respect to feature construction and fea-
ture learning, we attempt to construct a visualization of a speech signal. Such
a procedure requires four steps. The first step is to answer the question of how
to transfer speech into a visual image. The idea is to transfer a speech signal
into a spectrogram as an image that can be analyzed using image-processing
methods. An examination of an example spectrogram follows below. We start
by giving a definition of a spectrogram (see Definition 4.1).
Definition 4.1 Spectrogram (adapted from Schroeder, 2013)
A spectrogram is a visual representation of the time-varying spectrum of fre-
quencies of sound.
A spectrogram (see Definition 4.1) is the outcome of transferring sound sig-
nals into a two-dimensional visual representation. The spectrogram is obtained
by applying the short-term Fourier transform to small (partially overlapping)
temporal segments of the sound signal. The resulting spectra (frequency his-
tograms) form the columns of the spectrogram, where each column represents
the spectrum of a temporal sample. When treating a spectrogram as an im-
age, each pixel value corresponds to an energy value associated with the time
(column) and frequency (row) represented by the pixel location.
Several well-known speech-related phenomena can be displayed in a spec-
trogram (e.g., fundamental frequency, harmonicity, and formants). Many stud-
ies have used spectrogram-based approaches to extract perceptual cues. Past
works in this area have included analyses of speech discrimination (Meyer &
Kollmeier, 2011), environmental sound classification (Souli & Lachiri, 2011),
automatic speech recognition (Gu, Postma, & Lin, 2015), and personality and
likeability (Buisman & Postma, 2012).
12 http://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2007S09/
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Below we provide (A) an example of the spectrogram of an utterance to-
gether with selected part, and (B) the general composition of a spectrogram.
A: An example of a spectrogram of an utterance
Figure 4.1: Example of a spectrogram of an utterance
An example of a spectrogram will shed light on the concept of treating
a spectrogram as an image to be analyzed using image-processing meth-
ods. Figure 4.1 illustrates a speech spectrogram of the MAS database.
The spectrogram depicts the utterance "他是个好人" in Chinese ("He is a
good person" in English) expressed with a neutral emotion. The segment
enclosed by the blue rectangle corresponds to the fragment "好人 (a good
person)". Figure 4.2 zooms in on part of the spectrogram of the neutral
utterance which shows a nearly horizontal orientation.
Figure 4.2: A selected part of the spectrogram, as indicated by the blue rectangle in
figure 4.1. The four lines illustrate the near-horizontal orientations of the
four energy bands
B: The general composition of a spectrogram
In brief, the general composition of a spectrogram is as follow. Spectro-
grams constitute a two-dimensional graph, with an extra third dimension
which is represented by colors. The horizontal axis represents time and
progresses from left (oldest) to right (most recent). The vertical axis sig-
nifies the frequency, with the lowest frequency value at the bottom and
the highest frequency value at the top. The energy at a particular time
and at a particular frequency is depicted by the intensity or color of a
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pixel. In our case, colors are used that range from red to blue. Bright red
indicates a stronger energy value while soft blue corresponds to a low
energy value. For periodic vocal signals, the spectrogram contains paral-
lel bands that correspond to the partials of the complex tone generated
by the vocal chords. The blue rectangle in figure 4.1 provides an example
of a periodic fragment with horizontal bands. The horizontal orienta-
tion of the energy bands reflects the constant frequency over the selected
time period. Properly-tuned two-dimensional Gabor filters respond to
the width (spatial frequency) and to the orientation of the bands in the
spectrogram. For further reading we refer to Section 6.2.
4.4 log-gabor filters
We treat the spectrogram as an image by performing analyses of its local
spectro-temporal structure. The analyses are carried out by using standard
image processing, i.e., two-dimensional Gabor filters which are locally tuned
to the orientations of energy bands in the spectrogram. Thus, log-Gabor filters
are the second key technique that helps analyzing a speech spectrogram.
Definition 4.2 Gabor filter (adapted from Dennis Gabor, 1971)
A Gabor filter is a linear filter used for texture analysis. It essentially analyzes
whether there is any specific frequency content in a localized region of an
image in particular directions.
The original (one-dimensional) Gabor filter (see Definition 4.2) was pro-
posed by Dennis Gabor (Gabor, 1946), and was intended to deal with the
inherent uncertainty in determining the temporal localization and frequency.
In its one dimensional iteration, the Gabor filter corresponds to a sine wave
weighted by a Gaussian envelope which combines the localization (the mean
of the Gaussian) with frequency determination (the frequency of the sinusoid).
This approach has two advantages. First, the Gabor filter can be implemented
by means of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) which is fast and efficient. Sec-
ond, it is able to visualize the output of the filter detection. Figure 4.3 shows
a Gabor filter bank composed of the combinations of six orientations (the
columns) and five spatial frequencies (the rows) from high (top row) to low
(bottom row).
Meanwhile, it was observed that the Gabor filter has a limitation, that is,
it can have a non-zero DC value, i.e., the zero frequency or mean value of a
signal. Therefore, we choose to use the log-Gabor filter instead of the standard
Gabor filter. As proposed by Field (1987), we can ensure a zero DC value by
defining the Gabor filter on a logarithmic frequency scale. Using log-Gabor
filters, we try to detect the periodic patterns of varied speech phenomena as
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Figure 4.3: A Matlab-generated visualization of the Gabor filters
orientations and (spatial) frequencies.
Definition 4.3 log-Gabor filter (adapted from Field, 1987)
A log-Gabor filter is a variant of a Gabor filter. Whereas a Gabor filter has a
Gaussian transfer function on a linear frequency scale, a log-Gabor filter has a
Gaussian transfer function on a logarithmic frequency scale.
Henceforth, we refer to log-Gabor filters as Gabor filters.
4.5 chapter summary
In this chapter, we remarked that European language corpora have attracted
more attention in current studies than corpora in the Chinese language. More-
over, we also see that projects in terms of SER has been under-investigated with
respect to the Chinese language. However, the number of Chinese users of new
technologies is very large, which means that there is a considerable research
market for Chinese researchers interested in speech emotion. For all these rea-
sons, we will employ a Mandarin corpus in our experiments and discuss a
variety of details in Chapters 5 to 8.
In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, two key components of this study’s techniques
were then explained in detail: spectrograms and log-Gabor filters. In Section
4.3 we introduced the spectrogram. In our experiments, we will detect and
extract new features from the visualization of speech signals for the task of
feature extraction (feature construction and feature learning). The key issue is
that spectrograms transfer speech signals into "images". They are used in all
experiments reported in this thesis.
Finally, in Section 4.4, log-Gabor filters will help analyzing the visualized
speech signals. Gabor filters are flexible and can be tuned to the orientation
of energy bands in a spectrogram. After analyzing the limitations of Gabor
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filters, we decided to use log-Gabor filters instead of standard Gabor filters for
the experiments detailed in the Chapters 5 to 7.

5 T H E V O I C E D S E G M E N T S E L E C T I O N
A LG O R I T H M
Our investigations are part of the research area Voiced Activity Detection
(VAD). Currently, there are three main types of VAD methods, viz. the tem-
plate feature method, the statistical method, and the deep-learning method.
All these types have their advantages and disadvantages. They will be ana-
lyzed and discussed in this chapter. However, the main task of this chapter 13
is to address Research Question one (RQ1). We reiterate it below.
RQ1: Is it possible to design a new algorithm that improves the accuracy of
detecting the voiced part activity in speech?
Here we would like to remark that it is not our aim to design a brand-new
method (i.e., a fourth VAD method), but to design a new algorithm which may
combine the strong points from three existing methods, augmented with some
new ideas. Of course, the new ideas should be substantial and should aim,
after translation in algorithmic form, at outperforming the existing algorithms.
Here, we should discuss what ’outperform’ means, since several measurements
are possible. At this point we return to RQ1.
To properly address the difficulties involved in answering RQ1, we split
RQ1 into Research Question 1A (RQ 1A) and Research Question 1B (RQ 1B).
RQ 1A: What characteristics should a new algorithm possess for being more
accurately in detecting voiced part activity in speech?
RQ 1B: What is the gain in SER performance provided by the new voice
detection algorithm as compared to the original algorithms?
To answer RQ 1A, we develop a novel voiced segment selection (VSS) al-
gorithm (see Section 5.1 and Section 5.2). The performance of that VSS algo-
rithm is compared with three other leading algorithms (one algorithm from
each type). To answer RQ 1B, the SER performance for the acoustic features
extracted from all available speech is compared with the performance of the
VSS-filtered speech signals.
Speech always consists of voiced and unvoiced parts (Burnett, 2007). When
the vocal cords vibrate to pronounce vowels, verbal segments are generated.
In contrast to unvoiced segments, voiced segments show prosodic signals. Un-
voiced segments show irregular signals, generated by the influence of a nar-
row vocal tract. Emotional information in speech is represented by a variety of
13 This chapter is based on work by Gu, Yu, Eric O. Postma, Hai-Xiang Lin, and H. Jaap van den
Herik. Speech Emotion Recognition Using Voiced Segment Selection Algorithm. In Proceedings
of European Conference on Artificial Intelligence, ECAI, 2016.
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acoustic characteristics and is mainly contained in the voiced parts (Chaudhari
& Kagalkar, 2014). Therefore, researchers have focused on the voiced aspects
of speech in emotion recognition. Hence, separating the voiced and unvoiced
aspects of speech is important for SER.
Different types of emotion are to be found in the voice of the speaker,
and each type can be described by the acoustic features of the selected seg-
ments of the speech, such as intensity, pitch of the voice, and other spectral
features. Many previous studies have revealed the relationship between acous-
tic features and types of emotion (cf. Goudbeek & Scherer, 2010). We present
two different examples. First, arousal changes in emotion could lead to (1) a
shorter duration of breath between speech utterances and (2) a faster speech
rate. Second, continuing the first example (by speculation), a speaker who is
experiencing fear or stress and may tend to use a fast and loud voice (cf. Jür-
gens, Hammerschmidt, & Fischer, 2011). After these two examples it should
be clear that the VAD research area is a challenging area to which we would
like to contribute.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.1 reviews mainstream
voice activity detection (VAD) methods. The conceptualizing of the VSS algo-
rithm is described in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, the set-up of the first VSS algo-
rithm experiment and its results are outlined, and RQ 1A is answered. Then,
Section 5.4 provides the results from the experiment using the VSS algorithm
for SER performance, answering RQ 1B. A discussion of the findings is found
in Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 summarizes the answers to RQ 1A and RQ
1B, and respond to RQ1.
5.1 voiced activity detection: literature review
Voiced activity detection (see Definition 5.1) is a research area that refers to the
capability to identify the voiced regions of a given speech signal (cf. Sohn, Kim,
& Sung, 1999). A typical VAD algorithm is comprised two core components:
(1) feature extraction and (2) detection of voiced or unvoiced segments. During
the last decade, researchers attempting to achieve a more accurate performance
have proposed a remarkable number of VAD algorithms (cf. Germain et al.,
2013; Zhang & Wang, 2014). A variety of features that could contain properties
of voiced signals have been exploited, and segment detection has also been
improved (see, e.g., Eyben, Weninger, Squartini, & Schuller, 2013).
Definition 5.1 Voiced Activity Detection (adapted from Sohn, Kim, and Sung,
1999)
Voiced activity detection is a research area used in speech processing to detect
the presence or absence of human speech.
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In previous studies, researchers have relied on three main VAD methods
to detect voiced segments, namely (A) the template feature method, (B) the
statistical method, and (C) the deep-learning method. In this section, we review
these mainstream VAD methods.
A: The template feature method
The template feature method was widely used in the earliest research pe-
riod in this area to distinguish voiced and unvoiced parts (and aspects) of
speech. The researchers used acoustic parameters on which they based their
calculations. In particular, these algorithms detected the voiced segments based
on a comparison of the results from acoustic parameters used and a thresh-
old value. The threshold value is determined by the acoustic features and is
usually set according to the researcher’s experience. A typical acoustic fea-
ture algorithm normally works on time-domain or spectral-domain features.
In early studies, the prevalent acoustic features were the short-term energy
(Benyassine, Shlomot, Su, & Yuen, 1997), the zero-crossing rate (ZCR) (Bachu,
Kopparthi, Adapa, & Barkana, 2008), and the spectrum (Davis, Nordholm, &
Togneri, 2006). The performances ranged from 60% to 80% for the correct de-
tection of voiced activities. After that, more robust acoustic features, such as
autocorrelation (Sadjadi & Hansen, 2013), pitch (Sharma & Rajpoot, 2013) and
formant (Yoo, Lim, & Yook, 2015) were exploited.
The advantage of the template feature algorithm is that it is straightfor-
ward and easy to apply. However, difficulties arise when dealing with variable
conditions. Two cases explain this point: (1) Different people have different
voice characteristics, and (2) background noises vary in different situations (S.-
H. Chen, Chang, & Truong, 2007), because the threshold is a preset fixed value
with limited flexibility. In practice, the Fourier transform was used in most of
the above-mentioned studies for acoustic feature extraction. However, in these
cases, accuracy can degrade rapidly when the signal is a non-stationary one
(Joseph & Babu, 2016).
B: The statistical method
The statistical method was proposed by researchers using statistical mod-
els such as the likelihood ratio test to distinguish voice activity parts (see, e.g.,
Suh & Kim, 2012). For instance, the statistical likelihood ratio (LR) has been
employed as the main feature for the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm
to be used as classifier (cf. Yu & Hansen, 2010). Their argument was that the
spectral component of speech follows a complex Gaussian distribution. Hence,
the advantage of this algorithm is that it can reach a high detection accuracy
with a powerful mathematical framework. Nevertheless, there are at least three
severe limitations associated with the statistical likelihood algorithm: (1) there
is a large variety of spectral patterns in the input speech signal, (2) the LR ap-
proach only works well if it is assumed that the noise types are stationary, and
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(3) prior knowledge of background noises is needed for this algorithm (Bach,
Kollmeier, & Anemuller, 2010).
C: The deep belief network method
Hierarchical neural-network methods were already investigated by many
researchers more than thirty years ago (Dechter, 1986; Fukushima, 1980). How-
ever, the modern neural-network methods used for VAD has only recently been
designed and implemented. For example, Zhang and Wu proposed as appli-
cable algorithm the deep-belief network algorithm (cf. Zhang & Wu, 2013).
Compared to more traditional methods, this approach is strongly competitive
due to its automatic detection and extraction of the features of voiced and
unvoiced parts. It integrates them naturally into the VAD classification. The
deep-belief network (DBN) can be considered a predecessor of the deep learn-
ing method (that we will study in Chapter 8). The DBN yields a better perfor-
mance in terms of its detection of verbal activity. However, its weakness is that
the computational time demand required for data training is high, and this is
particularly true for very large databases. Additionally, the various parameter
settings of deep-learning algorithms are difficult to optimize during initiation.
5.2 conceptualizing the vss algorithm
In this section, we propose a novel algorithm called the VSS algorithm. It is
different from the methods discussed in Section 5.1 in that it is a combination
of the statistical method and the deep-learning method. One of our ideas at
this point in development is to handle VAD by extracting novel features from
speech signals (Gu, Postma, Lin, & Van den Herik, 2016a).
To visualize and analyze a the speech signal, a researcher requires two key
tools: (1) a visualization tool for signals (spectrogram) and (2) an image anal-
ysis tool for spectrogram outputs (log-Gabor filter). These instruments have
been introduced in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
In prior work, Ezzat, Bouvrie, and Poggio (2007) proposed an approach
that combines a Gabor filter and spectrogram in response to speech phenom-
ena such as formants, vertical edges, and background noise. They showed
that these speech phenomena can be observed as different types of spectro-
temporal modulations on a spectrogram and found that the two-dimensional
Gabor filter can analyze and recognize these modulations.
We thoroughly investigated Ezzat et al.’s spectro-temporal modulation and
found it useful for this research. In contrast to the above-described template
feature and statistical algorithms for VAD (see Section 5.1) and based on Ezzat
et al.’s findings, we propose our VSS algorithm as a new approach to detect-
ing voice activity. As speech phenomena are always generated from a human
voice, phenomena such as those mentioned by Ezzat et al. can be considered
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to be activities in the voiced segments of speech. In this vein, we continue our
line of thinking. If we could efficiently detect and analyze these phenomena,
the corresponding voiced aspects of speech could then be recognized and seg-
mented. Voiced segment selection is thus first and foremost intended to trace
voice parts through the speech phenomena mentioned above. Therefore, we
expect to use log-Gabor filters to extract the novel features from a spectrogram
via a new feature construction algorithm that intends to improve the VAD per-
formance. This algorithm may also provide a novel way of approaching other
VAD topics.
5.3 experiment one: the vss algorithm
This section addresses RQ 1A. It details the experiment employing the VSS
algorithms. The set-up of the experiment is outlined in Subsection 5.3.1. There-
after, the implementation of the experiment is described in Subsection 5.3.2.
Finally, in Subsection 5.3.3 the experiment results are discussed, and RQ 1A is
answered.
5.3.1 Set-up of the VSS Experiment
The VSS experiment set-up consists of three steps: (A) spectrogram genera-
tion, (B) feature construction using log-Gabor filters and spectrogram , and (C)
voiced and unvoiced segment classification. The details of each of these steps
are outlined below.
A: Spectrogram generation
First, we need to transfer the speech fragments to spectrograms in order
to visualize them. Two relevant questions then are: (1) how long are the
fragments? and (2) is each fragment translated into one spectrogram?
The length of each temporal segment is 0.04 seconds. The duration of
an utterance in the MAS dataset is 1.6 second. Therefore each utterance
consists of 40 fragments. The VSS algorithm has a short-time Fourier
transform with an overlap of half a length. All the 40 fragments in each
utterance will be fully transformed into a spectrogram using Matlab’s
spectral analysis function14. The values of two parameters: the length of
fragment, time ∆t are given in Table 5.1.
B: Feature construction
Each spectrogram is convolved by a log-Gabor filter with six parameters
of scale and orientation. Their values are given in Table 5.2. The param-
eters of the log-Gabor filters are applied to achieve the convolution of
14 https://au.mathworks.com/help/signal/ref/spectrogram.html
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Table 5.1: The parameter values for the spectrogram in the VSS algorithm
Name of parameter Value of parameter
Length of fragment 0.04 s
Time ∆t 20 ms
Table 5.2: The parameter values for log-Gabor filters in the VSS algorithm






the spectrogram. Ns denotes the number of wavelet scales (i.e., spatial
frequencies). The scale represents the width of the texture pattern. No
denotes the number of orientations. They can be vertical, horizontal, or
oblique. The scales (Ns = 12) are designed to match the different widths
of the patterns that could arise. The orientations (No = 6) in equal steps
cover 0°, from 0° to 180° to cover all orientations. MinWavelength is the
wavelength of the smallest scale filter. In the spectrogram, its value is
specified in pixels, here we have set Minwavelength = 3. Mult is the scal-
ing factor between successive filters. SigmaOnf is the ratio of the standard
deviation of the Gaussian describing the log-Gabor filter’s transfer func-
tion in the frequency domain to the filter center frequency. We use the
values of Mult = 1.35 and SigmaOnf = 0.8, respectively, to ensure that the
change in filter is not too drastic. We focus on whether a local pattern ap-
pears and is detected. By convolving the spectrogram with a log-Gabor
filter of a given spatial frequency and orientation, we obtain a convolved
spectrogram representing spectro-temporal patterns with the associated
spatial frequency (width) and orientation, respectively. Therefore, if the
number of scales and orientations is equal to Ns and N0, respectively,
then, the Ns×N0 filter images are generated. Each combination of scales
and orientations results in one filter image. We use Kovesi’s log-Gabor
functions15 to perform the convolutions on each spectrogram.
C: Classification
From Step (B), we know that each combination of one scale and one
orientation yields a single convolution image for each spectrogram. Then
15 http://www.csse.uwa.edu.au/ pk/research/matlabfns/
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Table 5.3: Specification of the the two SVM parameters c and g that are optimised
using grid search. The first column lists the parameters, the second columns
shows their definition in terms of the SVM cost parameter C and kernel
parameter γ. The last column specifies the range and step size (middle
number) examined in the grid search.




the Ns by No matrices of energy value features could be obtained. In
order to maintain the time sequence, we do not use any feature selection
or dimension reduction here. Thereafter, the convolution values within
each fragment are averaged yielding a total number of Gabor energy
values equal to the number of orientations multiplied by the number of
scales. Then, the values of each fragment could be stored as a vector.
The vector-representations of each fragment form the inputs for the SVM
classifier. The Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA)16
implementation for SVM is used to classify the voiced and unvoiced seg-
ments from the spectrogram17. Using a Radial Basis Function (RBF) ker-
nel, two parameters define the SVM: the regularisation parameter C and
the RBF kernel parameter γ . As suggested by Chang and Lin (2011), we
express both parameters in logarithmic (base 2) units, i.e., c = log2C and
g = log2γ. Table 5.3 specifies the ranges examined for c and g.
5.3.2 Evaluation Procedure
In this study, a performance evaluation takes the form of a comparison of the
accuracy of the voiced part detection between the VSS algorithm and the other
three prevalent VAD algorithms. Three major algorithms (see Section 5.1) are
duplicated: (1) the short-term energy and ZCR algorithm, (2) the statistical
LR algorithms (Suh & Kim, 2012), and (3) the deep-belief network algorithms
(Zhang & Wu, 2013).
• The short term energy (henceforth abbreviated to Energy) and ZCR algo-
rithm is based on two acoustic feature values, the Energy and the ZCR.
The comparison relies on two threshold sets, one for the Energy and one
16 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
17 The WEKA is a suite of machine learning software, developed at the University of Waikato. It
has well-functioning algorithms for data analysis and machine learning modeling, alongside
graphical user interfaces for easy employment of these functions.
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for the ZCR value to assess whether the value of the parameter setting of
the algorithm exceeds the threshold.
• With respect to the statistical likelihood ratio (LR) algorithm. Suh and
Kim used techniques from the multiple acoustic model observation to op-
timize the weights of the likelihood ratios which could achieve a higher
accuracy of voiced detection. Based on this experiment setting, the win-
dow length is set to 8 (Suh & Kim, 2012).
• The deep belief neural network (DBN) algorithm was originally proposed
for voiced detection (cf. Zhang & Wu, 2013). DBN had three critical pa-
rameters which are (1) the number of the restricted Boltzmann layers
layers, (2) the number of units in each layer, and (3) the learning rate.
The number of the restricted Boltzmann layers was set to 3. The numbers
of units used in each layer were 52, 7, 7 units, respectively.
Making a generalization about how these algorithms are generally evalu-
ated, there are two standards which we use. The first evaluation standard is
the classification performance (see Definition 5.2), and the second standard is
the standard deviation.
Definition 5.2 Classification Performance (adapted from Schroeder, 2013)
Classification performance is defined as the accuracy of the machine learning
method in detecting objects.
In all the experiments mentioned above, all parameters are set strictly ac-
cording to the values in the respective papers referred to by the authors. The
evaluation of the VSS algorithms is performed on the MAS corpus (MAS, 2007).
The details of the corpus were given in Section 4.2.
5.3.3 Results of the VSS Experiment
We used SVM with a RBF kernel for classification. To achieve the highest per-
formance, the grid search is used to obtain the best combination of SVM pa-
rameters c and g using 10 fold cross validation. After extracting the features
from dataset, we start the grid search with the sequence of c and g. Then, the
parameters c and g associated with the highest cross-validation performance
are provided. Figure 5.1 illustrates a contour plot of visualizing the results of
the grid-search parameter optimization. As showed in Figure 5.1, the x-axis in-
dicates c while the y-axis indicates the g. We can observe that the performance
varies with different values of parameters.
The best performance, a classification accuracy of 91.7%, is obtained for
the values c = 6 and g = −3 (C = 64 and γ = 0.125). The sensitivity of
the performance to these parameter values is revealed in Figure 5.1, which
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Figure 5.1: Contour plot illustrating the grid-search results for optimizing the SVM
parameters c and g for the VSS algorithm.
shows a contour plot of the performances obtined for the examined range of
parameter values. The region demarcated by the green contour represents the
parameter values for which the best performance is obtained. As can be seen,
a considerable range of parameter values leads to the best performance.
Table 5.4 shows the VAD accuracy results obtained through the experi-
ment using the VSS algorithm. It is presented in comparison with the results
through our duplication of three other major algorithms which include Energy
and ZCR, Statistical LR, and DBN, in order to evaluate the performance of
VSS. In the performance comparison table, the left column lists the algorithms
and the right shows the corresponding VAD accuracy results. The following
paragraphs discuss the performances of all four algorithms.
Table 5.4: A performance comparison between the VSS algorithm and three additional
algorithms
Method Classification Performance (SD%)
Energy + ZCR 76.8% (3.6%)
Statistical LR 85.0% (2.4%)
DBN 93.2% (1.1%)
VSS 91.7% (1.4%)
As we can see from Table 5.4, the VSS algorithm obtains a higher accuracy
(91.7%) than the traditional Energy and ZCR and Statistical LR algorithms.
Possible reasons are as follows. The first reason is that the VSS is efficient at
using log-Gabor filters to extract features from a spectrogram. These features
are quite different from acoustic features used by Energy and ZCR or statistical
features used by Statistical LR. The VSS can treat the speech signal as an image
and extract all features at once. The second reason is that log-Gabor filters have
a strong ability to distinguish phonetic phenomena from background noise in
a spectrogram. Even though the noise in speech can bring a large number of
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corresponding peaks on the spectrogram, those peaks that are relevant for the
formants and vertical edge phenomena, are still detectable. This is because
the output of log-Gabor filters is achieved through integrating all of the two-
dimensional spectrogram information, which makes the two-dimensional filter
bank more robust to the noise than the one-dimensional spectrogram pattern
counterparts.
Table 5.4 also reveals that the Energy and ZCR algorithm has the lowest
performance rate, at 76.8%. This is similar to the result reported in the literature
(see Section 5.2). Three primary factors are responsible for its poor result: (1)
the Energy and ZCR algorithm has manually set threshold values, which are
not always optimized, (2) the Energy and ZCR typically need to be calculated
in a quiet environment and are sensitive to noise or lower energy levels, and (3)
the specific thresholds have to be chosen using this algorithm, which reduces
the flexibility of threshold selection.
As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the DBN algorithm outperforms the VSS algo-
rithm. An explanation is that the DBN algorithm has a strong ability to learn
features from speech signals, and each feature can reflect the voiced parts of
speech. Therefore, DBN can effectively distinguish the voiced parts of speech
from the unvoiced parts of speech. However, DBN does not achieve an over-
whelmingly higher classification performance than VSS, and the DBN requires
extensive computational resource consumption. Therefore, considering the bal-
ance between (1) accuracy of voice detection and (2) real-time efficiency, we still
may conclude that the VSS algorithm is a (quite) useful and practical algorithm
for VAD.
Figure 5.2: Comparison of the voiced part accuracy performances obtained on the
MAS database.
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Lastly, we provide a summarized answer to RQ 1A. According to the first
experiment, we see a comparison of the performance between VSS and other
algorithms. The VSS outperformed two other prevalent algorithms (Statistical
LR and Energy + ZRC). Taking accuracy and real-time efficiency into consider-
ation we may state that the results for VSS are good. So the answer for RQ 1A
is that VSS is still a candidate in the list of our contributions (see Section 1.6).
5.4 experiment two: ser using the vss algorithm
In this section, we present the experimental details of SER using the VSS algo-
rithm. The set-up of Experiment two is given in Subsection 5.4.1. Then, Sub-
section 5.4.2 discusses the procedure and criteria of the evaluation. Finally, the
results of the experiment are reported and analyzed in Subsection 5.4.3.
5.4.1 Set-up of Experiment Two
In Experiment two, the VSS algorithm accomplishes SER; in other words, the
acoustic features are extracted from the voiced segments based on the VSS
algorithm. For each voiced segment, acoustic features are extracted. Recently
(2015), Interspeech, which is nowadays one of the major SER conferences, pro-
posed a baseline acoustic feature set. It is nowadays the most well-recognized
acoustic feature set and we use it as the state-of-the-art option for our exper-
iment baseline (Schuller et al., 2015). There are seven types of features are
used for acoustic feature set, which includes: Linear Predictive Cepstral Co-
efficients (LPCC), Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), zero-crossing
rate, speech rate, pitch, formants (1− 3), and magnitude. Beside the original
acoustic features, four statistical descriptors are derived: mean, maximum, min-
imum, and standard deviation. The total recording times of MAS is 20,400.
Each fragment is represented by 198 features yielding a feature matrix of
198× 20, 400 elements. To reduce the dimensionality of this matrix, principal
component analysis (PCA) is applied (see Section 3.2). Using the PCA script
in the Matlab dimensionality reduction toolbox (Van der Maaten, Postma, &
Van den Herik, 2009a), we reduce the number of features to the following
numbers: either 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 or 90 components. For the classifica-
tion, the SVM is used. For MAS, it maps the reduced set of features into the
five emotional states. The SVM parameters c and g are optimized in the same
manner as in Experiment One (see Table 5.3).
5.4.2 Evaluation Procedure
This subsection describes the procedure of evaluating SER performance using
the VSS algorithm. Our evaluation compares (a) the performance of SER with
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VSS pre-processing versus (b) the performance of SER without using the VSS
algorithm.
The main evaluation is performed on the MAS corpus. The evaluation is
carried out on each set of features using cross-validation procedures. Cross-
validation combines (averaged) measures of fit (prediction error) to derive a
more accurate estimate of the model prediction performance. To avoid over-
fitting due to the PCA and the SVM parameter optimization, the evaluation
is performed using a nested 10× 10 fold cross-validation, in which the opti-
mization of the SVM parameters and the number of PCs was performed in the
outer each-fold leave-out cycle and the evaluation in the inner cycle. All evalu-
ations (cross-validation experiments) are repeated 10 times and the results are
averaged.
5.4.3 Results of the SER Experiment
The SER classification is applied to the MAS corpus. Figure 5.3 visualizes the
classification performances with and without VSS before feature extraction.
Both sets of features are based on the state-of-the-art baseline. The comparative
evaluation involved (1) employing the VSS algorithm and (2) not employing
the VSS algorithm before the feature extraction.















Figure 5.3: Comparison of SER performances obtained on the MAS database.
The SER after applying the VSS algorithm to the MAS corpus yields a
3.6% improvement in SER accuracy compared to those that do not involving
the VSS algorithm. The experiment results demonstrate that using the VSS
algorithm leads to a non-overlapping (in the statistical sense) improvement
in SER performance. The results reveal that the VSS algorithm is effective at
improving feature extraction in SER. The reason could be that most of the
acoustic features are related to the voiced parts of speech, and more precise
voiced parts could result in more precise acoustic feature extraction.
In the experiment, we performed PCA optimization in the outer loop of
the cross-validation procedure. Figure 5.4 illustrates the optimal number of
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Figure 5.4: The optimal number of PCs for each fold in the cross validation.
principal component which we could obtain in each fold during the cross vali-
dation. As we can observe from the Figure 5.4, the x-axis indicates the index of
each fold and the y-axis indicates the optimal number of principal components.
According to the figure, we get a similar number of optimal PCs around 40 for
each fold.
Table 5.5: Optimal numbers of Principal components for SER with and without VSS
Classification Numbers of PCs
SER without VSS 50
SER with VSS 40
Table 5.5 lists the final optimal numbers of principal components for achiev-
ing the best SER performance with and without VSS in the cross-validation. As
the table reveals, the highest performance of 93.7% for SER achieved with VSS
is obtained while there are 40 principal components. For SER achieved with-
out VSS, the best performance is obtained when 50 principal components are
retained.
After examining the overall performance, we can gather insights into the
individual emotional states. Table 5.6 and Table 5.7 show the confusion matrix
of classification performance achieved with the optimal number of principal
components (list in Table 5.5). Table 5.6 provides the confusion matrix of the
classification performance for the five emotions without the VSS. As we can
see from the table, the left-hand column indicates the names of the emotional
state. From the top downward, they are angry, happy, neutral, panic, and sad,
respectively. The diagonal demonstrates the best performance rate achieved for
each emotional state. The remaining cells signify the error rate (i.e., recognizing
the wrong emotion). As we can see, the classification performance ranges from
90.7% to 92.6%. Angry emotion is associated with the weakest performance at
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90.7%, and neutral obtains the best performance at 92.6%. The values for happy,
panic, and sad performance rates are 91.1%, 92.2% and 91.9%, respectively.
Table 5.6: Confusion matrix of the classification performance without VSS
Performance (%)
Emotion Angry Happy Neutral Panic Sad
Angry 90.7% 3.8% 2.4% 2.0% 1.1%
Happy 4.2% 91.1% 1.5% 2.3% 0.9%
Neutral 2.3% 1.9% 92.6% 1.5% 1.7%
Panic 2.6% 1.9% 0.8% 92.2% 2.5%
Sad 1.5% 1.4% 3.2% 1.9% 91.9%
Table 5.7 contains the confusion matrix for the five emotions associated
with the best-performing SVM classifier during VSS processing. Neutral and
sad are most easily recognized, obtaining scores of 96.5% and 94.8%, respec-
tively. Comparing (a) the classification without VSS (see Table 5.6), and (b) VSS
is employed (see Table 5.7), the neutral and sad emotions achieve 3.9% and 2.9%
increases. One possible explanation for this is that neutral and sad expressions
are soft and smooth in speech. The pauses between words are more explicit
than for the remaining emotions; therefore, the patterns that appear in the
spectrogram are more distinguishable. In contrast, panic is the most difficult
to recognize. When the VSS algorithm is applied, it has a 90.1% performance
rate, weaker than the previous 92.2% performance. This declining trend dis-
tinguishes panic from all the other emotions. A possible explanation is that
panic triggers a fast speaking rate and a lengthy speech duration. Hence, its
pattern on the spectrogram is more complicated and less straightforward than
the pattern seen for the other emotions.
Table 5.7: Confusion matrix of classification performance with VSS
Performance(%)
Emotion Angry Happy Neutral Panic Sad
Angry 92.5% 2.7% 2.1% 2.4% 0.1%
Happy 3.0% 93.3% 1.0% 1.8% 0.7%
Neutral 1.5% 1.1% 96.5% 0.2% 0.4%
Panic 4.1% 2.3% 0.5% 91.8% 1.1%
Sad 0.4% 0.9% 2.7% 1.2% 94.8%
Finally, we formulate the answer to RQ 1B. Based on the results of Experi-
ment two, the performance of SER is generally higher when the VSS algorithm
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is applied before feature extraction, compared to the performance without VSS.
The results indicate that using VSS for SER is a good answer for RQ 1B and a
useful complement to current SER methods.
5.5 chapter discussion
In this chapter, we proposed a new algorithm to more accurately detect voiced
parts activity in speech. Moreover, we provided relevant details regarding the
VSS algorithm. To investigate the effectiveness of the VSS algorithm, we evalu-
ated our algorithm via two comparisons. First, the classification performance
of VSS was compared with the Energy and ZCR algorithm, the statistical LR al-
gorithm, and the DBN algorithm. Second, the SER performance was compared
via involving VSS and not involving VSS.
So, the remaining question is how to explain why the VSS achieved better
performance than the traditional algorithms. Based on the results, we may
conclude that the VSS algorithm has five advantages. Below we discuss them
one by one.
(1) It is important to note that the acoustic features extracted in previous
studies and those extracted in our experiments are significantly differ-
ent. Normally, previous VAD studies have typically extracted features
entirely from a single dimension, either the frequency domain or the time
domain. In contrast, our algorithm extracts features from a spectrogram
that is a combination of time and frequency.
(2) The performances of the Energy and ZCR algorithm and the statistical LR
algorithm have a higher standard deviation. It is possible that the back-
ground noise in speech has a significant impact on the performance of
the two above-mentioned algorithms, because the noise can substantially
influence the value of the acoustic features extracted from speech signals.
However, it is likely that noise has less influence on spectrograms.
(3) The log-Gabor filter is a powerful tool for extracting features from a spec-
trogram. It allowed us flexibly to design the width and orientation of
each filter. As demonstrated in Table 5.2, we can efficiently detect all the
textural information of a spectrogram using only log-Gabor filters. It is
difficult to miss any textural appearance of a spectrogram that is charac-
terised by elongated oriented energy profiles.
(4) The language difference may also influence the performance. As described
in Chapter 4, the major datasets were collected by human participants.
Thus, participants’ styles of expressing emotion in speech relies on their
previous cultural and language habits. The Mandarin language is a tonal
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language in which each word is a syllable, and so words are more separa-
ble in pronunciation than is the case in Western languages. Correspond-
ingly, it may happy that, reflected on a spectrogram, each formant energy
band may be more clearly displayed for Chinese language speech.
(5) Although the DBN algorithm obtained the best performance in the com-
parison, the VSS algorithm possesses higher computational efficiency.
(5a) All in all, the results demonstrated that the VSS is an efficient al-
gorithm and provides highly accurate voiced-part feature extraction. (5b)
In summary, we may conclude that in experiment two, the results of our
evaluation revealed that SER is more accurate when using VSS than when
not using VSS.
5.6 answer to research question one
In this chapter, we addressed the research question RQ1. Moreover, RQ1 has
been partitioned into two sub-questions, RQ 1A and RQ 1B. We discuss them
below.
RQ 1A: What characteristics should a new algorithm possess for being more accu-
rately in detecting a voiced part activity in speech?
To answer RQ 1A, we proposed a novel VSS algorithm that uses a log-
Gabor filter to extract the features from a spectrogram for subsequent voiced
segment classification. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to
analyze the relation between a spectrogram and VAD. The results of Experi-
ment one show that the performance of VAD was improved using our VSS
algorithm compared to the existing prevalent algorithms. Although the best
performance of VAD in existing studies was achieved through a deep-learning
algorithm, our algorithm had a much lower computational cost in achieving
results close to the best performance. Here we may conclude that our results
show that the VSS algorithm can be a useful and practical method to detect
voice activity.
RQ 1B: What is the gain in SER performance provided by the new voice detection
algorithm as compared to the original algorithms?
Since emotion expressions in speech are mainly contained in the voiced
segments, it means that acoustic features are highly dependent on the voiced
segments. Specifically, the results of Experiment two using SER show that
when the VSS algorithm is used, the classification rate is higher in the Chi-
nese corpus than when VSS is not used before feature extraction. The results
convinced us that using VSS for SER is a good answer to RQ 1B and a use-
ful complement to the current SER methods. In summary, our results indicate
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that in the future, it is worth considering incorporating a VAD algorithm in
SER software.
Taking the answer to RQ 1A and RQ 1B together, we are now able to
provide the answer to RQ1.
RQ1: Is it possible to design a new algorithm that improves the accuracy of detecting
the voiced part activity in speech?
Based on the answers to RQ 1A and RQ 1B, we may conclude that for
RQ1 the following answer is adequate. The VSS algorithm is designed for ac-
complishing VAD via spectrograms. It yields an improved SER performance
in terms of acoustic feature extraction. The results of experiment one and ex-
periment two and our design of the VSS algorithm using spectograms and log-
Gabor filters allow us to conclude that it is possible to design a new algorithm
that is able to perform a more accurate detecting voice activity in speech.
In the following, our recommendation for VAD is that it can and should
be further improved. Moreover, we must recognize and acknowledge that deep
learning obtains the best performance in VAD. Deep learning has become the
most popular and powerful method for machine learning and pattern recog-
nition. For clarity and a proper understanding, we have anticipated on our
results to be reported in Chapter 8. Deep learning has a strong ability in fea-
ture learning, and thus it would be the best choice for future studies, provided
that (1) the cost for the relatively large computational time is reduced and (2)
the large initiation cost for tuning the features is also reduced.

6 T H E B A S I S O F P R I M A R Y F E AT U R E
In this chapter18, we address research question two (RQ2). We attempt to dis-
cover objective two-dimensional features on a spectrogram that would make
classifying emotional states a simpler task.
RQ2: How can we use two-dimensional features to analyze the spectrogram represen-
tation of speech?
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 outlines
the inspiration for RQ2. The two-dimensional Gabor filter analysis of emo-
tional speech and the different approaches used in our empirical study are
presented in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, the experiment set-up and results are
detailed. In Section 6.4, the chapter discussion is presented. Finally, RQ2 is
answered in Section 6.5.
6.1 inspiration: primary feature research
Speech emotion recognition plays a significant role in human-machine interac-
tion, which is becoming increasingly important given the ubiquity of compu-
tational devices in daily life (cf. Ringeval et al., 2015). Apart from verbal sig-
nals, human speech also contains non-verbal cues that provide (amongst other
things) information on the affective state of the speaker, such as intensity, pitch
and other spectral features. SER allows algorithms to detect non-verbal cues
from users to obtain knowledge about, for instance, their level of frustration or
stress, or other emotional affectation.
Current SER systems rely on machine learning. In these systems, features
that are assumed to be relevant to the classification task under investigation are
extracted from the speech signal. Classifiers are trained on the feature represen-
tations of the speech signal to estimate the appropriate classes for recognition.
As illustrated in Section 3.1, this kind of construction of the appropriate fea-
tures, so-called feature construction, is crucial to the recognition performance.
Traditional speech processing and recognition methods often rely on temporal
and spectral features that have proven to be relevant for speech-related tasks
(cf. Chen, Mao, Xue, & Cheng, 2012). Well-known examples of such established
features are linear predictive cepstral coefficients (LPCC) and mel frequency
18 This chapter is based on work by Y. Gu, E.O. Postma and H.X Lin. Vocal emotion recogni-
tion with log-Gabor filters. In Proceedings of the 5th International Workshop on Audio/Visual
Emotion Challenge. ACM. 2015.
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cepstral coefficients (MFCC), which consist of a wide variety of measurements
of a speech signal. In contrast to the traditional methods, we attempted to
use domain knowledge of the new features extracted from a spectrogram for
feature construction.
The research in this chapter continues the work by Ezzat, Bouvrie, and
Poggio by performing a spectro-temporal analysis of affective vocalizations
through decomposing the associated spectrogram with two-dimensional Ga-
bor filters (see Ezzat, Bouvrie, & Poggio, 2007). Based on previous studies on
the emotional expression of voices and the resulting spectrogram display, we
assume that each emotional state has a unique spectro-temporal signature in
terms of the orientated energy bands detectable via properly tuned log-Gabor
filters. We compare the SER performance of tuned log-Gabor filters with that
achieved using standard acoustic features. From the experiments, we expect
the results to demonstrate that using pairs of log-Gabor filters to extract fea-
tures from a spectrogram yields a performance that at least matches the per-
formance achieved via an approach based on traditional acoustic features. If
true, their combined performance in terms of emotion recognition would be
expected to outperform state-of-the-art SER algorithms. A successful combina-
tion of log-Gabor filters and traditional acoustic features would indicate that
tuned log-Gabor filters definitively support the automatic recognition of emo-
tions in Mandarin speech. The outcome would imply that log-Gabor filters
may have advantages as regards to other speech-related tasks.
6.2 detecting primary features
A spectrogram is a visual representation of the spectrum of frequency for a
sound signal and is thus a primary tool employed in this research (see Sec-
tion 4.3). A spectrogram can represent various types of important information
about speech signals (cf. Yin, Hohmann, & Nadeu, 2011). On a spectrogram,
the horizontal axis represents time, and the vertical axis represents frequency.
Energy is represented by the color intensity of each pixel at a particular fre-
quency and particular time. In Subsection 6.2.1 we will illustrate how log-filters
can be applied.
Definition 6.1 Primary feature
The primary feature is defined as those parts of the spectrogram of an utter-
ance that contain the most intensive emotional expression.
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6.2.1 Application of log-Gabor Filters
To illustrate the application of log-Gabor filters to affective vocal expressions,
Figure 6.1 contains five spectrograms for the utterance "He is a good person"
in Chinese spoken with the following five emotional expressions: (a) angry,
(b) happy, (c) neutral, (d) panic and (e) sad. Comparing the five spectrograms
highlights, several differences are apparent. For the neutral emotion, the en-
ergy bands are primarily horizontal, while for the other four emotions differ-
ent orientational patterns are present. The differences in orientation reflect the
spectro-temporal dynamics of vocal pitch, which can rise over time (upward
orientation; e.g., angry, happy), remain stable (horizontal orientation; neutral),
or fall over time (downward orientation, e.g., panic, sad)). As Figure 6.1 in-
dicates, the shift from high values to low values corresponds to a shift from
red to blue. The parallel horizontal energy bands (red bands) are generated
by the vocal cord. For the neutral emotion, the horizontal energy bands reflect
a constant frequency pattern. Correspondingly, energy bands with clear ori-
entations provide the information cues regarding emotion. All of this can be
considered as different types of spectro-temporal modulation. In Subsection
6.2.3 we provide detailed descriptions of the five orientations. We first would
like to inform the reader on previous studies.
a angry b happy c neutral
d panic e sad
Figure 6.1: Five spectrograms of the utterance “He is a good person" spoken in Man-
darin with five different emotions.
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6.2.2 Previous Studies
Many previous studies have made important contributions that shed light on
how different types of emotion are vocally expressed (cf. Kreiman & Sidtis,
2011; Bänziger & Scherer, 2005). For example, Hammerschmidt and Jürgens
found the spectro-temporal energy bands are useful for describing acoustic
characteristics of emotional vocal expressions (cf. Hammerschmidt & Jürgens,
2007). They observed that different vocal emotions were associated with differ-
ent energy bands. Their study evaluated five types of vocal emotions: angry,
happy, neutral, panic, and sad.
Figure 6.2: Spectrogram of the phrase "So bad" in Chinese expressed with an angry
vocal emotion. The energy bands have an upward and sharp downward
contour orientation. The minimum and maximum values of an energy
band are indicated by a square and circle, respectively.
Figure 6.2 displays an example of an angry utterance "很坏" in Chinese
(which means "So bad" in English), as collected by the MAS corpus. The
spectro-temporal representation consists of two segments. The left segment
consists of parallel energy bands that move upward. The right segment con-
tains parallel energy bands that move downward. Hammerschmidt and Jür-
gens measured the minimum and maximum frequency values of the bands
within each segment. In the figure, these extreme values are represented by
squares (minimum values) and circles (maximum values). The slope of the
line connecting the minimum and maximum values quantifies the orientation
of the energy bands.
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6.2.3 Descriptions of Five Orientations
We translate the quantitative orientation measurements by Hammerschmidt
and Jürgens (2007) into five qualitative descriptions of the slope: horizontal,
fast upward, slow upward, fast downward, and slow downward. Table 6.1
specifies the descriptions for each of the five types of emotion.
Table 6.1: Qualitative descriptions of the slopes of the first and second segment of
five vocal emotions.
Emotion First Segment Second Segment
Angry Fast upward Slow downward
Happy Fast upward Fast downward
Neutral Horizontal Horizontal
Panic Slow upward Fast downward
Sad Slow downward Slow downward
To detect the vocal emotions from their spectro-temporal signatures, we
define two sets of tuned Gabor filters. As discussed above, the angle can be
positive or negative. The orientation of the filter is set as follows: the horizontal
slope is set to 0°, the fast upward slope equals 45°, and the slow upward slope
is 30°. The downward slopes are defined by negative angles. We do not attempt
to optimize the orientation through machine learning. We experiment with sin-
gle filters (covering one segment) and double filters (covering two neighboring
segments).
Table 6.2: Specification of the single log-Gabor filters tuned to the five emotions.










The first set of tuned Gabor filters consists of single filters tuned to the
dominant orientation of the associated spectrogram. Table 6.2 lists the orien-
tations of the single log-Gabor filters designed to detect the five emotions (in-
cluding neutral).
The second set of tuned Gabor filters consist of horizontally contiguous
pairs of filters that are tuned to the dominant combinations of orientations
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Table 6.3: Specification of the log-Gabor filter pairs tuned to the five emotions.
Emotion Gabor filter Left Right









in the spectrograms. In addition, these combinations are estimated representa-
tions from a representative sample of emotional expressions. Table 6.3 lists the
orientations of the log-Gabor filter pairs designed to detect the emotions. The
orientations of the left and right filters of each contiguous pair are specified in
the columns labeled left and right, respectively. Neutral and sad only have one
dominant orientation direction. Meanwhile, angry, happy, and panic have two
different orientations. Figure 6.3 displays the Gabor filter pair tuned to detect
the characteristic orientations of the spectrogram associated with panic.
Figure 6.3: Illustration of G2panic.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the outcome after convolving the four emotional ex-
pressions happy, angry, panic, and sad with the filter pairs G2angry, G2happy,
G2panic and G
2
sad,. Comparing the four convolved images, the specific orien-
tation patterns of the Gabor pairs are clearly visible. Provided that the tuned
filters respond selectively to the emotion-specific orientations in the spectro-
grams, the filters support the automatic recognition of emotions from speech.
Therefore, convolving the spectrogram with a Gabor filter of a given spa-
tial frequency and orientation, the convolved spectrogram illustrates spectro-
temporal patterns and the associated spatial frequency (width) and orientation,
respectively. In this experiment, we only tune the orientation of the Gabor fil-
ters and average the range of spatial frequencies encompassing the widths of
the energy bands of interest.
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a angry b happy c panic
d sad
Figure 6.4: Convolution images obtained by convolving the spectrograms in Fig-
ure 6.1 with the associated Gabor filter pairs listed in Table 6.3.
6.3 experiment with log-gabor filters
To determine the effects of tuned Gabor filters in extracting useful features
for the automatic recognition of affective speech, we perform a comparative
evaluation focusing on (1) acoustic features, (2) untuned Gabor filters (all ori-
entations), (3) tuned Gabor filters (single orientations and pairs of orientations),
and (4) a combination of acoustic features and tuned Gabor filters. The remain-
der of this section covers three topics. Subsection 6.3.1 provides the details of
the experiment set-up stage. Subsection 6.3.2 subsequently describes the ex-
periment evaluation procedure. Finally, Subsection 6.3.3 discusses the results
of the experiment.
6.3.1 Experiment Set-up
The procedure of the primary feature algorithm for SER contains three steps
(A, B, and C; step B is subdivided into B1, B2, and B3), which are applied to
each utterance in the corpus. The steps are (A) acoustic feature extraction; (B)
Gabor-filter feature extraction: [B1] spectrogram calculation, [B2] convolution
with Gabor filters, [B3] dimensionality reduction; and (C) classification. In the
following, each of the three steps is described in detail.
A: Acoustic Features
All acoustic features used in our experiment correspond to the baseline
features of the Interspeech challenge (cf. Schuller et al., 2015), which
is the current state-of-the-art feature set in SER. The acoustic feature
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set for each utterance consists of the following seven features: Linear
Predictive Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC), Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coeffi-
cients (MFCC), zero-crossing rate, speech rate, pitch, formants (1 − 3),
and magnitude. Each feature is represented by four statistical descrip-
tors: mean, maximum, minimum, and standard deviation. In the present
day, acoustic features can be straightforwardly extracted by employing
certain software packages. Different software products have different in-
terfaces, some of which are particularly easy to use. For example, PRAAT
is an acoustic analysis software used for phonetic speech and designed
for the beginning researchers. It permits the user to analyze the majority
of the voice cues relevant to speech emotion expression and is free to
download 19. Voicebox is another speech processing toolbox for acoustic
feature analysis and extraction. It primarily works on the Matlab soft-
ware platform. In our experiment, the Voicebox toolbox is used as the
tools for the acoustic feature extraction.
B: Log-Gabor Filters Feature Extraction
B1: Spectrogram Calculation
Each auditory signal (utterance) is transformed into a spectrogram
using Matlab’s spectral analysis function, which employs the short-
time Fourier transform with a 20 ms Hamming window and an
overlap of half the window length.
B2: Convolution with Gabor filters
Kovesi’s log-Gabor functions 20 are used to perform the convolu-
tions on the four quadrants of each spectrogram. The following
parameters are employed. There are 12 orientations in equal steps
covering 360 degrees for "untuned". For "tuned" condition, the 8 ori-
entations and orientation pairs specified in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 are
used. These filters are not tuned to the data, but to general princi-
ples extracted from the literature. The number of scales is 12; the
minimum wavelength is 3 and sigmaOnf is 0.8. For each of the four
spectrogram regions, each scale and orientation yields a single con-
volution image. The convolution values within each image are aver-
aged yielding a total number of Gabor energy values equal to the
number of orientations multiplied by the number of scales.
B3: Dimensionality Reduction
To reduce the redundancy of the Gabor energy values, Principal
Component Analysis is applied. We utilize the PCA function that is
incorporated within the dimensionality reduction toolbox (cf. Van der
19 http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
20 http://www.csse.uwa.edu.au/ pk/research/matlabfns/
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Maaten et al., 2009a) and optimize the number of retained compo-
nents from 10 to 80 in steps of 10.
C: Classification
The dimensionality-reduced Gabor energy values are used for training
an SVM classifier. We use the WEKA21 implementation, with an RBF
kernel. The parameter values Gamma g and Cost c are optimized by
means of grid search. The range of value on a log2 scale (g = G2, c =
C2) as depicted in Table 5.3. The WEKA is a suite of machine learning
software, developed at the University of Waikato. It has high-functioning
algorithms for data analysis and machine learning modeling, alongside
graphical user interfaces for easy employment of these functions.
In the comparative evaluation, acoustic features are treated similarly to
the Gabor features (i.e., application of PCA and classification via an
SVM). In the experiment involving acoustic features and Gabor features,
all features are combined into a single feature vector and subjected to
PCA and SVM.
6.3.2 Evaluation Procedure
This subsection describes the experiment performed to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the tuned Gabor filter pairs. The aim of this subsection is to in-
vestigate how we can use two-dimensional features to analyze spectrogram
representations of speech.
To determine the contribution of the visual features extracted by means
of two-dimensional Gabor filters, we perform a comparative evaluation of the
following five types of features for a recognition task: (1) acoustic features (e.g.,
MFCC and LPCC features), (2) untuned Gabor filters, (3) tuned Gabor filters,
(4) tuned Gabor filter pairs, and (5) a combination of acoustic features and
tuned Gabor filter pairs. The extracted features of all above types are trained
and evaluated on the MAS corpus (see Section 4.2). Our evaluation focuses on
the classification performance (see Definition 5.2) of these five feature types.
The SER performance evaluation for each set of features relies on the use
of cross-validation procedures. In order to avoid overfitting due to PCA and
SVM parameter optimization, we perform a 10× 10 fold cross validation. The
optimization was performed in the outer 10-fold CV cycle and the evaluation
in the inner cycle. The advantage of 10 fold cross validation is that all feature
sets are used for both training and validation, and each feature subset is used
for validation exactly once. All evaluations (cross validation experiments) are
repeated 10 times and the results are averaged.
21 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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6.3.3 Results of Experiment with log-Gabor Filters
In this subsection, we outline the results of the experiment in two areas: (A)
the performance results for five algorithmic classifications and (B) the results
of a confusion matrix of the respective emotional states.


















Figure 6.5: Recognition performances expressed in percentages obtained for the five
sets of features.
Figure 6.5 contains box plots of the recognition performances obtained for
the five sets of features. From left to right, these are: (a) acoustic features, (b)
untuned single Gabor filters, (c) tuned single Gabor filters, (d) tuned Gabor
filter pairs, and (e) acoustic + tuned Gabor filter pairs. All performances are
averaged accuracies over all folds of cross-validation.
Table 6.4: Confusion table of all feature performances
Performance Metric Performance Rate (SD)
Acoustic features 91.7 (1.2)
Untuned single Gabor filters 82.1 (3.8)
Tuned single Gabor filters 87.9 (1.7)
Tuned Gabor filter pairs 92.2 (1.4)
Acoustic + Tuned Gabor filter pairs 94.1 (1.5)
As seen in Table 6.4, untuned single Gabor filters have the lowest perfor-
mance rate, 82.1%, with a high standard deviation. This is because untuned
Gabor filters are chosen from 8 × 12 different options for orientation filters,
which can cause an excessive number of redundant features, and hence, un-
derfitting or overfitting in terms of classification.
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The tuned single Gabor filters result in an 87.9% accuracy rate. The im-
proved performance of the tuned Gabor filters as compared to the untuned
filters (which include the tuned orientations), indicates that a reduction of fea-
tures is beneficial in terms of performance. However, the performance of the
tuned single Gabor filters is still lower than that of the tuned Gabor filter pairs,
which achieve a significantly higher recognition performance (92.2%). The rea-
son is that a tuned single Gabor filter is designed to extract only one orientation
for each type of emotion on a spectrogram, which may cause the omission of
some useful features. In contrast, tuned Gabor filter pairs are designed with
two orientations, especially for both slopes in the first and second segments of
vocal emotions in a spectrogram. More details and fluctuations are therefore
included in this filter design, effectively capturing all patterns of the five types
of emotion.
Traditional acoustic features achieve a recognition rate of 91.8%, thereby
outperforming the untuned and tuned (single) Gabor filters. In this sense, en-
coding oriented energy bands in the spectrogram does not necessarily lead to
a better performance than the one obtained with traditional acoustic features.
The tuned Gabor filter pairs perform comparably reasonable to the acoustic fea-
tures. The combination of tuned Gabor filter pairs and acoustic features yields
the best overall performance (94.6%), suggesting that this approach partly cap-
tures non-overlapping vocal characteristics.
Figure 6.6: The optimal number of PCs for each fold.in 10 fold cross-validation based
on the tune log-Gabor pairs.
The number of PCs was optimized in the outer loop of the cross-validation
procedure as mentioned in Subsection 6.3.1. This evokes the question of how
the optimal number of principal components varies in each fold during the
cross-validation. Figure 6.6 illustrates the optimal number of principal compo-
nents for the tuned Gabor filter pairs which is achieved in each fold through
cross-validation. In Figure 6.6, the x-axis is the index of each fold and the y-
axis is the optimal number of principal components. It shows that the optimal
numbers are slightly different between folds but generally close to 60.
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Table 6.5: Numbers of Principal components of all feature for the best performance
Classification Numbers of PCs
Acoustic features 50
Untuned single Gabor filters 20
Tuned single Gabor filters 30
Tuned Gabor filter pairs 60
Acoustic + Tuned Gabor filter pairs 70
Table 6.5 illustrates the optimal numbers of principal components for the
five feature sets associated with their best performances (reported in Table 6.4)
in the cross-validation. As illustrated in the table, the optimal numbers of PCs
differ for different feature sets. For the tuned Gabor filter pairs, the best per-
formance (92.2%) is obtained when 60 principal components are retained.
Figure 6.7: Contour plot illustrating the grid-search results for optimizing the SVM
parameters c and g for the Gabor filter algorithm.
By using a RBF based SVM classifier for training, the best combination
of c and g needs to be obtained. In this experiment, we use the grid search
to obtain the best combination of SVM parameters c and g in the outer loop
of the nested cross validation. As shown in Figure 6.7, it illustrates a contour
plot of visualizing the results of the grid-search parameter optimization. We
can observe that the x-axis is c and the y-axis is the g in figure. As shown
in Figure 6.7, the performance varies dramatically with different values of pa-
rameters. The best performance of 92.2% accuracy is obtained according to the
values c = 8 and g = −6 (C = 256 and gamma = 0.015625.). And variety
color lines indicate different performance, which shows a contour plot of the
performances obtained for the examined range of parameter values. The green
line marks the performance over 92.0% through 10 fold cross validation.
B: Experiment Results for Individual Emotions
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Tables 6.6 to 6.10 are confusion tables for five feature sets. These results are
obtained based on the optimal number of principal components which is listed
in Table 6.5. In these confusion tables, the predicted emotional states are rep-
resented by the rows, and the actual emotion states are shown by the columns.
Hence, each confusion table illustrates how often each emotion state is cor-
rectly recognized (diagonal entries) and incorrectly recognized (off-diagonal
entries). The percentages are calculated according to the times that emotion
state is correctly recognized against the total times.
Table 6.6: Confusion table of acoustic features.
Performance (%)
Emotion Angry Happy Neutral Panic Sad
Angry 90.7% 3.8% 2.4% 2.0% 1.1%
Happy 4.2% 91.1% 1.5% 2.3% 0.9%
Neutral 2.3% 1.9% 92.6% 1.5% 1.7%
Panic 2.6% 1.9% 0.8% 92.2% 2.5%
Sad 1.5% 1.4% 3.2% 1.9% 91.9%
Table 6.7: Confusion table of untuned Gabor filters.
Performance (%)
Emotion Angry Happy Neutral Panic Sad
Angry 81.6% 6.4% 3.5% 5.0% 3.5%
Happy 6.1% 81.1% 3.4% 5.2% 4.2%
Neutral 4.7% 3.9% 83.9% 3.5% 4.0%
Panic 4.8% 6.4% 2.9% 81.7% 4.2%
Sad 4.4% 5.1% 3.7% 4.6% 82.2%
As Table 6.9 reveals, the neutral emotion achieves the highest recognition
rate (93.2%). The reason for this is that the visual features of the neutral emo-
tion in a spectrogram are distinct from those of the other emotions. As demon-
strated in Figure 4.1, in most cases, the neutral emotion is mild, i.e., there are
fewer emotional fluctuations than for other emotions (angry, happy, panic, sad).
Correspondingly, the energy band of the neutral emotion on a spectrogram is
often horizontal, with only a very slight slope. Thus, the neutral emotion is the
most feasible to detect with a 0° log-Gabor filter.
From our findings, we may conclude that tuned log-Gabor filters (1) en-
hance the automatic recognition of emotions from speech and (2) may be ben-
eficial as regards other speech-related tasks. The experiments are carried out
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Table 6.8: Confusion table of tuned Gabor filters.
Performance (%)
Emotion Angry Happy Neutral Panic Sad
Angry 88.1% 3.5% 2.7% 3.4% 2.3%
Happy 4.0% 86.8% 2.4% 3.7% 3.1%
Neutral 3.3% 2.9% 89.4% 2.5% 1.9%
Panic 3.5% 4.1% 2.8% 86.7% 2.9%
Sad 3.2% 3.0% 2.9% 2.4% 88.5%
Table 6.9: Confusion table of tuned Gabor filter pairs.
Performance (%)
Emotion Angry Happy Neutral Panic Sad
Angry 91.6% 2.7% 2.2% 1.9% 1.6%
Happy 2.9% 92.1% 1.1% 2.1% 1.8%
Neutral 1.9% 2.3% 93.2% 1.4% 1.2%
Panic 1.8% 2.9% 1.4% 91.9% 1.9%
Sad 2.6% 2.2% 1.7% 1.8% 91.7%
on a database containing recordings of actors speaking. It would be valuable
to test the presented methods on other speech databases in future work (cf.
Ringeval, Sonderegger, Sauer, & Lalanne, 2013).
6.4 chapter discussion
In this chapter, we investigated how the visual cues of speech emotion can
be identified in a spectrogram and how two-dimensional features can be ex-
tracted from a spectrogram. As mentioned in Chapter 1, current SER methods
are based on machine-learning technology, which relies strongly on feature
relevance. Instead of relying on the traditional method using temporal and
spectral features, which have proven their relevancy to speech-related tasks
for SER, we designed two types of log-Gabor filters, single tuned Gabor filters
and the tuned Gabor filter pairs, to construct our feature set. The constructed
features were evaluated by comparing their SER performances with those of a
state-of-the-art feature. Five types of emotional states were chosen for evalua-
tion (angry, happy, neutral, panic and sad).
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Table 6.10: Confusion table for the combination of acoustic features and tuned Gabor
filter pairs.
Performance (%)
Emotion Angry Happy Neutral Panic Sad
Angry 93.5% 2.4% 2.1% 1.7% 0.3%
Happy 3.2% 93.3% 1.0% 1.8% 0.7%
Neutral 1.7% 1.3% 95.5% 0.7% 0.8%
Panic 1.8% 1.3% 0.9% 93.9% 2.1%
Sad 0.6% 1.0% 2.8% 1.3% 94.3%
The results reveal that the tuned Gabor filter pairs that we designed achieved
a higher performance rate than the state-of-the-art approach during the feature
construction stage. This calls for the question why log-Gabor filters can detect
features for classification more efficiently than the traditional state-of-the-art
acoustic feature set. We believe that two reasons for the obtained improved
classification performance exist.
The first reason is that we performed manual feature selection by inspect-
ing several spectrograms of emotional speech. As a result, the slopes of the
emotions in the spectrograms were qualitatively identified using the following
five descriptions: horizontal, fast/slow upward, and fast/slow downward. In
this way, the tuned Gabor filter pairs that we designed have the same orien-
tations as the slope descriptors. This led to a limited set of features, which
prevented the curse of dimensionality in capturing task-relevant information
from the spectrogram.
The second reason for the improved classification performance is that Ga-
bor filters are easy to redesign to fit any orientation of the energy band. More-
over each redesign is able to convolute the entire spectrogram. In sum, the
orientation tuning of Gabor filters is highly suitable for encoding these pat-
terns.
In our finding we ignored the role of spatial frequency (the width of the
energy bands) by including a wide range of spatial frequencies in our tuned
Gabor filters. We consider it an open question whether there is a link between
the width of the energy bands and the precision of the constructed features. It
is possible that an improved tuning in terms of spatial frequency may further
enhance the results. This question is left to future study.
At the end of the discussion, we establish that we thoroughly studied the
use of the designed log-Gabor filters in extracting the two-dimensional features
from a spectrogram. The two types of designed log-Gabor filters (single and
pairs) were illustrated in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. The extracted log-Gabor features
are highly representative of speech emotions.
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6.5 answer to research question two
The research question addressed in this chapter is RQ2, which reads as follows.
RQ2: How can we use two-dimensional features to analyze the spectrogram represen-
tation of speech?
In order to answer this research question, we first identified the features
in spectrograms. By using domain knowledge, we found the relevant feature
patterns of the spectrograms in relation to each emotional state. Secondly, we
proposed using log-Gabor filters as tools for analyzing and extracting the fea-
tures from spectrograms. This idea originated from Ezzat, Bouvrie, and Poggio
(see Ezzat et al., 2007). We designed three types of Gabor filter (untuned single
Gabor filter, tuned single Gabor filter, and tuned Gabor filter pairs) to extract
features. The results of the experiment reveal that the untuned single Gabor
filter and the tuned single Gabor filter did not achieve a satisfactory perfor-
mance rate. However, the tuned Gabor filter pairs performed a second-order
analysis of the spectrogram, that yielded acceptable results. Based on these ob-
servations, combined with our findings, we may conclude that we can (1) use
domain knowledge to identify the feature patterns in a spectrogram, and then
(2) employ log-Gabor filters to extract features and analyze the spectrogram
representation of speech. Moreover, the tuned log-Gabor filter pairs produced
novel enhanced features and can boost the performance of SER.
7 L E S S - I N T E N S I V E F E AT U R E S I N A
S P E C T R O G R A M
This chapter 22 addresses research question three (RQ3).
RQ3: Can we extract additional, likely less-intensive features via the compo-
sition of Gabor filters through a spectrogram?
In Chapter 6, we used tuned Gabor filter pairs to extract the primary fea-
ture patterns of five different emotions represented in spectrograms. In this
chapter, we attempt to discover whether less-intensive emotional patterns can
also be detected in a spectrogram. Thus far, we have focused on the most
prominent emotional feature patterns of a spectrogram, those representing the
most intensive expressions of emotions. However, emotions can be expressed
in several parts of a sentence. Therefore, we further categorize emotional ex-
pressions in a sentence into primary and subsequent expressions according
to their intensiveness. We refer to them as primary and subsequent patterns.
Each emotion may show a unique feature pattern when manifested as a sub-
sequent expression. We aim to explicitly reveal the feature patterns of the sub-
sequent emotional expressions in a spectrogram. To detect them, we carry out
experiments and assume that the detection of subsequent feature patterns is
conducive to SER performance. Success in extracting subsequent emotional
feature patterns would mean that they could be used to further improve the
accuracy of SER.
The chapter is structured as follows. The term less-intensive features is
introduced in Section 7.1. The experiment set-up and results are reported and
analyzed in Section 7.2. A discussion is found in Section 7.3, while RQ3 is
conclusively answered in Section 7.4.
7.1 meaning of less-intensive features
In Chapter 6, we identified the most apparent feature patterns and designed
the corresponding tuned Gabor filter pairs. Hence, it comprises the foundation
of this chapter. The feature patterns in Chapter 6 were extracted from the parts
of the sentences that demonstrated the most intensive expressions of emotions
in the spectrograms. We call these the primary emotions of a sentence. However,
other parts of sentences may also contain less-intensive expressions of emotion.
22 This chapter is based on work by Y. Gu, E.O. Postma, H. Jaap van den Herik and H.X Lin;
Speech Emotion Recognition with Log-Gabor Filters. In Proceedings of the 8th International
Conference on Agents and Artificial Intelligence, ICAART, 2016.
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a angry b happy
c neutral d panic e sad
Figure 7.1: Five spectrograms of the utterance "He is a good person" with five differ-
ent emotions marked by blue and green rectangular.
These less intensive expressions occur relatively frequently in these sentence
elements.
Therefore, the non-primary features of the spectrogram can also contain
information about the expressed emotion. Although these feature may be less
prominent than the primary ones, these should still deserve our attention. For
the sake of convenience and clarity, we qualify the most apparent filter pairs
and their feature patterns as the primary pattern, and the less-intensive filter
pairs and their feature patterns as the subsequent pattern.
Definition 6.1 Less-intensive feature
Less-intensive features are those features that differ from the primary features
and contain information about the expressed emotion.
Figure 7.1 shows five spectrograms of the utterance "He is a good person"
in Chinese. In the primary pattern of the feature extraction, the vocal expres-
sions of the five emotions in the spectrograms are extracted: (a) angry, (b) happy,
(c) neutral, (d) panic, and (e) sad. Each of the five spectrograms exhibits a dis-
tinct feature pattern in the form of an energy band. The primary features of the
five emotions are outlined in blue rectangles, and each emotion demonstrates
a unique feature pattern .
However, the emotion is not solely concentrated in the dominant parts of
the sentence. The remaining parts may also contain a portion of the emotion.
For example, a subsequent emotional expression may occur in the latter part
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of a sentence. We therefore attempt to identify the subsequent feature patterns
in the spectrograms. In Figure 7.1, the green rectangles mark the less-intensive
patterns.
7.1.1 Primary and Subsequent Patterns
For each emotion, the spectrogram demonstrates the primary and subsequent
patterns. Their respective orientations are listed in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2.
The log-Gabor filter pairs designed with specific orientations may help to ex-
tract feature patterns from the spectrograms. Therefore, to detect the spectro-
temporal patterns, two groups of filters are set to the specific orientations. One
group of filters, which we call primary (tuned) Gabor filters, correspond to the
most prominent patterns, which we manually designed in Chapter 6. The other
group, named the subsequent filters, correspond to the less-intensive patterns.
We define the upward orientation as a positive angle and downward orienta-
tion as a negative angle. The orientation of the filter is set as follows: the hor-
izontal orientation is 0°, the slow upward orientation is 30°, the fast upward
orientation is 45°, and the downward orientation have symmetrical negative
values to their upward counterparts.
7.1.2 The Neighboring Segment
Below, we discuss our experiment with primary and subsequent log-Gabor fil-
ters, which both of them have two neighboring segments. The segments for the
primary Gabor filter are manually chosen based on the most expressive parts of
the sentence. The primary filter group consists of the filter pairs specific to the
orientation in the associated spectrogram. Table 7.1 lists the orientations of the
primary log-Gabor filter pairs designed to detect the five emotions. Regarding
the segments for the subsequent Gabor filters, we first predict the likelihood
of patterns based on observations and experiences. Then, we shift the window
over the entire spectrogram and apply feature selection methods to identify
the most apparent patterns in the remaining parts of the spectrogram. Further
details are provided in Subsection 7.2.1.
7.2 experiment: less-intensive features with log-
gabor filter pairs
This section describes an experiment intended to extract the less-intensive fea-
tures from a spectrogram using log-Gabor filters. The goal is to evaluate to
what extent subsequent log-Gabor filter pairs are able to perform the task of
revealing less-intensive features. The subsequent log-Gabor filters are an exten-
sion of the primary (tuned) log-Gabor filter pairs proposed in Chapter 6.
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Table 7.1: Specification of the primary log-Gabor filter pairs for the five emotions
Speech emotion Gabor filter Left Right









The remainder of this section outlines the three stages of the experiment.
Subsection 7.2.1 provides the experiment set-up for the subsequent log-Gabor
filters and the features extracted by them. In Subsection 7.2.2, the evaluation
procedure is presented. Finally, the results of the experiment are discussed in
Subsection 7.2.3.
7.2.1 Experiment Set-up
The extraction of subsequent Gabor filters is based on the following four steps
which we follow to analyze each utterance in the corpus: (A) spectrogram cal-
culation, (B) convolution with Gabor filters, (C) feature selection of subsequent
features, and (D) classification. Each step is specified below.
A: Spectrogram Calculation
We transform each auditory signal (utterance) into a spectrogram, em-
ploying (i) Matlab’s spectral analysis and (ii) a short-time Fourier trans-
form with a Hamming window of 20 ms in length and an overlap length
of 10 ms. So, the total number of spectrograms which we could obtain
is 20,400 from the corpus. We divide them into two spectrogram sub-
sets (spectrogram subset 1, and spectrogram subset 2) of an equal size
of 10,200 spectrograms. We use one subset for feature selection and the
other for classification in order to avoid overfitting.
B: Convolution with Gabor filters
Kovesi’s log-Gabor functions23 are used to perform the convolutions on
the four quadrants of each spectrogram. The parameters used are as fol-
lows.
(1) Attempting to cover the entire 360 degrees, we used 8 and 12 in the
experiment for the specific orientations illustrated in Table 7.1 and Ta-
ble 7.2, which correspond to the primary and subsequent filter pairs,
respectively.
23 http://www.csse.uwa.edu.au/ pk/research/matlabfns/
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(2) The Number of scales equals = 12; MiniWavelength is = 3, and Sig-
maOnf is = 0.8.
(3) For each of the four spectrogram regions, each scale and orientation
yield a single convolution image. The convolution values within each im-
age are averaged, yielding a total number of Gabor energy values equal
to the number of orientations multiplied by the number of scales.
C: Feature Selection of the Subsequent Feature
In Step (B), the subsequent features are extracted from the spectrogram
set 1. We use the Fisher method (cf. Roffo, Melzi, & Cristani, 2015) from
the Matlab Feature Selection Library toolbox24 for selecting the subse-
quent features. The Fisher method computes the so-called F-score for a
feature as the ratio of interclass separation and intraclass variance, in or-
der to evaluate features independently. A larger F-score signifies a feature
that is likely to contribute to the prediction task. The final feature list con-
sists of the top-ranked features for each emotional state. The top-ranked
features which are computed by the Fisher method can be thought as
"automatically selected features". From the list of top-ranked features,
we can find the corresponding log-Gabor filters’ orientation. We further
design "manually selected features" which is another type of subsequent
feature. The motivation for us is that, different from the orientations in
Table 7.1 which are most dominant in spectrogram, the less frequently
appearing features in the top-ranking list which can be extracted by sub-
sequent log-Gabor filter pairs are a good supplementary to the feature
group. Therefore, we design the subsequent log-Gabor filter pairs’ ori-
entation based on the features that are listed in top-ranked "automati-
cally selected features" but have not been used as primary features yet.
Table 7.2 lists the orientations of the manually selected subsequent log-
Gabor filter pairs.
Table 7.2: Specification of subsequent log-Gabor filter pairs for the five emotions
Vocal emotion Gabor filter Left Right
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We use the corresponding subsequent log-Gabor filter to extract auto-
matically selected features from the independent spectrogram subset 2
to train a new SVM Classification, which is dependent from the dataset
used for the feature selection. Our experiment employs the WEKA25 as
the classification tool. A support vector machine (SVM) is used to classify
the subsequent log-Gabor filter features. The SVM’s c and g parameter
values are optimized by means of a grid search. All Gabor energy values,
including the primary and subsequent filter values, are used to train an
SVM classifier. In Section 3.3, we provided a more detailed explanation
of the SVM.
7.2.2 Evaluation Procedure
To evaluate the performance obtained via the subsequent log-Gabor filter fea-
tures, we assess the accuracy of the five feature types: (a) acoustic features,
(b) untuned features, (c) primary filter features, (d) subsequent filter features,
and (e) primary filters with subsequent filter features. The first three types of
features ((a) to (c)) are extracted via the procedure introduced in Chapter 6.
The performance of the subsequent filter features is achieved as discussed in
Subsection 7.2.1. The performance provides a criterion by which we evaluate
whether the subsequent filter features are suitable and useful for improving
the performance of SER.
The features discussed above are trained and assessed on the MAS corpus
(see Section 4.2). In our assessment, we focus on the classification performance
(see Definition 5.2) of the five feature types. For the subsequent features, we
would like to determine if the selected subsequent log-Gabor filters are actu-
ally useful for the method. We start with using feature selection to find the
top-ranked subsequent feature which we extract from the spectrogram subset
1. Then we use the corresponding subsequent log-Gabor filter to extract auto-
matically selected features from the independent spectrogram subset 2 to train
a new SVM Classification.
An evaluation of SER performance is conducted on subsequent features
using cross-validation procedures. To avoid overfitting and to ensure that the
data used for training and testing are selected randomly, the evaluation is per-
formed using 10 times 10 fold cross validation on the subset 2. The optimiza-
tion is performed in the outer each-fold cycle and the evaluation is performed
in the inner cycle. The evaluations experiments are repeated 10 times and the
final performance results are averaged.
25 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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7.2.3 Results of Experiment with Subsequent log-Gabor Filters
This subsection provides the results of the experiment in two parts: (A) the
overall performance results of five classification and (B) the results of individ-
ual emotion states showed in a confusion matrix.
A: Experiment Results of Classification Performance
We use the Fisher feature selection method to obtain the top ten high F-
ratio score features as explained in Subsection 7.2.1. Through those automat-
ically selected features, we can find out the corresponding log-Gabor filters’
orientation which were used to extract those features. And then, we can fur-
ther design the subsequent Gabor filter pairs as listed in Table 7.2. The whole
subsequent Gabor features are the combination of automatically selected fea-
ture and manually determined features.
Figure 7.2: F-Ratio score for top ten Gabor filter features.
Figure 7.2 illustrates F-ratio scores of individual features which were ex-
tracted by the 144 filters (12 orientations ×12 scales) for each emotion state. As
illustrated in the Figure 7.2, the x-axis indicates the Gabor filter features and
the y-axis indicates the associated F-ratio scores. We can observe the top ten
features which achieve the higher F-ratio scores. As shown in the figure, the
horizontal (0◦ degree) feature for neutral emotion achieve the highest score of
5.78. And the following high F-ratio score features are −30◦ feature for sad
emotion (3.87), 45◦ feature for happy emotion (2.91), 30◦ feature for panic emo-
tion (2.56) and 45◦ feature for angry emotion (2.43). Interestingly, these top five
features correspond to the fine-tuned Gabor features in the previous Chapter.
After the top five features, the rest of high F-ratio scores are −30◦ features for
happy emotion (1.87), −45◦ feature for angry emotion (1.79), −45◦ feature for
panic emotion (1.52), −30◦ feature for angry emotion, and 30◦ feature for sad
emotion. The last five features of the top ten which have lower F-ratio scores
are selected as subsequent features as they are unused in the previous Chapter.
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With these features at hand, it is possible to find out whether these features
can help improve SER accuracy through subsequent log-Gabor filters.
The boxplot in Figure 7.3 shows the performances of the different feature
sets, consisting of (a) acoustic features, (b) untuned Gabor filters, (c) primary
(tuned) Gabor filter pairs, (d) subsequent Gabor filter pairs, and (e) primary
Gabor filter pairs + subsequent Gabor filter pairs.
Figure 7.3: Recognition performances obtained for the five sets of features.
Table 7.3: Table of subsequent feature performance
Performance Metric Performance Rate (SD)
Acoustic features 91.7 (1.2)
Untuned single Gabor filters 82.1 (3.8)
Primary (tuned) Gabor filter pairs 92.2 (1.4)
Subsequent Gabor filter pairs 88.6 (1.7)
Primary + Subsequent Gabor filter pairs 93.8 (0.9)
Table 7.3 lists the performance rates and corresponding standard deviation
values of these features. As we can see from the performance rates in Figure
7.3 and Table 7.3, the subsequent Gabor filters are significantly less accurate
than the primary Gabor filters. It is apparent that the primary pattern is the
prominent pattern in the spectrogram and appears more often in the speech
signal. The subsequent Gabor filters perform better than the untuned Gabor
filters, indicating that the orientation feature is crucial due to the Gabor filter
feature. The combination of primary and subsequent feature sets achieves the
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highest performance, which indicates that the combination is more effective
than the primary Gabor filters alone.
B: The Results of Individual Emotion States
Table 7.4: Confusion table of acoustic features
Performance (%)
Emotion Angry Happy Neutral Panic Sad
Angry 90.7% 3.8% 2.4% 2.0% 1.1%
Happy 4.2% 91.1% 1.5% 2.3% 0.9%
Neutral 2.3% 1.9% 92.6% 1.5% 1.7%
Panic 2.6% 1.9% 0.8% 92.2% 2.5%
Sad 1.5% 1.4% 3.2% 1.9% 91.9%
Table 7.5: Confusion table of primary Gabor filter pairs
Performance (%)
Emotion Angry Happy Neutral Panic Sad
Angry 91.6% 2.7% 2.2% 1.9% 1.6%
Happy 2.9% 92.1% 1.1% 2.1% 1.8%
Neutral 1.9% 2.3% 93.2% 1.4% 1.2%
Panic 1.8% 2.9% 1.4% 91.9% 1.9%
Sad 2.6% 2.2% 1.7% 1.8% 91.7%
Tables 7.4 to 7.7 illustrate the confusion matrix of the five emotional states:
angry, happy, neutral, panic, and sad. Table 7.7 demonstrates that the recognition
rate is always higher for the neutral emotion (95.8%) than for the other emo-
tions. This is because the neutral emotion has a unique horizontal pattern that
is significantly different from that displayed by the other emotions. Moreover,
the performance of sad is higher than the remaining three emotions due to its
distinct slow downward orientation pattern. The results correlate to the char-
acteristics of the sad emotion in speech: a slow speaking rate and no dramatic
change. Panic only achieves 87.1% accuracy on the subsequent Gabor filters,
which means that its less emotion-intensive pattern is less visible in the spec-
trogram and thus less useful. However, for panic, the combination of primary
and subsequent filters results in an improved recognition rate of 93.9%. Hence,
the subsequent features cannot work independently, but can still be a valuable
additional feature.
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Table 7.6: Confusion table of subsequent Gabor filters
Performance (%)
Emotion Angry Happy Neutral Panic Sad
Angry 88.2% 3.7% 2.6% 3.3% 2.2%
Happy 3.7% 87.3% 2.7% 3.4% 2.9%
Neutral 3.2% 2.4% 90.5% 2.2% 1.7%
Panic 3.4% 3.8% 2.6% 87.1% 3.1%
Sad 2.9% 2.7% 2.2% 2.3% 89.9%
Table 7.7: Confusion table of the combination of primary and subsequent Gabor filter
pairs
Performance (%)
Emotion Angry Happy Neutral Panic Sad
Angry 92.8% 2.3% 2.0% 1.8% 1.1%
Happy 2.9% 93.1% 1.6% 1.8% 1.2%
Neutral 1.2% 1.1% 95.4% 1.0% 0.9%
Panic 1.8% 1.3% 0.9% 93.9% 2.1%
Sad 0.9% 1.3% 1.3% 2.2% 93.8%
Therefore, based on the above experiment results, we may conclude that
the subsequent Gabor filters are an effective complement to primary filters
in the spectrogram. Moreover, a combination of primary and subsequent fil-
ters yields a better performance than the acoustic features, suggesting that
the combination captures partly non-overlapping vocal characteristics that are
different from acoustic features. This means that the subsequent Gabor filter
features improve the SER rate.
7.3 chapter discussion
The aim of the research discussed in this chapter was to extract less inten-
sive features from a spectrogram. We considered how the log-Gabor algorithm
could be further improved (see Section 7.1) and how the algorithm relates to
the primary (tuned) Gabor filter pairs outlined in Chapter 6. To meet our re-
search aim, we proposed using subsequent filter pairs to extract the subsequent
feature patterns. To investigate the effectiveness of the subsequent features ex-
tracted using subsequent log-Gabor filter pairs, we compared five kinds of
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feature sets. The results of the experiment demonstrate that the subsequent
log-Gabor filter pairs are a robust and meaningful feature extraction algorithm
for SER.
To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to use a combination of
log-Gabor filters and spectrograms for SER. Overall, in our study we identified
four types of feature, namely the untuned single Gabor filter, tuned single
Gabor filter, primary (tuned) Gabor filter pairs, and subsequent Gabor filter
pairs. Each fulfills a different SER function in terms of identifying different
feature pattern.
In general, our research regarding the log-Gabor filter algorithm revealed
that both the primary Gabor pairs and subsequent Gabor pairs used in our ex-
periments respond directly to the emotional phenomena in a spectrogram. We
see that (1) the primary Gabor filter pairs detect the more expressive emotion
in speech and achieve a higher accuracy, and (2) the subsequent filter pairs
focus on the less intensive expression and yield a weaker performance. How-
ever, we also note that (3) the combination of both primary and subsequent
filter pairs has the highest accuracy rate. From this third observation, we may
conclude that the subsequent pairs successfully detect less-intensive emotional
expressions, and constitute a suitable complement to the primary feature set.
7.4 answer to research question three
To expand our study (see Chapter 6), we explored the subsequent log-Gabor
filter pairs. The corresponding research question addressed in this chapter was
RQ3.
RQ3: Can we extract additional, likely less-intensive features via the composition of
Gabor filters through a spectrogram?
To answer this question, we used the subsequent Gabor filter pairs to ex-
tract the less-intensive features from the speech spectrogram. The subsequent
feature itself generally cannot achieve a sufficient result in a classification per-
formance competition. However, we obtain the strongest performance by com-
bining the primary and subsequent Gabor filter pairs. This means that less-
intensive features can be successfully extracted by the subsequent Gabor filter
pairs too, which represent a useful complement to the existing Gabor feature
group capable of accomplishing a more accurate SER. Hence, our answer to
RQ 3 is that the subsequent feature is an adequate complement to the feature
group for SER. Yet, this conclusion does not mark the end of our research.
The next step in this study is to improve and expand the log-Gabor al-
gorithm in SER by investigating the use of a deep-learning algorithm as a
learning tool for extracting and measuring features from a spectrogram. The
effectiveness of feature extraction accomplishing via deep-learning instead of
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a manual design is a worthy topic of exploration. Thus, the next step is to con-
nect the spectrogram with a deep-learning algorithm such as a convolutional
neural network.
8 D E E P L E A R N I N G F O R S P E E C H
E M OT I O N R E C O G N I T I O N
This chapter is addressing research question four (RQ4).
RQ4: Can we apply the deep-learning method to the spectrogram outcomes to extract
"visual" features to increase the accuracy of SER?
In our studies discussed in Chapter 6 and 7, we introduced approaches
to extracting novel features from a spectrogram using log-Gabor filters. Our
experiments treated the speech signal as a visual image. In this chapter, we
shift the focus to a deep-learning (DL) algorithm: a convolutional neural net-
work (CNN), which suggests a more complex model and an improved ability
to detect new features. The new features may be completely new for human
beings, or even incomprehensible for the human brain. However, in Go, chess,
Shogi, poker and Dota 2 26, the DL algorithm has proven successful. Employ-
ing a deep-learning algorithm should therefore constitute a strategy capable of
enhancing our findings presented in the previous chapters.
The course of this chapter is as follows. Section 8.1 provides a very brief
overview of deep learning. Section 8.2 then presents the background of CNNs.
The experimental set-up for using CNN to automatically learn the features
from a spectrogram is outlined in Section 8.3 along with the results of the
experiment. In Section 8.4, we present a discussion regarding this method. In
Section 8.5, we conclude with our answer to RQ4.
8.1 deep learning
DL is a set of techniques that allows a system to automatically discover the
needed feature representations from raw data. These networks are typically
multiple layers deep, which is why they are called deep learning. The well-
known progress of DL can be traced through Google Deep Mind’s perfor-
mance in Go, chess, and Shogi competitions over the last two years.
October to December 2015 was a memorable period for humankind as Al-
phaGo, which was developed by Google DeepMind, defeated the European
Go champion Fan Hui in a five-game match without losing one game (5-0) (cf.
Silver et al., 2016). It was a milestone for DL and marked the first time that
a computer program could beat a human professional player in a Go game.
26 Dota 2 is a free online game which allows multiplayers attend in one battle. The game is the
sequel of the Defense of the Ancients (DotA), which was originally from the Blizzard Entertain-
ment’s Warcraft III: The Frozen Throne.
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This achievement had been anticipated by many researchers to take at least
two decades, with the notable exception of Jaap van den Herik who predicted
2020 (see website Rehm, former Go Champion of the Netherlands). Only two
months after the match, in March 2016, AlphaGo defeated Lee Sedol in a five-
game Go match (4-1) (cf. Silver et al., 2016; C. Lee et al., 2016). That a DL
computer program could beat the world’s third ranked Go player marked a
historic milestone. The game of Go was invented in ancient China nearly 2,000
years ago. It is currently believed to be the world’s oldest and most compli-
cated board game. Until Sedol’s match, computer programs found it nearly
impossible to beat a high-ranking player in a Go game, because of the inability
of the computer to adequately evaluate an arbitrary position (Fullerton, 2014),
an essential difference between Go and chess.
In December 2016, the mysterious chess player "Master" started to play in
online Go games from a platform that was based in China. "Master" defeated
top-ranked Chinese and foreign players in 60 successive games playing each
day (three days in total) and achieved an unprecedented 60 games winning
streak. Several famous professional Go players such as Gu Li and Chang Hao,
were defeated. On January 4, 2017, the AlphaGo research team announced that
"Master" is actually an upgraded version of AlphaGo (Silver et al., 2016).
Only several months after its initial win against the professional Go play-
ers, in May 2017, AlphaGo outmatched Ke Jie, the human world champion, in
a three-game match (cf. Silver, Schrittwieser, et al., 2017). This was a milestone
that evidenced DL’s overwhelming capacity to play the game of Go.
However, the power of DL is not limited to Go. The use of artificial intelli-
gence to challenge another artificial intelligence already occurred in 2017. Just
several months after AlphaGo sensationally bested the top-ranked Go players,
the successor AI program AlphaGo Zero destroyed the AlphaGo. In brief, we
add that AlphaGo was trained by a training set of approximately 40 million
play by grandmaster games (24 million human play and 16 million self play
games). AlphaGo Zero did not have any prior knowledge except for the play-
ing rules. It developed its own strategies and it was trained solely via self-play.
(see Silver, Schrittwieser, et al., 2017). Ultimately AlphaGo Zero won the 100-
game match against AlphaGo with 100 strikes (cf. Silver, Hubert, et al., 2017a).
After Alpha-Go Zero, the DeepMind team developed an Alpha Zero pro-
gram for chess and Shogi (see Silver, Hubert, et al., 2017b). It achieved a su-
perhuman level of playing chess and Shogi games within 24 hours of learning.
In chess, Alpha Zero won against Stockfish, which was the world-champion
among professionals (TCEC), with 28 wins, 72 draws, and zero losses. And in
Shogi, the leading program Elmo was defeated by 92-8.
To sum up, over the last two decades, the DL approach has gained increas-
ing attention from researchers due to the ability to process a massive amount
of raw data. However, since DL was limited by the underlying hardware’s
computational ability, only in recent years has DL has the ability to become
a mainstream method of developing an effective machine-learning algorithm.
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The DL consists of a variety of architectures, such as deep neural networks
(DNN), and recurrent neural networks (RNN). Furthermore, a variety of appli-
cation fields have succeeded in utilizing the DL technology, and these include
image recognition (cf. He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun, 2016), speech recognition (cf.
Chan, Jaitly, Le, & Vinyals, 2016; Xiong et al., 2017), and automatic emotion
recognition (cf. Neumann & Vu, 2017).
The initial concept of a DNN was inspired by studies on the biological
functioning of the human brain. In terms of architecture, a DNN attempts
to simulate the human brain’s biological neural units, which are connected
through axons (Preparata & Shamos, 2012). Each neural unit is connected to
other units, and the links between them can be dynamically changed by the
activated function. A DNN can structurally consist of many hidden layers be-
tween the input and output layers. Each hidden layer receives input from the
previous layer and allows the composition of a feature to serve as the output
to the next layer. In this way, a DNN shows its capacity to learn the high-level
representative features from the raw data. Therefore, it can effectively classify
data. With sufficient training on the data and appropriate training strategies,
DNNs can achieve an excellent performance on certain recognition tasks (Ioffe
& Szegedy, 2015).
8.2 cnn: convolutional neural networks
A special kind of multilayer perceptron, called a CNN, has led to breakthroughs
on many recognition and prediction tasks. Convolutional neural networks
were initially inspired by the visual system’s structure, Hubel and Wiesel’s
early work found that a cat’s visual system contains a complicated arrange-
ment of cells (Hubel & Wiesel, 1968). These cells are sensitive to small sub-
regions of the visual field, called a receptive field. The first model design was
proposed by Fukushima based on the local connectivities of the transformation
of an image (Fukushima, 1980). Fukushima discovered that a well-organized
invariant output can be obtained by applying the same parameter setting of the
neural units to the patch of the previous layer at any location. Researchers have
been turning renewed attention to this early neural network due to two recent
developments: (1) the large volume of training data that is currently available
and (2) the increasing computational ability of hardware. In recent studies,
CNNs used for pattern recognition systems have clearly demonstrated their
advantages as regards handwritten character recognition (Poznanski & Wolf,
2016), a task that has served as a machine-learning benchmark for many years.
Speech emotion recognition (SER) is a processing method of predicting
an emotional state based on the features of the speech signal cues produced
by a speaker. Emotional expression is neither always explicit, nor is it always
based on individual acoustic cues, and this problem further influences feature
extraction. As a result, a high-performance algorithm generally requires a high-
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quality feature extraction and selection from the feature group of the speech
signal.
In the previous two chapters (Chapter 6 and 7), we have described how
we manually devised features (log-Gabor filters) to capture the visual features
of the spectrograms associated with speech emotions (see Gu, Postma, Lin, &
Van den Herik, 2016b). Convolutional neural networks are known to be capable
of inferring a hierarchical feature representation. Therefore, in this chapter, we
employ a CNN to automatically detect and extract features from spectrograms
for SER.
8.3 experiment: features learned from a cnn
This section describes an experiment in which we use CNN to extract features
from spectrograms for SER. The aim of the experiment is to extract visual
features for two purposes: (1) to determine whether a DL algorithm can extract
the features from spectrogram to increase the performance of SER, and (2) to
verify the findings outlined in Chapter 6 and 7.
The reminder of the section is organized as follows. Subsection 8.3.1 presents
details concerning the set-up of the CNN experiment. Subsequently, Subsec-
tion 8.3.2 describes the evaluation procedure for this experiment. Finally, the
results of the experiment are reported and analyzed in Subsection 8.3.3.
8.3.1 Experiment Set-up
Below, we present a CNN algorithm to investigate feature learning from a spec-
trogram for SER. The design experiments involve the CNN learning through-
out the various procedures. The MatConvNet27 toolbox is used to run the CNN.
The CNN experiment set-up consists of three steps: (A) spectrogram genera-
tion, (B) transfer learning for Pre-trained CNN, and (C) CNN fine-tuning on
MAS dataset. The details of each of these steps are outlined below.
A: Spectrogram generation
Each auditory signal (utterance) is transformed in a spectrogram using
Matlab’s spectral analysis function. It has a short-time Fourier transform
with a 20 ms Hamming window and an overlap of half a window length.
B: Transfer learning for Pre-trained CNN
The use of pre-trained CNNs on a specific task, so-called transfer learn-
ing (Pan, Yang, et al., 2010), alleviates the use of large datasets. As we
commonly know, a well-trained CNN requires a considerable number of
datasets and resources. It will be difficult to train a whole CNN from
27 http://www.vlfeat.org/matconvnet/
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the scratch because researchers are seldom able to obtain a significant
amount of datasets. Therefore, to be practical, using transfer learning for
object recognition can prevent the demand of large dataset and is highly
recommended by researchers. The main condition for using pre-trained
CNNs for transfer learning is that novel tasks resemble the task the
CNN was pre-trained on (Sharif Razavian, Azizpour, Sullivan, & Carls-
son, 2014).
The ImageNet-VGG is chosen as the pre-trained CNN model to be used
in our experiment (Chatfield, Simonyan, Vedaldi, & Zisserman, 2014). Im-
ageNet is one of the favorite datasets which consist of 1.2 million images
associated with 1000 different categories. ImageNet-VGG is well-trained
CNN for classifying natural images. However, our task is completely dif-
ferent from what ImageNet-VGG is usually used for. Apart from the nat-
ural images, we have spectrograms for different training objectives. The
question that is evoked is why we would expect to use transfer learning
through ImageNet-VGG to work for our task?
The motivation for us to do this is that, in trained CNNs the features
extracted by the later layers become progressively more specific to the
classes which greatly depend on the original dataset and task. But fea-
tures which are learned from the first (earlier) layer contains more generic
features, which we call generic features, could be useful for a variety of
recognition tasks. Therefore, by finding features extracted by these first
layers, it is possible for us to retrain the classifier on a new dataset (i.e.,
MAS) by fine-tuning the higher layers in the network and "freeze" the
learning in the earlier layers. The pre-trained CNN also shows an interest-
ing phenomenon: the features which are learned by first layer resemble
Gabor filters. Interestingly, in our previous Chapter 6 and 7, we applied
the log-Gabor filters as the feature extractor.
The architecture of the CNN model which we use in this experiment is
a multi-layer CNN model. There are two types of layers at the heart of
the model: convolutional layers and fully connected layers (Zheng, Yu,
& Zou, 2015). Each layer has a topographic structure, and each neuron
is associated with a fixed two dimensional position that corresponds to
a location in the input image. The architecture of CNN consists of eight
layers, in which five layers are convolutional layers and the last three
layers are fully connected layers. The convolutional layers are used to de-
tect the feature pattern from the spectrogram. In each convolution layer,
the filters make the convolution over the input space and are well-suited
for exploiting the strong spatially local correlation present in spectro-
gram. The architecture comprised of several convolutional layers ensures
that the learned “filters” produce the strongest response to a spatially
local input pattern. Another crucial CNN element is the pooling layers,
which are a form of down-sampling. The earlier fully connected layers
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are regularized using dropout. The last fully connected layer is used as a
classifier.
The hyperparameters for CNN training are used as follows. Table 8.1
lists the setting of relevant CNN parameter values that are used in the
experiment. In this model, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is used as
the learning algorithm. The convolution filters are 5× 5 for the first con-
volutional layers and 3× 3 for the following four convolution layers. The
value of stride and the padding which we choose to use is 2 and 1, re-
spectively. The weight decay is 0.0005. It is better to use a smaller initial
learning rate due to control the over-fitting. Thus, the learning rate is
initialized at 0.01 for the layers that are being fine-tuned. And a step de-
cay schedule for the learning rate schedule has been chosen to use in
our experiment. The learning rate is decreased by every 20 epochs (from
0.01, 0.001,... to 0.000001). A drop-out layer is inserted after the first two
fully-connected layers and the drop out ratio is 50%.
Table 8.1: Overview of the parameter values of our CNN
Name of parameter Value of parameter
Momentum 0.9
Initial Learning Rate 0.01
NumEpochs 100
WeightDecay 0.0005
C: CNN fine-tuning on MAS dataset
For the fine-tuning of the pre-trained CNN, MAS dataset is prepared
and separated into a training set, a test set, and a validation set. Thus,
we set up our dataset with a training, a validation and a test directory
in this manner 28. The last layers are retrained in the fine-tuning. The
output dimensionality of the last layer equals to the number of classes,
i.e., 5. The weights of a zero mean and 0.01 variance are initialized by a
Gaussian distribution function. We used softmax at the output layer and
used the cross-entropy loss function. No data augmentation is applied in
this experiment.
8.3.2 Evaluation Procedure
To determine a CNN’s SER performance, we evaluate the classification perfor-
mance (see Definition 5.3) by comparing the following algorithms based on:
28 In Matlab, we need to give each state of emotion spectrogram for their corresponding index
labels from 1 to 5, and the created dataset will be saved as ’imdb’ file for further use.
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(a) acoustic features, (b) primary log-Gabor filter pairs, (c) primary and subse-
quent log-Gabor filter pairs, and (d) the CNN. In this experiment, we train and
evaluate all four algorithms on the MAS corpus (see Section 4.2).
A: Acoustic features
The acoustic features are extracted via the same procedures introduced in
Chapter 6. All the acoustic features used in our experiment correspond to
the baseline features of the Interspeech challenge (Schuller et al., 2013).
This feature-set is the current state-of-the-art in SER, and facilitates a
standard comparison.
B: Primary log-Gabor filter pairs
The primary log-Gabor filter features are obtained as described in Chap-
ter 6.
C: Primary and subsequent log-Gabor filter pairs
The procedure used for the primary and subsequent log-Gabor filter fea-
tures is as discussed in Chapter 7. This approach’s performance provides
a criterion by which to evaluate whether the CNN has utility in terms of
improving the SER performance.
D: The pre-trained CNN
For the CNN, the dataset is separated into a training set, a test set, and
a validation set to ensure that the models are not overtrained to fit the
affective styles of a particular speaker. We also use cross-validation as in
all previous chapters. The training set is split manually into 10 fold, and a
Imdb file is created for each fold. The average classification performance
of the CNN learned feature is evaluated by comparing with the ’state-of-
the-art’ acoustic feature algorithm (Schuller et al., 2015), and the primary
log-Gabor filter pairs and subsequent log-Gabor filter pairs (see Chapters
6 and 7).





8.3.3 Results of the CNN Experiment
Table 8.3 provides the classification performances using the feature sets: (a)
acoustic features, (b) primary log-Gabor filter pairs, (c) primary and subse-
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quent log-Gabor filter pairs and (d) CNN learned features. The numbers in the
table represent the recognition accuracy rates for the MAS corpus. As shown in
Table 8.3, the left column is the algorithm’s name, the right column is the per-
formance rate obtained. The algorithms’ performance rates will be discussed
from the weakest to the strongest as follows.
Table 8.3: CNN classification performance on the MAS database
Performance Metric (MAS) Performance Rate (SD)
Acoustic features 91.7 (1.2)
Primary Gabor filter pairs 92.2 (1.4)
Primary and Subsequent Gabor filter pairs 93.8 (0.9)
CNN learned features 94.6 (0.9)
The performance (91.8%) of the acoustic feature algorithm proposed by
Schuller is currently considered as the state-of-the-art (Schuller et al., 2015).
The acoustic feature algorithm results in the weakest performance (91.8%). The
possible reasons are (1) even though there are a huge number of the types of
acoustic features, they still cannot fully cover all the useful information about
emotion, as well as (2) overlapping of acoustic features may cause redundant
information and hence affect the performance. The performance of log-Gabor
filter pairs is based on the previous work in Chapter 6 on using the primary
Gabor filter pairs. The algorithm using primary log-Gabor filter pairs alone
achieves a slightly higher accuracy of 92.2%. The combination of primary and
subsequent filter algorithms as proposed in Chapter 7 obtains the second high-
est performance rate of 93.8%. The highest performance rate of 94.6% is ob-
tained by the CNN.
As demonstrated above, both within the combination and alone primary
log-Gabor filter pairs are better at improving accuracy than acoustic features
but still not as good as the CNN. Log-Gabor filter pairs perform better than
acoustic features in that they are manually designed and can effectively extract
the emotional expression patterns from a spectrogram. Yet, log-Gabor filter
pairs may "overlook" some emotional expressions in spectrogram. The CNN
offers the best performance due to the following two reasons.
(1) The CNN has a high ability to learn high-level features which are very
useful for classification. The CNN performs feature learning by build-
ing a local connectivity pattern between neurons of adjacent layers. The
input layer can extract the low-level features from spectrogram, such as
edges and curves of emotional expression patterns. With the addition
of deeper layers, the low-level features can be combined into high-level
features. For example, the first layer can work as filter to extract the sim-
plest features from spectrogram. After that, the subsets of units in the
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first layer can be combined into an input of the hidden units in the sec-
ond layer which represent more complicated features. These second-layer
units can further generate the hidden units in the third layer.
(2) Compared with acoustic features or log-Gabor filter pairs, the CNN does
not need to do plenty of feature construction work, such as the prelimi-
nary design of the characteristics of features, the labeling of features and
decision on the number of features. In the case of the CNN, the entire
dataset can be directly imported for feature learning.
The CNN algorithm achieves a better performance than those yielded by
other algorithms, despite offering only a slight advantage in terms of accuracy.
If we could explore our CNN algorithm by increasing the amount of training
data or deep neural network layers, we would likely obtain more promising
results. That said, the current achievement is still quite beneficial in terms of
demonstrating DL’s contribution to SER. And also this confirms our previous
findings in Chapter 6 that the primary and less-intensive patterns in spectro-
grams are useful features for SER.
Figure 8.1: The performance of CNN training process on the MAS dataset.
In the CNN experiment, we separate the MAS dataset into a training set, a
test set, and a validation set to ensure that the models are not overtrained. Half
of original dataset is used as training data, the rest of dataset is set equal as
validation and test data. The performance of CNN training is shown in Figure
8.1. As illustrated in Figure, the orange line indicates the performance on the
training data and the blue line shows the performance on the validation data.
After 100 epochs, the accuracy can be achieved at 95%, and performance on
the validation data shows it is bit over-fitting.
Table 8.4 offers details on the recognition performances for the five types of
emotions. Compared with Table 7.7, we can find there are some improvements.
The CNN can obtain 94.0% and 93.8% on angry and happy, 1.2% and 0.9%
higher than log-Gabor filter, respectively. The emotional expression patterns
for angry and happy are both complex and can be easily mistaken for each other.
However, the CNN has the ability to learn the feature differences between the
two emotions to better recognize them.
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Table 8.4: Confusion table of the CNN spectrogram features
Performance (%)
Emotion Angry Happy Neutral Panic Sad
Angry 94.9% 1.6% 1.2% 1.4% 0.9%
Happy 2.2% 93.8% 1.6% 1.8% 1.2%
Neutral 1.3% 1.1% 95.9% 1.0% 0.9%
Panic 1.6% 1.3% 1.1% 94.0% 2.0%
Sad 1.1% 1.1% 1.2% 2.1% 94.4%
In regard to CNN’s performances for the five emotions, the accuracy is
higher for the neutral (95.9%) than for the other emotions, which is consistent
with our previous finding through the log-Gabor filter. As the emotional ex-
pression pattern for the neutral emotion is unique and highly recognizable,
the CNN can efficiently extract this pattern through the feature learning pro-
cess.
8.4 chapter discussion
In this chapter, we investigated the use of deep learning in extracting features
from a spectrogram. To evaluate the CNN algorithm, we designed an exper-
iment for the CNN, and compared the CNN with (1) the acoustic feature
algorithm, (2) primary log-Gabor filter pairs algorithm and (3) primary and
subsequent log-Gabor filter pairs algorithm. The results of this experiment re-
veal that the CNN offers improvements over all three alternative algorithms.
CNN demonstrates its value also in terms of boosting the recognition perfor-
mance. Thus, the CNN improves on existing algorithms for learning features
from spectrograms. This finding also underlines our previous findings, which
we manually achieved after designing log-Gabor filter pairs to extract feature
patterns from spectrograms.
8.5 answer to research question four
This chapter targeted RQ4, which reads as follows.
RQ4: Can we apply the deep-learning method to the spectrogram outcomes to extract
"visual" features to increase the accuracy of SER?
To answer this question, we used the CNN algorithm for SER in this chap-
ter. To investigate the effectiveness of the CNN-learned features, we examined
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and evaluated the CNN-learned features, we likewise employed the acoustic
feature algorithm and two log-Gabor filter algorithms that we proposed in
Chapters 6 and 7.
Their performances were evaluated for the MAS database. The results re-
veal that the CNN-learned features perform the best among all the algorithms.
Based on these findings, we may conclude that the CNN is able to learn impor-
tant features from spectrograms. Moreover, it demonstrates its contribution by
increasing the accuracy of SER. Therefore, the answer to RQ4 is as follows: The
CNN can successfully extract features from a spectrogram and improve on the
conventional SER performance.
The current disadvantage of the CNN is that they require a very lengthy
computing period to train data from very large datasets. This is an obstacle
that could be overcome in future work by using a more efficient parallel com-
puting algorithm on large Graphics processing unit (GPU) platforms to meet
the capacity requirements of computing systems.

9 C O N C L U S I O N S A N D F U T U R E W O R K
In this chapter, our conclusions are presented in three parts. First, in Section
9.1, we summarize the results of this thesis by referring to the research ques-
tions (RQs) that were formulated in Chapter 1. We offer our answers to each
question. Secondly, in Section 9.2, we provide overall conclusions based on the
answers to the four RQs. Section 9.3 addresses the problem statement. Finally,
in Section 9.4, we will offer seven recommendations for future research.
9.1 answers to the research questions
The main topic of this study has been SER. Cutting across the speech emotions,
we have explored four algorithms for using SER to distinguish emotional states.
The four algorithms focused on spectrograms containing visual information
for feature construction and feature learning, which enabled us to detect and
distinguish an emotional state from a speech signal. The research was guided
by four RQs. Below we summarize the answers to each of them.
RQ1: Is it possible to design a new algorithm that improves the accuracy of detecting
the voiced part activity in speech?
RQ1 is divided into two sub-questions, RQ 1A and RQ 1B. They read as
follows.
RQ 1A: What characteristics should a new algorithm possess for being more accu-
rately in detecting voiced part activity in speech?
RQ 1B: What is the gain in SER performance provided by the new voice detection
algorithm as compared to the original algorithms?
The RQ 1 was investigated in Chapter 5. RQ 1A and RQ 1B are also ad-
dressed in Chapter 5. The brief view is as follows. To answer RQ 1A we pro-
posed a new algorithm, which we called voiced segment selection (VSS). We
reviewed various existing studies on VAD, and on the basis of our literature
review, we identified the state-of-the-art algorithm for use in comparisons. The
VSS algorithm uses log-Gabor filters to extract the features from a spectrogram.
Our assessment of the use of Gabor filters to extract visual spectro-temporal
features from the speech spectrogram revealed the feasibility of an idea orig-
inally proposed by Ezzat, Bouvrie, and Poggio (2007). We ran computational
experiments on the VSS algorithm using the MAS database. The results of
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the experiment demonstrate that VAD performance improved relative to ex-
isting prevalent algorithms. The results obtained using the VSS algorithm are
similar to those achieved by the deep-learning algorithm, but the former are
associated with a (much) lower computational cost. Regarding RQ 1B, we de-
termined that when the VSS algorithm is used, the classification rate is higher
in the Chinese corpus than when VSS is not used before feature extraction.
The results indicate that using VSS for SER is a good answer for RQ 1B and
a useful complement to current SER methods. Thus, in summary, the answer
to RQ1 is that the VSS algorithm can be a useful and practical algorithm for
VAD.
RQ2: How can we use two-dimensional features to analyze the spectrogram represen-
tation of speech?
The second RQ is addressed in Chapter 6. Inspired by Ezzat et al. (2007),
we concentrated on the parts of a sentence that demonstrate intensive ex-
pressions of emotions in a spectrogram. We used two-dimensional Gabor fil-
ter pairs to detect and extract the feature patterns of the emotional informa-
tion from a spectrogram. The feature patterns were new features that comple-
mented the feature group. Employing these tuned Gabor filter pairs to per-
form a second-order analysis of the spectrogram produced satisfactory results.
We believe that there are two reasons for this strong performance. First, we
performed manual feature selection by inspecting numerous spectrograms of
emotional speech. This led to a limited set of features, which prevented dimen-
sionality by capturing task-relevant information from the spectrogram. Sec-
ond, the Gabor filters detected spectrogram characteristics that were relevant
for the task at hand. The orientation patterns in the spectrogram reflect the
time-varying frequency compositions of the utterances associated with each
emotion. The orientation tuning of Gabor filters is highly suitable for encoding
these patterns.
RQ3: Can we extract additional, likely less-intensive features via the composition of
Gabor filters through a spectrogram?
Chapter 7 investigated the RQ3. To answer RQ3, we further categorized
emotional expressions in a sentence into primary and less-intensive feature
patterns according to their intensiveness. Moreover, we revealed the feature
patterns of the subsequent emotion expressions in a spectrogram. In Chapter 6,
we proposed primary (tuned) log-Gabor filter pairs for the primary feature pat-
terns. Chapter 7 subsequently served as an extension of Chapter 6, by further
developing subsequent log-Gabor filters that were specific to the less-intensive
feature patterns in the spectrogram. We evaluated the effectiveness of those
subsequent log-Gabor filter features for SER. For this evaluation, we compared
the performances of five types of feature-based algorithms. A combination of
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primary and subsequent feature patterns proved to be the most effective algo-
rithm. This combination outperformed the state-of-the-art algorithms. We can
therefore conclude that these subsequent log-Gabor filters are a useful com-
plement to primary features for SER. The research further revealed that the
combination of the two approaches is a successful follow up.
RQ4: Can we apply the deep-learning method to the spectrogram outcomes to extract
"visual" features to increase the accuracy of SER?
The answer to the RQ4 is derived from the research discussed in Chapter
8. In that chapter, we described an experiment that used a deep-learning algo-
rithm to extract features from a spectrogram. In the experiment, a convoluted
neural network (CNN) was able to automatically learn the features from the
spectrogram. In total, 16 layers were designed for the CNN’s structure (13 con-
volutional layers, and 3 pooling layers). The evaluation consisted of comparing
four algorithms: (1) the state-of-the-art acoustic feature algorithm, (2) the pri-
mary log-Gabor filter algorithm proposed in Chapter 6, (3) the combination
of primary and subsequent log-Gabor filters algorithm, and (4) the CNN algo-
rithm. The CNN algorithm yielded the best performance. Hence, the answer
to RQ4 is as follows: (1) A CNN can extract features from a spectrogram and
improve the SER performance, and (2) the CNN’s performance surpassed that
achieved by our previous algorithm of manually using a log-Gabor filter for
feature construction from a spectrogram. Thus, the CNN supported our previ-
ous findings, and demonstrated that automatic feature learning should be the
main algorithm used in future work.
9.2 conclusion based on the research questions
From the answers to the four RQs we may conclude that using a spectrogram
for VAD and SER yields a meaningful improvement in the SER performance.
Moreover, we identified three key achievements. Below, we specify the achieve-
ments of this study in three pillars.
(1) A combination of spectrograms and log-Gabor filters can improve the
performance of VAD. Moreover, the accuracy of SER can be enhanced by using
the VSS algorithm as a pre-processing algorithm.
(2) The primary and subsequent log-Gabor filter pairs can be assessed
by the primary and less-intensive feature patterns in a spectrogram. Both pri-
mary and subsequent features in a spectrogram are crucial features that can
contribute to SER.
(3) The CNN is highly capable of learning features from a spectrogram.
These features learned by CNN from a spectrogram are valuable for enhancing
SER performance. They also supported our earlier findings regarding feature
construction using spectrograms and log-Gabor filters.
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9.3 responding to the problem statement
In this section, we respond to the problem statement. Our answer is based on
the overall results reported in the detailed answers to our research questions.
In Chapter 1, we outlined the importance of SER, which can establish an
interaction between humans and computer software (applications). We stated
that speech emotion recognition may have important applications in daily life,
and that SER applications therefore required a strong ability to recognize the
emotions expressed by a person. However, due to issues with limited accuracy,
the performance of SER required further improvements, which brought us to
our problem statement.
Problem Statement: To what extent can we further improve SER accuracy
using spectrogram information?
Looking back to our problem statement, the findings presented in this
dissertation can serve to prove that a combination of spectrogram and log-
Gabor filter is effective in improving the outcome of feature extraction.
Overall, the insights of this dissertation show a new direction for feature
extraction that has become a crucial part of SER. Thus, in the future, SER
might be as important as other things in daily life. We may further conclude
that using spectrograms and log-Gabor filters in this thesis have enhanced the
performance of SER and provided related advantages assumed to be used in
the future.
9.4 future research
The ultimate goal of this research is to enhance the performance of emotion
recognition in human speech. The results of our experiments offer convincing
support for our proposed algorithms. However, there are still additional topics
that need attention in future research on SER. In this section, we provide seven
recommendations for future research.
1. In this experiment, we did not consider the width of the energy bands.
In addition, we used a range of values for the spatial frequency in the log-
Gabor filters. Choosing a precise value for the width of the energy bands, and
potentially improving the tuning in terms of the spatial frequency, may lead to
even more accurate results. This hypothesis is recommended to be considered
in future research.
2. As explained in Section 4.2, laboratory-collected emotion databases are
most suitable for use in research and represent the majority of existing databases.
The experiments in this study were conducted using a database of voice-acted
data. It would therefore be valuable to test our four algorithms with other neu-
tral environment speech databases in future research (Ringeval et al., 2013).
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3. In Chapter 1, we introduced two types of information transmitted in a
speech conversation: verbal and non-verbal information. We only focused on
non-verbal transmission in this study. However, verbal transmission is typically
discourse-related and contains the context and situation of a dialogue. There-
fore, verbal information is indispensable for improving our understanding of
human emotion. Future researchers will need to search for a single method
capable of processing both verbal and non-verbal segments of speech for SER.
4. Emotion expression is conveyed by not only speech expression but also
non-verbal means, such as facial expressions, speech recognition, and body
language, as reviewed in Chapter 1. Emotion recognition based on facial ex-
pression has been extensively studied in previous computer science studies.
The emotion recognition process in this study used speech as its only modal-
ity function. In future research, more attention should be paid to the less-
researched combination of audio and video signals to achieve a more accurate
recognition of emotional states.
5. In Chapter 8, we used the Convolutional Neural Network algorithm as
the deep-learning mechanism for our research. However, the CNN requires a
rather long computing time to train data from very large datasets. Therefore,
for future research, a more efficient parallel computing algorithm on large GPU
platforms should be used to meet the capacity requirements of computing
systems.
6. This research was limited by the MAS corpus, as only five types of
emotional states were collected and available for use in our experiments. It
would be useful to create a database with a broader range of emotional states,
as certain applications may require a more nuanced emotional classification
than that offered by the five fundamental states. Therefore, future research
should expand this scope and create a database with more emotional states for
use in experiments.
7. Our experiment relied solely on the MAS corpus. Extending the number
of languages to include both Western and Eastern languages would allow for
comparing emotional speech in different languages.
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A A P P E N D I C E S
In the following we provide additional contents to the text in the form of two
appendices. Appendix A.1 is the Utterances of Mandarin Affective Speech, and
appendix A.2 is titled the URLs of the relevant tools.
a.1 the utterances of mandarin affective speech
The Appendix A.1 provides the utterances of Mandarin Affective Speech. It
contains the utterance in Chinese and also its English translation.
Table A.1: Mandarin Affective Speech Corpus part 1
Number Utterance in Chinese English Translation
1 你是个好人。 He is a good person.
2 我们那边有网球运动场、餐
馆、酒吧和一个面包店。
There are a tennis court,
restaurant, bar and bakery
close to where we live.




Is this lake artificial or natu-
ral?
5 你去把空调打开。 Please turn the air-
conditioner on.
6 他是多么慷慨啊。 He is so generous.
7 为什么你不给他看那本小说
呢？
Why don’t you show him
that novel?








The old man dug a pond




Table A.2: Mandarin Affective Speech Corpus part 2
Number Utterance in Chinese English Translation
11 小明，你陪外婆补牙齿吧。 Xiaoming, could you accom-
pany your grandmother to
have dental fillings?
12 今天晚上会下雨。 It will rain tonight.
13 港口来了好多警察。 So many policemen have
come to the port.




My roommate always makes
the dorm very messy.




My best friend is going to em-
igrate to Europe.
18 他们家小狗死掉了。 Their family’s dog is dead.
19 明天要去富春漂流了。 We are going rafting tomor-
row in Fuchun.
20 金桥门水果摊要开门了 The fruit shop that is lo-
cated in Jinqiaomen will
open soon.
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a.2 urls of the relevant tools
Appendix A.2 provides the URLs of the relevant tools in this thesis.
Table A.3: The URL of the relevant tools
No Software URLs
1 Skype Translator。 https://www.skype.com/en/features/skype-
translator
2 Google Translator https://support.google.com/translate












a.3 matlab code for vss algorithm
Appendix A.3 provides two ways of setting the VSS algorithm.










EO= gaborconvolve(I, 12, 12, 3, 1.35, 0.8, 1.5, 0); %%using the log-








meaning=zeros(size(EO{1,1})); %%Get the vector of each (Ns, No)
,
%%The convolution values within
each image is averaged by the
time sequence.
%%The row of the matrix EO{i,j}
is frequency, while the









[dataset_scale,ps]=mapminmax(dataset,0,1); %%normalize the vector
n=size(song,2); %%To get the point-in-time
of spectrogram
q=size(y,1);
t=q/fs; %%to get the time span of
the voice
ts=t/(q-1); %%to get the time span
between the sample of the voice
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Ts=t/(n-1); %%to get the time span
between the point-in-time of spectrogram
p=round(Ts/ts); %%to get the number of












out=wout(find(wout~=0)); %%get the voiced segment
% wavname=[’D:\newtraing\an’ int2str(i) ’.wav’];
audiowrite(’sa10.wav’,out,fs); 
Code 2: only the voiced feature extraction
clear, close all
nscale = 12; % number of scales used 10
norient = 12; % number of orientations (0-pi) used = 12
minWaveLength = 3; % number of pixels minimum wave length, must be at
least 2 for nyquist
mult = 1.35; % factor increase in wavelength per scale - used 1.5










EO= gaborconvolve(I, 1, norient, waveLength, mult, sigmaOnf, Lnorm, 0);









meaning=zeros(size(EO{1,1})); %%Get the vector of each (Ns, No)
,
%%The convolution values within
each image is averaged by the
time sequence.
%%The row of the matrix EO{i,j}
is frequency, while the









[dataset_scale,ps]=mapminmax(dataset,0,1); %%normalize the vector 
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a.4 matlab code for log-gabor filters








nscale = 12; % number of scales used 10
norient = 6; % number of orientations (0-pi) used = 12
minWaveLength = 3; % number of pixels minimum wave length, must be at
least 2 for nyquist
mult = 1.35; % factor increase in wavelength per scale - used 1.5
sigmaOnf = 0.8; % sd of gaussian
Lnorm = 0; % norm of the filter
features = []; % features and class label
happyfeatures =[];
for f = 1:200 % run script on each of the files (TIF)
fileName = strcat(’C:\Users\TiCC\Documents\MATLAB\spectrogramalgorithm
\data\happiness\’,File(f).name);
fprintf(’Processing %i of %i files\n’,f,length(File))




%% extract a patch from the image
patch_size = 2^floor(log2(min(size(im,1),size(im,2)))); % smallest












%% apply gaborconvolve per scale
magnitudeSumFeatures = zeros(16,nscale); % placeholder for
features for this image
magnitudeVarFeatures = zeros(16,nscale); % placeholder for
features for this image
for j = 1:nscale
waveLength = minWaveLength * mult^(j-1);
[Es,Bs] = gaborconvolve(im, 1, norient, waveLength, mult,
sigmaOnf, Lnorm, 0);
magnitudeOrient = zeros([size(Es{1}),norient]);
for es = 1:norient
magnitudeOrient(:,:,es) = abs(Es{es});
end
for h = 1:4






energy per pixel for this scale
magnitudeVarFeatures(w+(h-1)*4,j) = std(sum(sum(
magnitudeOrientPart))/mean(sum(sum(













% output features to file




a.5 matlab code for cnn algorithm
Appendix A.5 provides the CNN code based on both the designed and the
pre-trained model.
a.5.1 Matlab Code for CNN Code 1
Code 1: The CNN model based on the 7 layers small model
function [net, info] = cnn_spectrogram_fiveemomiddle(varargin)
run(fullfile(fileparts(mfilename(’fullpath’)),...
’..’, ’..’, ’matlab’, ’vl_setupnn.m’)) ;
opts.batchNormalization = false ;
opts.network = [] ;
opts.networkType = ’simplenn’ ;
[opts, varargin] = vl_argparse(opts, varargin) ;
sfx = opts.networkType ;
if opts.batchNormalization, sfx = [sfx ’-bnorm’] ; end
opts.expDir = fullfile(vl_rootnn, ’data’, [’emotionfivemiddle-’ sfx]) ;
[opts, varargin] = vl_argparse(opts, varargin) ;
opts.dataDir = fullfile(vl_rootnn, ’data’, ’emotion’) ;
opts.imdbPath = fullfile(opts.expDir, ’imdb.mat’);
opts.train = struct() ;
opts = vl_argparse(opts, varargin) ;









net = opts.network ;
opts.network = [] ;
end
if exist(opts.imdbPath, ’file’)
imdb = load(opts.imdbPath) ;
else
imdb = getemoImdb(opts) ;
mkdir(opts.expDir) ;









case ’simplenn’, trainfn = @cnn_train ;
case ’dagnn’, trainfn = @cnn_train_dag ;
end




’val’, find(imdb.images.set == 3)) ;
% --------------------------------------------------------------------




fn = @(x,y) getSimpleNNBatch(x,y) ;
case ’dagnn’
bopts = struct(’numGpus’, numel(opts.train.gpus)) ;
fn = @(x,y) getDagNNBatch(bopts,x,y) ;
end
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
function [images, labels] = getSimpleNNBatch(imdb, batch)
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
images = imdb.images.data(:,:,:,batch) ;
labels = imdb.images.labels(1,batch) ;
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
function inputs = getDagNNBatch(opts, imdb, batch)
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
images = imdb.images.data(:,:,:,batch) ;
labels = imdb.images.labels(1,batch) ;
if opts.numGpus > 0
images = gpuArray(images) ;
end
inputs = {’input’, images, ’label’, labels} ;
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
function imdb = getemoImdb(opts)
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% --------------------------------------------------------------------











set = [ones(1,numel(y1)) 3*ones(1,numel(y2))];
data = single(cat(4, x1, x2));
dataMean = mean(data(:,:,:,set == 1), 4);
imdb.meta.classes = {’angry’, ’happy’,’neutral’,’panic’,’sad’} ;
imdb.images.labels = cat(2, y1, y2) ;
imdb.images.set = set ;
imdb.meta.sets = {’train’, ’val’, ’test’} ;
imdb.images.data = bsxfun(@minus, data, dataMean);
imdb.images.data_mean = single(dataMean); 
function net = cnn_spectrogram_fiveemomiddle_init(varargin)
opts.batchNormalization = true ;
opts.networkType = ’simplenn’ ;




net.layers = {} ;
net.layers{end+1} = struct(’type’, ’conv’, ...
’weights’, {{f*randn(5,5,3,20, ’single’), zeros
(1, 20, ’single’)}}, ...
’stride’, 1, ...
’pad’, 0) ;
net.layers{end+1} = struct(’type’, ’pool’, ...
’method’, ’max’, ...









net.layers{end+1} = struct(’type’, ’pool’, ...
’method’, ’max’, ...
’pool’, [2 2], ...
’stride’, 2, ...
’pad’, 0) ;





net.layers{end+1} = struct(’type’, ’relu’) ;





net.layers{end+1} = struct(’type’, ’softmaxloss’) ;
% optionally switch to batch normalization
if opts.batchNormalization
net = insertBnorm(net, 1) ;
net = insertBnorm(net, 4) ;
net = insertBnorm(net, 7) ;
end
% Meta parameters
net.meta.inputSize = [28 28 1] ;
net.meta.trainOpts.learningRate = 0.0005 ;
net.meta.trainOpts.numEpochs = 200 ;
net.meta.trainOpts.batchSize = 100 ;
% Fill in defaul values
net = vl_simplenn_tidy(net) ;





net = dagnn.DagNN.fromSimpleNN(net, ’canonicalNames’, true) ;
net.addLayer(’top1err’, dagnn.Loss(’loss’, ’classerror’), ...
{’prediction’, ’label’}, ’error’) ;
net.addLayer(’top5err’, dagnn.Loss(’loss’, ’topkerror’, ...






function net = insertBnorm(net, l)
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
assert(isfield(net.layers{l}, ’weights’));
ndim = size(net.layers{l}.weights{1}, 4);
layer = struct(’type’, ’bnorm’, ...
’weights’, {{ones(ndim, 1, ’single’), zeros(ndim, 1, ’
single’)}}, ...
’learningRate’, [1 1 0.05], ...
’weightDecay’, [0 0]) ;
net.layers{l}.biases = [] ;
net.layers = horzcat(net.layers(1:l), layer, net.layers(l+1:end)) ; 
a.5.2 Matlab Code for CNN code 2
function [net, info] = cnn_emotion (varargin)
run(fullfile(fileparts(mfilename(’fullpath’)), ...
’..’, ’..’, ’matlab’, ’vl_setupnn.m’)) ;
opts.modelType = ’lenet’ ;
[opts, varargin] = vl_argparse(opts, varargin) ;
opts.expDir = fullfile(vl_rootnn, ’data’, ...
sprintf(’emotion256-%s’, opts.modelType)) ;
[opts, varargin] = vl_argparse(opts, varargin) ;
opts.dataDir = fullfile(vl_rootnn, ’data’,’emotion256’) ;
opts.imdbPath = fullfile(opts.expDir, ’imdb.mat’);
opts.whitenData = true ;
opts.contrastNormalization = true ;
opts.networkType = ’simplenn’ ;
opts.train = struct() ;
opts = vl_argparse(opts, varargin) ;
if ~isfield(opts.train, ’gpus’), opts.train.gpus = []; end;
%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------







net = cnn_emotion_init(’networkType’, opts.networkType) ;
case ’nin’
net = cnn_emotion_init_nin(’networkType’, opts.networkType) ;
otherwise
error(’Unknown model type ’’%s’’.’, opts.modelType) ;
end
if exist(opts.imdbPath, ’file’)
imdb = load(opts.imdbPath) ;
else
imdb = getemoImdb(opts) ;
mkdir(opts.expDir) ;
save(opts.imdbPath, ’-struct’, ’imdb’) ;
end








case ’simplenn’, trainfn = @cnn_train ;
case ’dagnn’, trainfn = @cnn_train_dag ;
end




’val’, find(imdb.images.set == 3)) ;
%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------






fn = @(x,y) getSimpleNNBatch(x,y) ;
case ’dagnn’
bopts = struct(’numGpus’, numel(opts.train.gpus)) ;




function [images, labels] = getSimpleNNBatch(imdb, batch)
%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
images = imdb.images.data(:,:,:,batch) ;
labels = imdb.images.labels(1,batch) ;
if rand > 0.5, images=fliplr(images) ; end
%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
function inputs = getDagNNBatch(opts, imdb, batch)
%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
images = imdb.images.data(:,:,:,batch) ;
labels = imdb.images.labels(1,batch) ;
if rand > 0.5, images=fliplr(images) ; end
if opts.numGpus > 0
images = gpuArray(images) ;
end
inputs = {’input’, images, ’label’, labels} ;
%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
function imdb = getemoImdb(opts)
%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Preapre the imdb structure, returns image data with mean image
subtracted
traintdir = ’Train’;




for i = 1:nFiles






testFiles = dir(fullfile(testdir, ’*.jpg’) );
test1=zeros(64,64,3,length(testFiles));
mFiles = length(testFiles)
for i = 1:mFiles










set = [ones(1,numel(y1)) 3*ones(1,numel(y2))];
dataMean = mean(data(:,:,:,set == 1), 4);
imdb.meta.classes = {’angry’;’happy’;’neutral’;’panic’;’sad’} ;
imdb.meta.sets = {’train’, ’val’, ’test’} ;
imdb.images.labels = cat(2, y1, y2) ;
imdb.images.set = set;
imdb.images.data = bsxfun(@minus, data, dataMean); 
function net = cnn_emotion_init(varargin)
opts.networkType = ’simplenn’ ;
opts = vl_argparse(opts, varargin) ;
lr = [.1 2] ;
net.layers = {} ;
% Block 1
net.layers{end+1} = struct(’type’, ’conv’, ...
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’weights’, {{0.01*randn(5,5,3,32, ’single’),




net.layers{end+1} = struct(’type’, ’pool’, ...
’method’, ’max’, ...
’pool’, [3 3], ...
’stride’, 2, ...
’pad’, [0 1 0 1]) ;
net.layers{end+1} = struct(’type’, ’relu’) ;
% Block 2






net.layers{end+1} = struct(’type’, ’relu’) ;
net.layers{end+1} = struct(’type’, ’pool’, ...
’method’, ’avg’, ...
’pool’, [3 3], ...
’stride’, 2, ...
’pad’, [0 1 0 1]) ; % Emulate caffe
% Block 3






net.layers{end+1} = struct(’type’, ’relu’) ;
net.layers{end+1} = struct(’type’, ’pool’, ...
’method’, ’avg’, ...
’pool’, [3 3], ...
’stride’, 2, ...
’pad’, [0 1 0 1]) ; % Emulate caffe
% Block 4






net.layers{end+1} = struct(’type’, ’relu’) ;
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% Block 5







net.layers{end+1} = struct(’type’, ’softmaxloss’) ;
% Meta parameters
net.meta.inputSize = [64 64 3] ;
net.meta.trainOpts.learningRate = [0.05*ones(1,30) 0.005*ones(1,10)
0.0005*ones(1,5)] ;
net.meta.trainOpts.weightDecay = 0.0001 ;
net.meta.trainOpts.batchSize = 100 ;
net.meta.trainOpts.numEpochs = numel(net.meta.trainOpts.learningRate) ;
% Fill in default values
net = vl_simplenn_tidy(net) ;





net = dagnn.DagNN.fromSimpleNN(net, ’canonicalNames’, true) ;






a.5.3 Matlab Code for CNN Pre-trained model
Appendix A.5.3 provides the CNN feature based on the Imagenet pre-trained
model.
function imdb = cnn_image_setup_data(varargin)
opts.dataDir = fullfile(’data’,’image’) ;
opts.lite = false ;
opts = vl_argparse(opts, varargin) ;
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Load categories metadata
%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
metaPath = fullfile(opts.dataDir, ’classInd.txt’) ;
fprintf(’using metadata %s\n’, metaPath) ;
tmp = importdata(metaPath);
nCls = numel(tmp);
% check the label
if nCls ~= 5
error(’Wrong meta file %s’,metaPath);
end






% select data file
imdb.classes.name = cats ;
imdb.imageDir.train = fullfile(opts.dataDir, ’train’) ;
imdb.imageDir.test = fullfile(opts.dataDir, ’test’) ;
%% -----------------------------------------------------------------




labels = {} ;
imdb.images.sets = [] ;
%%
fprintf(’searching training images ...\n’) ;







if length(train_label) ~= length(dir(’C:\Users\17253260\Documents\MATLAB\
Newtrainingmodel\data\image\train\*.jpg’))
error(’training data is not equal to its label!!!’);
end
i = 1;
for d = dir(’C:\Users\17253260\Documents\MATLAB\Newtrainingmodel\data\
image\train\*.jpg’)’
name{end+1} = d.name;
labels{end+1} = train_label{i} ;
if mod(numel(name), 10) == 0, fprintf(’.’) ; end





fprintf(’searching testing images ...\n’) ;






if length(test_label) ~= length(dir(’C:\Users\17253260\Documents\MATLAB\
Newtrainingmodel\data\image\test\*.jpg’))
error(’testing data is not equal to its label!!!’);
end
i = 1;
for d = dir(’C:\Users\17253260\Documents\MATLAB\Newtrainingmodel\data\
image\test\*.jpg’)’
name{end+1} = d.name;
labels{end+1} = test_label{i} ;
if mod(numel(name), 10) == 0, fprintf(’.’) ; end





labels = horzcat(labels{:}) ;
imdb.images.id = 1:numel(name) ;
imdb.images.name = name ;
imdb.images.label = labels ; 
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function [net, info] = cnn_newnn(varargin)
% Demonstrates fine-tuning a pre-trained CNN based on imagenet dataset
run(fullfile(fileparts(mfilename(’fullpath’)), ...
’..’, ’matconvnet-1.0-beta24’, ’matlab’, ’vl_setupnn.m’)) ;
opts.dataDir = fullfile(’data’,’image’) ;
opts.expDir = fullfile(’exp’, ’image’) ;
opts.modelPath = fullfile(’models’,’imagenet-vgg-f.mat’);
[opts, varargin] = vl_argparse(opts, varargin) ;
opts.numFetchThreads = 12 ;
opts.lite = false ;
opts.imdbPath = fullfile(opts.expDir, ’imdb.mat’);
opts.train = struct() ;
opts.train.gpus = [];
opts.train.batchSize = 8 ;
opts.train.numSubBatches = 4 ;
opts.train.learningRate = 1e-4 * [ones(1,10), 0.1*ones(1,5)];
opts = vl_argparse(opts, varargin) ;
















imdb = load(opts.imdbPath) ;
else
imdb = cnn_image_setup_data(’dataDir’, opts.dataDir, ’lite’, opts.lite)
;
mkdir(opts.expDir) ;




% Set the class names in the network
net.meta.classes.name = imdb.classes.name ;
net.meta.classes.description = imdb.classes.name ;
















opts.train.train = find(imdb.images.set==1) ;
opts.train.val = find(imdb.images.set==3) ;
% ??









net = cnn_imagenet_deploy(net) ;
modelPath = fullfile(opts.expDir, ’net-deployed.mat’);
net_ = net.saveobj() ;





function fn = getBatchFn(opts, meta)
%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
useGpu = numel(opts.train.gpus) > 0 ;
bopts.numThreads = opts.numFetchThreads ;
bopts.imageSize = meta.normalization.imageSize ;
bopts.border = meta.normalization.border ;
% bopts.averageImage = [];
bopts.averageImage = meta.normalization.averageImage ;
% bopts.rgbVariance = meta.augmentation.rgbVariance ;
% bopts.transformation = meta.augmentation.transformation ;
fn = @(x,y) getDagNNBatch(bopts,useGpu,x,y) ;
%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
function inputs = getDagNNBatch(opts, useGpu, imdb, batch)
%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------







isVal = ~isempty(batch) && imdb.images.set(batch(1)) ~= 1 ;
if ~isVal
% training
im = cnn_imagenet_get_batch(images, opts, ...
’prefetch’, nargout == 0) ;
else
% validation: disable data augmentation
im = cnn_imagenet_get_batch(images, opts, ...
’prefetch’, nargout == 0, ...
’transformation’, ’none’) ;
end
if nargout > 0
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if useGpu
im = gpuArray(im) ;
end
labels = imdb.images.label(batch) ;




function averageImage = getImageStats(opts, meta, imdb)
%
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
train = find(imdb.images.set == 1) ;
batch = 1:length(train);
fn = getBatchFn(opts, meta) ;
train = train(1: 100: end);
avg = {};
for i = 1:length(train)
temp = fn(imdb, batch(train(i):train(i)+99)) ;
temp = temp{2};
avg{end+1} = mean(temp, 4) ;
end
%averageImage = mean(cat(4,avg{:}),4) ;
%averageImage = gather(averageImage); 
function net = prepareDINet(net,opts)








net.layers{end} = struct(’name’,’loss’, ’type’,’softmaxloss’) ;
net = dagnn.DagNN.fromSimpleNN(net, ’canonicalNames’, true) ;
net.addLayer(’top1err’, dagnn.Loss(’loss’, ’classerror’), ...
{’prediction’,’label’}, ’top1err’) ;
net.addLayer(’top5err’, dagnn.Loss(’loss’, ’topkerror’, ...
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’opts’, {’topK’,5}), ...
{’prediction’,’label’}, ’top5err’) ; 
S U M M A R Y
Whether a person is speaking privately with family members or giving a pre-
sentation at a conference, emotion is an inevitable element of speech. One of
the most important functions of emotion is to support interpersonal commu-
nication. The appropriate use of emotional expression helps to achieve better
communication, enhance friendship and mutual respect, and improve relation-
ships. Because of the significant impact of emotion on the human exchange
of information, the recognition and understanding of emotions in communi-
cation behavior has become a prominent multidisciplinary research topic. The
earliest modern scientific studies on emotion can be traced back to the work
by Darwin (see Darwin, 1872). Following Darwin, emotion studies were dom-
inated by behavioral psychologists for more than one hundred years. In this
field, William James established the contemporary research theory of emotion
(cf. James, 1884). Since that point, the topic has expanded to a variety of disci-
plines (see Tao & Tan, 2005). Given the wide range of emotional information
that a listener receives from speech, it is not surprising that researchers from a
range of disciplines are interested in studying speech emotion.
In this research, we aimed to create a novel method for a computer to recog-
nize emotion through non-verbal speech cues in the Mandarin language. The
objective was to enable the computer to detect a Mandarin speaker’s different
emotional states. Our goal was to identify an alternative to current methods
that accurately characterize non-verbal speech emotion in several languages. In
this study, we disregarded the verbal aspects of speech and primarily focused
on the non-verbal aspects.
Speech emotion recognition could have important applications in people’s
daily lives. However, due to SER’s current limited accuracy, SER approaches
need improvement, which was the basis for our PS. For our Problem Statement
(PS), which reads as follows,
PS: To what extent can we improve SER accuracy using spectrogram informa-
tion?
From the PS we formulated four RQs.
RQ1: Is it possible to design a new algorithm that improves the accuracy of
detecting the voiced part activity in speech?
RQ2: How can we use two-dimensional features to analyze the spectrogram
representation of speech?
RQ3: Can we extract additional, and likely less-intensive features via the com-
position of Gabor filters through a spectrogram?
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RQ4: Can we apply the deep-learning method to the spectrogram outcomes
to extract "visual" features to increase the accuracy of SER?
The answers to the research questions enable us to formulate our conclu-
sion to the problem statement.
Chapter 1 describes the research topic. It provides an overview of SER and
a description of the implementation of the algorithms. The PS and four RQs
are outlined. Our research methodology is subsequently described, and the
major contributions are listed.
Chapter 2 reviews the definition of emotion and the emotional states that
are used in our experiments. It further describes how emotion affects expres-
sion in speech.
Chapter 3 presents an overview of the three stages of SER. First, we review
feature extraction and the most commonly used acoustic features in SER. We
subsequently provide details regarding the feature extraction method used in
our research. Second, feature selection is reviewed. Third, the classification
algorithms are analyzed.
Chapter 4 provides a brief explanation of the tools and techniques used
in this study. We first describe the databases chosen for our experiments. The
spectrogram and log-Gabor filters are then introduced as the key tools in our
research. They are used extensively in the experiments.
Chapter 5 answers RQ1. We propose a new algorithm, the VSS algorithm,
which produces a more accurate segmentation of speech signals by dealing
with the voiced signal segments as image processing. In Section 5.1, we briefly
review the crucial emotional information contained in the voiced and unvoiced
aspects of speech. We observe that the most important features of speech are
the voiced aspects. However, there are no clear boundaries between voiced and
unvoiced aspects of speech. Current methods primarily rely on the exploitation
of the intensity of speech signals for SER and produce unsatisfactory results.
Researchers are calling for more precision regarding the boundary between the
voiced and unvoiced aspects of speech. Thus, if we would be able to improve
the performance of VAD, we could consequently influence and enhance fea-
ture extraction for SER. To this end, our study proposes a new algorithm, the
VSS algorithm, which can produce an accurate segmentation of speech signals
by using log-Gabor filters to detect voiced aspects of speech on a spectrogram.
The VSS algorithm is evaluated by (1) a comparison with the current most
successful VAD algorithm and (2) a comparison of SER performance with and
without the VSS algorithm. The first comparison showed that the VSS algo-
rithm is a more accurate algorithm for voiced segment detection than the one
currently in use. Our research results indicate that the VSS algorithm improves
SER accuracy.
Chapter 6 answers RQ2. We describe the primary log-Gabor filter algo-
rithm, which uses log-Gabor filters to extract the spectro-temporal features of
the emotional information from a spectrogram. A spectrogram can visually dis-
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play the combined time, frequency, and energy information in an image of a
speech signal. Specifically, in each spectrogram image, vertical and horizontal
axes represent the time and frequency, while colors represent the energy of the
speech signal. As a spectrogram simultaneously illustrates multiple indicators
of the speech signal, we believe that it has the potential to produce new feature
groups that we have not encountered previously. Thus, the second RQ sought
to identify a new kind of feature containing efficient emotional information
that does not overlap with the existing feature group. The unique pattern that
we designed for each type of emotion in the spectrogram was illustrated. The
recognition performance demonstrated that the new features are efficient for
the feature group.
Chapter 7 answers RQ3. This chapter proposes a further study seeking to
categorize emotional expressions in a sentence into primary and less intensive
emotional expressions according to their intensiveness. The chapter reveals the
feature patterns of the subsequent emotional expressions in a spectrogram. We
use log-Gabor filters to identify and extract the subsequent feature patterns for
different emotions on a spectrogram. Whereas Chapter 6 concentrated on the
parts of a sentence that demonstrate intensive expression of emotion, in this
chapter, we further conduct feature extraction using additional Gabor filters
on the feature patterns of less intensive emotional expressions.
Chapter 8 answers RQ4. It describes the CNN algorithm and the reasons
that it is necessary for our work. First, the architecture of the neural network is
illustrated. We then explain the details of feature learning from a spectrogram
using the CNN. The classification of data is subsequently demonstrated for
each type of emotion. Finally, the comparison of the algorithms’ performance
is analyzed.
Chapter 9 provides an answer to the PS. The chapter begins by summariz-
ing the answers to RQ1, RQ2, RQ3, and RQ4. We then review the PS, formulate
conclusions, and offer seven recommendations for future investigation aimed
at further improving SER.

S A M E N VAT T I N G
Of iemand nu privé met familieleden spreekt of een presentatie geeft tijdens
een conferentie, emotie is een onvermijdelijk element van spreken. Een van
de belangrijkste functies van emotie is het ondersteunen van interpersoonlijke
communicatie. Het juiste gebruik van emotionele expressie helpt om betere
communicatie tot stand te brengen, vriendschap en wederzijds respect te ver-
beteren en relaties te versterken. Vanwege de significante invloed van emotie
op de menselijke uitwisseling van informatie, is de herkenning en het be-
grip van emoties in communicatiegedrag een prominent multidisciplinair on-
derzoeksonderwerp geworden. De vroegste moderne wetenschappelijke stud-
ies over emotie zijn terug te voeren op het werk van Darwin (see Darwin,
1872). Na Darwin werden emotiestudies gedomineerd door gedragspsycholo-
gen gedurende meer dan honderd jaar. Op dit gebied heeft William James
de hedendaagse onderzoekstheorie van de emotie gevestigd (cf. James, 1884).
Sindsdien is het onderwerp uitgebreid tot een verscheidenheid aan disciplines
(see Tao & Tan, 2005). Gezien het brede scala aan emotionele informatie die een
luisteraar van spraak ontvangt, is het niet verrassend dat onderzoekers uit ver-
schillende disciplines geïnteresseerd zijn in het bestuderen van spraakemotie.
In dit onderzoek hebben we geprobeerd een nieuwe methode te ontwikke-
len voor een computer om emoties te herkennen aan de hand van non-verbale
spraakelementen in het Mandarijn. Het doel was om de computer in staat te
stellen de verschillende emotionele toestanden van een Mandarijnspreker te
detecteren. Ons doel was ook om een alternatief te vinden voor de huidige
methoden die de non-verbale spraakemotie in verschillende talen accuraat
karakteriseren. In deze studie negeerden we de verbale aspecten van spraak
en richten ons in eerste instantie op de non-verbale aspecten.
Spraak-emotieherkenning kan belangrijke toepassingen hebben in het dageli-
jks leven van mensen. De huidige nauwkeurigheid van de SER is beperk,
daarom behoeft de SER-aanpak verbetering. Dit was de basis voor onze Prob-
leemstelling (PS). Voor onze Probleemstelling (PS), die zei,
PS: In hoeverre kunnen we de nauwkeurigheid van de SER verbeteren met
behulp van spectrogram-informatie?
Van de PS hebben we vier Onderzoeksvragen (OVs) afgeleid.
OV1: Is het mogelijk om een nieuw algoritme te ontwerpen dat de nauwkeurigheid
van het detecteren van de stemhebbende onderdeelactiviteit in spraak
verbetert?
OV2: Hoe kunnen we tweedimensionale functies gebruiken om de spectro-
gramrepresentatie van spraak te analyseren?
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OV3: Kunnen we additionele en waarschijnlijk minder intensieve functies ex-
traheren via de samenstelling van Gabor-filters met behulp van een spec-
trogram?
OV4: Kunnen we de deep-learning methode toepassen op de spectogram-
uitkomsten om "visuele" functies te extraheren om de nauwkeurigheid
van SER te vergroten?
De antwoorden op de onderzoeksvragen stellen ons in staat onze conclusie
te formuleren voor de probleemstelling.
Hoofdstuk 1 beschrijft het onderzoeksthema. Het geeft een overzicht van
de SER en een beschrijving van de implementatie van de algoritmen. De PS
en de vier OVs worden geformuleerd. Onze onderzoeksmethodologie wordt
vervolgens beschreven. Voorts worden onze belangrijkste vondsten vermeld.
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de definitie van emotie en de emotionele toestanden
die in onze experimenten worden gebruikt. Het beschrijft verder hoe emotie
de expressie in de spraak beinvloedt.
Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een overzicht van de drie fasen van de SER. Eerst be-
spreken we feature-extractie en de meest gebruikte akoestische functies in SER.
Daarenboven geven we details over de functie-extractiemethode die in ons on-
derzoek is gebruikt. Ten tweede wordt functieselectie beoordeeld. Ten derde
worden de classificatie-algoritmen geanalyseerd.
Hoofdstuk 4 geeft een korte toelichting op de hulpmiddelen en technieken
die in dit onderzoek zijn gebruikt. We beschrijven eerst de databases die voor
onze experimenten zijn gekozen. De spectrogram- en log-Gabor-filters worden
vervolgens geïntroduceerd als de belangrijkste instrumenten in ons onderzoek.
Ze worden veel gebruikt in de experimenten.
Hoofdstuk 5 antwoordt OV1. We stellen een nieuw algoritme voor, het
VSS-algoritme, dat een nauwkeurige segmentatie van spraaksignalen produceert
door de stemhebbende signaalsegmenten aan te pakken als beeldverwerking.
In Sectie 5.1 bespreken we kort de cruciale emotionele informatie die is vervat
in de stemhebbende en stemloze aspecten van spraak. We merken op dat de
belangrijkste kenmerken van spraak de stemhebbende aspecten zijn. Er zijn
echter geen duidelijke grenzen tussen stemhebbende en niet-stemhebbende
aspecten van spraak. De huidige methoden zijn hoofdzakelijk gebaseerd op
de benutting van de intensiteit van spraaksignalen voor de SER en produc-
eren onbevredigende resultaten. Onderzoekers vragen om meer precisie met
betrekking tot de grens tussen stemhebbende en stemloze aspecten. Als we
aldus de prestaties van VAD zouden kunnen verbeteren, zouden we bijgevolg
de feature-extractie voor SER kunnen beïnvloeden en verbeteren. Hiertoe stelt
onze studie een nieuw algoritme voor, het VSS-algoritme, dat een nauwkeurige
segmentatie van spraaksignalen kan produceren met behulp van log-Gabor fil-
ters om stemhebbende aspecten van spraak op een spectrogram te detecteren.
Het VSS-algoritme wordt geëvalueerd door (1) een vergelijking met het meest
succesvolle VAD-algoritme en (2) een vergelijking van SER-prestaties met en
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zonder het VSS-algoritme. De eerste vergelijking toont aan dat het VSS-algoritme
een meer accuraat algoritme is voor stemdetectiesectie dan het huidige dat
wordt gebruikt. Onze onderzoeksresultaten geven aan dat het VSS-algoritme
de SER-nauwkeurigheid verbetert.
Hoofdstuk 6 antwoordt OV2. We beschrijven het primaire log-Gabor filter-
algoritme, dat log-Gabor-filters gebruikt om de spectro-temporele kenmerken
van de emotionele informatie uit een spectrogram te extraheren. Een spectro-
gram kan de gecombineerde tijd-, frequentie- en energie-informatie visueel
weergeven in een beeld van een spraaksignaal. Specifiek stellen in elk spectro-
grambeeld de verticale en horizontale assen de tijd en frequentie voor, terwijl
kleuren de energie van het spraaksignaal vertegenwoordigen. Omdat een spec-
trogram tegelijkertijd meerdere indicatoren van het spraaksignaal illustreert,
geloven we dat het de potentie heeft nieuwe functiegroepen te produceren die
we nog niet eerder zijn tegengekomen. OV2 probeert dus een nieuw soort func-
tie te identificeren met efficiënte emotionele informatie die niet overlapt met
de bestaande functiegroep. Het unieke patroon dat we hebben ontworpen voor
elk type emotie in het spectrogram, wordt hier geïllustreerd. De prestaties die
voor de herkenning geboekt zijn, hebben aangetoond dat de nieuwe functies
efficiënt zijn voor de functiegroep.
Hoofdstuk 7 antwoordt OV3. In dit hoofdstuk wordt een verdere studie
voorgesteld om emotionele expressies in een zin te categoriseren in primaire
en minder intensieve emotionele expressies op basis van hun intensiviteit. Het
hoofdstuk onthult de kenmerkpatronen van de daaropvolgende emotionele ex-
pressies in een spectrogram. We gebruiken log-Gabor filters om de volgende
kenmerkpatronen voor verschillende emoties op een spectrogram te identifi-
ceren en extraheren. Terwijl Hoofdstuk 6 zich concentreerde op de delen van
een zin die intense uitdrukking van emotie tonen, voeren we in dit hoofdstuk
eerst verder feature-extractie uit met extra Gabor filters op de feature-patronen
van minder intensieve emotionele expressies.
Hoofdstuk 8 antwoordt OV4. Het beschrijft het CNN-algoritme en de re-
denen waarom dit noodzakelijk is voor ons werk. Eerst wordt de architectuur
van het neurale netwerk geïllustreerd. Vervolgens leggen we de details van
het leren van functies uit vanuit een spectrogram met behulp van de CNN.
De classificatie van gegevens wordt vervolgens gedemonstreerd voor elk type
emotie. Ten slotte wordt de vergelijking van de prestaties van de algoritmen
geanalyseerd.
Hoofdstuk 9 geeft een antwoord op de PS. Het hoofdstuk begint met een
samenvatting van de antwoorden op OV1, OV2, OV3 en OV4. Vervolgens
beschouwen we de PS, formuleren we conclusies en geven we aanbevelingen
voor toekomstig onderzoek dat gericht is op het verder verbeteren van de SER.
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